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Preface to the Second Edition

This second edition of Economies and Cultures comes a full decade after the
first edition appeared. During this time both of us have used the book in
teaching economic anthropology classes, and Wilk has had feedback on
the book, most of it very positive, from many students and colleagues at
other universities. A surprising number of students wrote with their ques-
tions, comments and criticism, most of them perceptive and thoughtful.
Most gratifying of all, some economists and economic historians have used
the book in their classes, and it has also been used as a survey of the history
of social theory. The book is being used to introduce economic anthropol-
ogy to countries where it has never been taught before, including Vietnam,
China, Brazil, Argentina, and Italy.

Along with introducing economic anthropology, the first edition of the
book was also a useful guide to social philosophy and the origin of our
modern social science disciplines, according to some colleagues. One
reader even suggested that she found the book personally useful in think-
ing about her own role in society and as a guide to effective political advo-
cacy! Needless to say, we are pleased and flattered.

The topic of economic anthropology continues to grow in both volume
and relevance, expanding to include new topics like globalization, mass
media, sustainability, fair trade, and ethical consumption. The Society for
Economic Anthropology has also flourished, continuing its habit of hold-
ing stimulating and intellectually productive annual meetings and wonder-
ful collegial collaborations and discussions. Many people researching and
writing in this subdiscipline do not identify themselves primarily as eco-
nomic anthropologists. This is perhaps part of a long-term trend in an-
thropology for the traditional old subdivisions of the field (political an-
thropology, kinship, social organization, etc.) to disappear and reform into
new categories and divisions.

ix
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Over the past decade, the first edition of the book slowly began to look a
bit worn and outdated. As reviews and comments began to accumulate,
the strengths and weaknesses of the first edition became clearer. The con-
tinued growth and vitality of economic anthropology also made the read-
ing guides and bibliography less useful to students. Most important, stu-
dents and colleagues asked why the first edition did not include more
discussion of gift giving and reciprocity. After all, these are the topics that
draw most social scientists to economic anthropology in the first place—
they have an almost iconic status as the portions of economic life that are
the unique territory of anthropology.

Ironically then, we did not decide to write a second edition of this book
for narrow economic reasons, as an excuse to wring a few more dollars out
of undergraduate students by driving used copies of the first edition out of
the marketplace. On an hourly basis we could probably make more money
teaching a summer school class or even telemarketing! Instead our goals are
more complex and mixed. We want to make sure the book continues to be
a useful tool in teaching about economic anthropology. We want our col-
leagues and students to keep using the book and thinking about the funda-
mental issues it raises. We hope to continue to have an influence in shap-
ing the field and in reminding people of the importance of maintaining a
dialogue among the social sciences about basic human nature. Our highest
ambition is to keep chopping away at the foundations of the artificial
boundary that surrounds economics and sets it off from other social studies.

A number of things have been changed in this second edition, most im-
portantly the addition of coauthor Lisa Cliggett, who survived, as a gradu-
ate student, one of Wilk’s early attempts to teach economic anthropology.
That early inspiration to explore the anthropological view of the economy,
and the good fortune of taking an ecological anthropology class with Bob
Netting while he was a visiting professor at Indiana University, put
Cliggett clearly on the trajectory of becoming an economic anthropologist.
The new chapter on gifts and exchange is largely Cliggett’s work, drawing
on her extensive recent fieldwork experience in Zambia. The chapter
moves slightly away from the theoretical framework established in the rest
of the book, with the goal of giving readers a guide to the main areas of
historical controversy and the key findings of anthropologists working on
gifts and exchange. If we produce a third edition in the coming years, we
will probably add another chapter on consumption and consumer culture,
which is another increasingly important topic in economic anthropology.

We have also updated the bibliography of recommended ethnographies
to use in concert with this book in economic anthropology classes. Given

x Preface to the Second Edition
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the huge volume of new studies in the past decade, we have added mostly
books we have personally found useful, rather than aiming for a compre-
hensive collection. We have judiciously added a few new sources to the
general bibliography as well. Most of the major trends in recent economic
anthropology can be tracked through the annual volumes published by the
Society for Economic Anthropology (now published by Altamira Press),
through the annual volumes of Research in Economic Anthropology pub-
lished by Greenwood Press, and through a number of excellent topical re-
view articles that have appeared in the Annual Review of Anthropology, on
topics like the anthropology of food and eating and the influence of Max
Weber on anthropology.

Errors that crept into the first edition have now been corrected, and in a
number of places we have expanded the original text to make points
clearer to the reader. We have had invaluable help in this effort from Lois
Woestman, who used the book in one of her classes and forwarded us de-
tailed comments and suggestions for improvement upon which we have de-
pended in making revisions. We are also grateful to our energetic and faith-
ful editor at Westview, Karl Yambert, for his encouragement and patience.

xiPreface to the Second Edition
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1

Economic Anthropology
An Undisciplined Discipline

We do not see things the way they are; 
we see them the way we are.

—Chinese fortune cookie found by David Pilbeam, 
cited by Roger Lewin, Bones of Contention

Science is built up of facts, as a house is built of stones; 
but an accumulation of facts is no more 

a science than a heap of stones is a house.
—Jules Henri Poincaré, Science and Hypothesis

Controversy and Social Science

Textbooks often present anthropology as a cumulative collaboration, as a
complete whole that has sprung from its history as naturally as apples
falling from trees. Most professional social scientists know that this is not
how things work at all. Anthropology, like the other social sciences, is in
a state of constant change and fermentation, and our definitions of rele-
vant facts, our preoccupations, and our questions and answers change all
the time.

If that is so, why do so many anthropologists present the field in such a
static way in their textbooks? We suspect it is partially out of fear of losing
credibility and authority. Students might drop their anthropology classes if
their professors admitted how provisional their knowledge is, how con-
tentious the divisions and differences among their colleagues, how change-
able “the facts” from generation to generation. Students, they think, want
facts and truth, not challenges, contention, and the soft, shifting ground of
advanced theory.

When textbook authors simplify the field, they may also be acting with
the normal shortsightedness of the present moment, with the idea that

1
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what anthropologists know now is so much better than what they used to
know that it will surely last, instead of being overturned by the next gener-
ation. And they may also be acting as “gatekeepers”: In keeping behind-
the-scenes action secret, they control access to the field, like a close-knit
tribe that excludes outsiders. Becoming an anthropologist means learning
the sacred history—the names, factions, and fights.

Recently in anthropology, issues of relativism, objectivity, and authority
have been the center of attention, often presented under the banner of
“postmodernism.” Is anthropology just another way that the Western soci-
eties impose their worldview on other people? Is objectivity an outmoded
and dangerous concept? At one relativist extreme, all knowledge is relative
and provisional, and science is just another culture-bound worldview. Some
of our more relativist colleagues who take this position no longer believe
textbooks are useful, relevant, or practical. Texts, they think, just organize
the current culture-bound point of view and make it seem authoritative.

2 1: Economic Anthropology

Academic Strife
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We don’t agree. We recognize that science, especially social science, is a
political and social construction and that, as the fortune-cookie wisdom
cited above says, social science often tells practitioners as much about their
own society as it tells them about the world. Anthropologists have criti-
cized themselves and each other a lot lately for serving colonialism, for im-
posing their own cultural and gender categories on others, and for a host
of other sins.1 But we are not willing to throw the baby out with the bath-
water and abandon any idea of empirical knowledge or scientific progress
just because we find the quest is imperfect or tainted with politics. Social
science is always a mixture of objective and subjective, of ideology and
truth, a blend of both power and knowledge. In practice, the two kinds of
work depend on each other; without political and cultural context, knowl-
edge is just a useless collection of unrelated and boring facts (Poincaré’s
pile of stones). But without empirical facts as a check and reference, the
political or cultural discourse goes nowhere and remains just rhetoric.
There is no way to have meaningful anthropology—or any other social sci-
ence—free of politics.

If objective and subjective are two parts of a whole, there can really be
no justification for presenting them in isolation when we teach anthropol-
ogy. The debates, arguments, factions, and fights are the context that give
meaning to “the facts.” Controversy is not an aberration in science; it is the
substance of it. And economic anthropology is a good example, since the
field emerged only through debate and often heated disagreement, the po-
lite academic equivalent of a barroom brawl. If the fight between formal-
ists and substantivists had never broken out, economic anthropology
would barely exist on the academic map.

Hindsight gives us the luxury of looking back on a fight and judging
past events. This can be an exercise in arrogance if the only goal is to feel
superior to the players. Here, instead, our objective is to build on and
move beyond the debate and to make sure we do not repeat the same er-
rors. If the formalist-substantivist debate was the defining moment of eco-
nomic anthropology, the ending of the debate caused something of an
identity crisis. Revitalizing the discipline means finding the elements of
this debate that are worth carrying forward to another level and onward to
a new generation of scholarship.

The Formalist-Substantivist Debate

In later chapters we will delve into the early history of economic anthropol-
ogy and economic philosophy. Here, we will start in the 1960s, with the
goal of showing how the formalist-substantivist debate, once the centerpiece

3The Formalist-Substantivist Debate
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of economic anthropology, has now become an obstacle instead of an inspi-
ration. The field needs to move beyond the debate and ask more sophisti-
cated questions. But before moving onward, it is often useful to under-
stand where one has been; and for economic anthropologists, this means
understanding what was being debated at that time, what was at stake, and
why the arguments petered out instead of continuing to generate excite-
ment and new research.

Up until the 1950s, economic anthropology was primarily descriptive,
couched in a generally social-structural theoretical framework that concen-
trated on finding out how each culture made a living. Economic anthro-
pologists argued with economists because they saw them as being ethno-
centric and narrow, ignorant of the importance of culture in shaping
economic behavior. They thought economists should pay more attention
to anthropology and to the diversity of economic systems in the world.

Economists, in the meantime, mostly ignored anthropology and went
on with the business of advising politicians on how to run the world econ-
omy. But then some turncoat economists started to attack the discipline
from within, using arguments very similar to those of anthropology. For a
time, economists and economic anthropologists engaged in real debate,
and economic anthropologists wrote almost exclusively about their rela-
tionship with the larger and more powerful discipline. Other anthropolo-
gists paid close attention, and for the first time, the discipline as a whole
listened to economic anthropologists.

Like most academic quarrels, the formalist-substantivist debate was
sometimes personal and political; it built some careers and tore down oth-
ers.2 Some anthropologists are still well known to their colleagues only be-
cause of their role in it. Most important, the struggle created a common
community. In their study of other cultures, many anthropologists have
seen how exchange and gift giving can create community and interper-
sonal relationships. Paradoxically, fighting and conflict can often lead to
the same end; opponents and enemies are locked together as surely, and
often as closely, as friends and allies. Economic anthropology as a subdisci-
pline was at least partially created by the formalist-substantivist debate; to
this day, this is the part of economic anthropology that most other anthro-
pologists, economists, and sociologists know about, the part that appears
in introductory anthropology textbooks.

Some indication of how dramatic this event was for the field can be
found in H. T. Van Der Pas’s bibliography of economic anthropology,
which was published just as the debate was ending in 1973. From 1940 to
1950, an average of only four major articles and books were published in

4 1: Economic Anthropology
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economic anthropology per year in the whole world! (Of course at the
time much less anthropology of any kind was published than today.) From
1951 to 1956, the average went up to only ten per year. But in 1957, with
the publication of Karl Polanyi’s Trade and Market in the Early Empires, the
debate started, and the number jumped to twenty-seven. As Figure 1.1
shows, the number continued to rise, though after 1971 most publications
were no longer concerned with the formalist-substantivist debate. The
peak year was 1964, with fifty-five publications.

The Opening Battles

The first rumblings of the formalist-substantivist debate can be heard in
Bronislaw Malinowski’s 1922 critique of Western economics in his studies
of the economy of the Trobriand Islands, off the east coast of New Guinea.
The ongoing debate over whether Western economic tools can be used for
the study of “primitive” economies was renewed, with more force, during
a published exchange between the anthropologist Melville Herskovitz and
the economist Frank Knight in 1941.3 Half a century later, it is clear that
both parties had some valid points; the anthropologist said that other cul-
tures need to be understood on their own terms, and the economist ar-
gued that we need to build general models of all human behavior in all
cultures. It is equally clear that neither party understood the other’s sci-
ence, assumptions, or language and that they were mostly arguing past
each other, each with a sense of deep conviction that his was the only right
way. One also detects that the participants took a certain pleasure in the

5The Formalist-Substantivist Debate
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combat, like rams butting heads during the rutting season. The rest of the
formalist-substantivist debate was carried out in much the same combat-
ive and righteous spirit.

The fundamental positions within the formalist-substantivist debate
were already established, then, by the early 1950s. They were a variation
on a much older debate about the differences among human groups. A rel-
ativist argues that cultures are so different from one another, especially
primitives from moderns, that they cannot be understood with the tools of
Western science, tools that are themselves fundamentally a product of
modernity. A universalist says, on the contrary, that all human experience is
fundamentally the same and can be understood using objective tools that
are universal. To the universalist, science is not bound by a single culture
and therefore can make general comparative statements.

This amounts to a classic reflexive debate; while arguing about the na-
ture of the “other,” about how to understand different cultures, the parties
were also reflecting on their own “modern,” “Western” science. In the
process of defining the mysterious other, they were defining themselves.
For some of the combatants in the debate, the goal was to learn about the
“real” nature of other societies. But for many, the more powerful and emo-
tional issues were their own culture, work, and identity. The reflexive
stakes were high: Who would define that most powerful idea, science? Who
would have the authority to speak about the world and guide policy? And
at a philosophical and moral level, how much could all of those who were
engaged in the debate—on both sides—empathize and share with people
separated from them by language, distance, culture, and even time? How
universal is human experience? The only way to understand the passion
and conviction raised by the formalist-substantivist debate is to see behind
it to the reflexive, political, and moral issues it raised.

The Substantive Position

In a widely read and very influential book, The Great Transformation, pub-
lished in 1944, economic historian Karl Polanyi traced the development of
modern market capitalism from earlier systems, with great nostalgia for the
past, and predicted the imminent “breakdown of our civilization” (1944,
3–5). In his view, modern capitalism had elevated profits and the market
over society and human values, turning everything into a commodity to be
bought and sold. He thought that economics had developed along with
market capitalism as its servant and was merely a part of the system that
helped keep capitalism going by making it seem natural.4

6 1: Economic Anthropology
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In his later work, Polanyi collaborated with anthropologists, archaeolo-
gists, and historians to go further back in time to look at earlier empires,
trying to understand other ways, besides market capitalism, that civiliza-
tions had built their economies. When this work was published along with
other studies of nonmarket systems in an edited volume called Trade and
Market in the Early Empires in 1957, anthropologists began to pay atten-
tion. Here was a very influential economist asking contemporary questions
that could be addressed by the work done by anthropologists. In fact, if
Polanyi was right, anthropologists could make a fundamental contribution
to social science and contemporary policy by shedding light on the
economies of noncapitalist peoples.

One of Polanyi’s papers in Trade and Market, entitled “The Economy as
Instituted Process,” defined two meanings of the word “economic”: formal,
meaning the study of rational decisionmaking; and substantive, meaning
the material acts of making a living. Polanyi then said that only in the his-
torical development of the modern West had the two come to have the
same meaning, for only in modern capitalism was the economic system
(substantive) fused with rational economic logic (formal) that maximized
individual self-interest. Only capitalism institutionalizes formal principles
in this way, through the medium of the marketplace and the flow of
money. In precapitalist cultures, all kinds of economic activities take place,
but not within the framework and values of formal rational economic
logic, the characteristics of the competitive marketplace.

In modern capitalism, Polanyi said, the economy is embedded in (mean-
ing “submerged in” or “part of”) the institution of the marketplace. In the
economic systems of other cultures, however, the economy is embedded in
other social institutions and operates on different principles from the mar-
ket. In some cultures the economy may be part of kinship relations,
whereas in other places religious institutions may organize the economy.
Economies that are not built around market principles, Polanyi observed,
are therefore not focused on the logic of individual choice, which is the
basis of modern Western economic science. Without markets, formal eco-
nomics therefore has no meaning. To study these other societies we need
other principles, and these will depend on how the substantive economy of
making a living is organized in each place. Polanyi concluded that eco-
nomics should therefore seek to find out how the economy is embedded in
the matrix of different societies. This “substantivist” economics should
look first at nonmarket economic institutions (for example, temples and
tribute) and second, at the processes that hold the social and the economic

7The Formalist-Substantivist Debate
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together in different settings. Polanyi’s followers in economics came to be
called “institutionalists” for this reason.

Polanyi suggested, through his historical and cross-cultural studies, that
there are three major ways that societies integrate the economy into soci-
ety—modern formal economics only studies the third and is unable to
comprehend the first two, because they have different logics. The types are
reciprocity, redistribution, and exchange. Reciprocity is a general kind of help-
ing and sharing based on a mutual sense of obligation and identity. People
help each other because they have cultural and social relationships; they
belong to the same family or clan. Redistribution is a system with a central
authority of some sort, a priest, temple, or chief who collects from every-
one and redistributes different things back. For example, some people give
grain to the temple and receive cloth in return, whereas others give cloth
and receive grain, while the temple uses some of both for rituals and to
maintain the temple for the greater good. Exchange is calculated trade,
which comes in several varieties, according to Polanyi. Modern market ex-
change using money and bargaining to set prices is a very special case that
only recently became central to the European economy. Polanyi thought
that different combinations of these three kinds of economic logic were
found in all societies, but in each society one of them was dominant.

This substantivist model is profoundly relativist; it says that the econ-
omy is based on entirely different logical principles in different societies.
Therefore, the tools for understanding capitalism are as useless for study-
ing the ancient Aztecs as a flint knife would be for fixing a jet engine. Each
system has to be understood on its own terms. And Polanyi’s substantivism
jumps instantly from relativism to evolutionism. He is not simply defining
types but showing how those types form a historical series in which one
develops into another, implying that reciprocity is the simplest and ex-
change the most complex.

Like most cultural evolutionary models, Polanyi’s can be used to order all
societies from the simple (“primitive”) to the complex (“modern”) and de-
picts modern society as a radical break from the past.5 In other societies that
preceded capitalism, money, and markets, people did not always make
choices; nor did they act out of self-interest. They had no “motive to gain.”
Because people make moral or social choices, formal modern economics,
which is based on unlimited wants and scarce means, cannot apply. Each so-
ciety has a unique historical context and cultural configuration determining
the motives and desires of its members. And because of their environments
and low technology, “primitive” people really don’t have many choices to
make. As economist-turned-anthropologist George Dalton wrote:

8 1: Economic Anthropology
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A Trobriand Islander learns and follows the rules of economy in his society almost
like an American learns and follows the rules of language in his. . . . In primitive
economies, the constraints on individual choice of material goods and economic
activities are extreme, and are dictated not only by social obligation but also by
primitive technology and by physical environment. There is simply no equivalent
to the range of choices of goods and activities in industrial capitalism which
makes meaningful such economic concepts as “maximizing” and “economizing.”
(Dalton 1969, 67)

In other words, “primitive” people follow customs and social rules, and
when they do make choices, they are rarely thinking about immediate self-
interest. In the balance, the most prominent substantivists, such as
Polanyi and Dalton, tend toward what can be called social economics. They
are interested in economic institutions, the social groups that carry out
production, exchange, and consumption, and they assume that people
generally follow the rules of these institutions. For Polanyi and Dalton,
human beings are conformists. Social systems therefore change because of
their large-scale dynamics, not through individual behavior, decisions,
strategies, or choices. Their unit of analysis is the society as a whole, not
the individual or family.

In fact, there is also not much room for what anthropologists call “cul-
ture” in Polanyi’s substantivism. Everything is social structure, groups, and
institutions rather than systems of symbols, meaning, or customs. Never-
theless, many anthropologists have found sweet music in substantivism,
for it has offered their discipline a means of understanding past as well as
future processes of development. George Dalton and Marshall Sahlins
were prominent early voices for substantivism in anthropology, with the
former most interested in development and economic change (1971), and
the latter writing on the classification and evolution of “stone-age”
economies (1960, 1965, 1972).

The Formalists Strike Back

In the early 1960s, there was a powerful movement in social science pro-
moting more rigorous and “scientific” theorizing and methods. Like their
Enlightenment ancestors, many wanted to remodel anthropology and soci-
ology to resemble something more like particle physics, with formal hy-
potheses (and null hypotheses), experiments, mathematical modeling, and
universal laws that could predict future events. Fieldwork, it was felt, should
be designed to test these laws rather than to explore a particular case. For
anthropologists with these goals, economics may have been imperfect, but

9The Formalist-Substantivist Debate
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it was a lot closer to science than the kinds of descriptive and unsystematic
ramblings that they were used to in so many ethnographies. The substan-
tivists seemed to be pushing things backward, not forward, threatening to
shape economic anthropology into a descriptive field of the humanities
like history instead of into a “modern” comparative, rule-generating sci-
ence. (Archaeologist Kent Flannery would later taunt these anthropologists
by calling them the “Gee Whiz, Mr. Science” school.)

At the same time, there was a brewing dissatisfaction among anthropol-
ogists with using the concept of culture to explain everything. What about
the role of individuals? Focusing on politics and rapid cultural change, an-
thropologists like Frederik Barth were arguing that people did not simply
follow the rules of their culture but, as individuals, took a hand in shaping
it (1959, 1963, 1967). These anthropologists saw innovation, creativity,
conflict, and logical reasoning instead of passive “sticking to tradition”
when they went to the field.

It should therefore not be a surprise that in the years after Polanyi’s
manifesto, the substantivists came under a barrage of criticism and attack
by anthropologists who adopted Polanyi’s label for the study of rational
decisionmaking and called themselves formalists. They wanted to look
outside of anthropology for models of rational choice. Robbins Burling,
Harold Schneider, Edward LeClair, Frank Cancian, and Scott Cook were
prominent in the first wave of formalist reaction. Instead of detailing each
contribution, we will aggregate their many propositions into a short list of
points upon which they mostly agreed.6

1. The substantivists got their microeconomics wrong; they did not
understand that “maximizing” (as used by economists) does not re-
quire money or markets. Anything, even love or security, can be
maximized.

2. The substantivists were romantics engaged in wishful thinking, not
realists.

3. Formal methods work in noncapitalist societies because all societies
have rational behavior, scarce ends, and means. Formal tools may
have to be adapted and improved but should not be discarded.

4. Substantivists are inductive butterfly collectors, who try to general-
ize from observation, instead of using deduction to explain each in-
stance as an example of a general law of human behavior. Deduc-
tion is better.

5. Polanyi got his history wrong; markets, exchange, and trade are
found in many early empires and “primitive” cultures. And anyway,
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most of the societies in the world are now involved in a cash econ-
omy, so substantivism is no longer relevant.

The formalists moved attention away from economic institutions, and
their classification and evolution, toward universal economic behavior,
specifically focusing on decisionmaking and choice. They made their
case with a lot of clever argument and logical gymnastics, but they also
set out to demonstrate that classic tools of economics could be useful in
a series of case studies. They analyzed everything from marriage markets
among Australian aborigines to the trade feasts of the Pomo in Califor-
nia. They expanded their range of formal analytical techniques into game
theory, linear programming, and decision trees (see Plattner 1975 for ex-
amples). Unfortunately, their enthusiasm for formal tools was not always
matched by their skills; some economists (Mayhew 1980) thought the
formalists needed remedial economics classes in order to correct their
terms and definitions!

The formalists certainly demonstrated that economics could be applied
to noncapitalist economies. They wanted to demystify non-Western eco-
nomic behavior, to show that people really are rational. This was a critical
message to get across to government officials and policymakers, who had
(as many still have) a tendency to dismiss the behavior of poor people and
ethnic minorities as “irrational,” sunk in tradition, or just plain stupid.
Formalists preached that there was reason and rationality behind a lot of
behavior that seemed strange to outsiders; you just had to understand
more about the environment people lived in so that you could see what
their resources and constraints were. Then you would view their behavior
as really quite logical and understandable, even by the strict rules of West-
ern economics. The problem was not with Western economic science but
with ignorance about the real circumstances that framed people’s lives.

The formalists were also very successful in poking holes in Polanyi’s his-
torical classifications of economies, pointing out, for example, that market
exchange was common in medieval Europe long before the Industrial Rev-
olution (and that noncash relationships remain important in so-called
modern economies). And many contemporary anthropologists, particu-
larly those working on problems of development and social change, have
freely adopted the formal analytical methods and ideas as part of their
ethnographic work. But does this mean the formalists won the debate?
Not really. Instead, after some substantivist counterattacks, the debate fiz-
zled out. In 1973, Richard Salisbury declared it over and found only “post-
mortem spasms.” It ended with a whimper instead of a bang because the
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parties were for the most part arguing past each other, and they avoided
the most fundamental issues.

Postmortem

The strongest formalist proposition was that the economic rationality of
the maximizing individual was to be found in all societies, in all kinds of
behavior. The strongest substantivist position was that the economy is a
type of human activity, embedded in different social institutions in differ-
ent kinds of societies. If we look at these premises carefully, we see that
they are not mutually exclusive. They do not negate each other; both could
be true. Furthermore, both could be wrong, and they could be wrong in a
much larger number of ways than either side recognizes. For example,
there are many alternatives to the formalist rationality hypothesis, includ-
ing these (some of which were pointed out by substantivists):

1. People are irrational or nonrational, and other kinds of rationality
can be defined besides that based on maximizing.

2. Economic rationality is only found in some kinds of behavior or
among certain social subgroups.

3. Economic rationality as defined by economists is meaningless, cir-
cular, or vague, because it can never be proven.

4. Economic rationality is only found in some kinds of societies.

Equally, there are many alternatives to the substantivist idea that the
economy is always embedded in other social institutions:

1. The economy is an autonomous subsector of society—it is not em-
bedded at all.

2. Society is embedded in the economy, not the other way around.
3. The economy is only partially embedded in social institutions.
4. The economy is embedded in every single society in a different way,

so there are no “types.”
5. The economy is not a sector of society or a type of behavior at all—

it is instead pervasive in all human activity.

Thus, even on their main propositions, the two camps only considered a
narrow range of options in challenging each other’s basic positions. But
how could formalists and substantivists fail to engage each other, when
they were trying so hard to fight? Part of the problem was their starting
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points: Substantivists compared societies, whereas formalists compared in-
dividuals. The substantivists argued down from social structure to individ-
ual behavior, whereas the formalists worked up from individual choice to
the dynamics of economic systems as a whole. On one side, you can cer-
tainly contend that society sets the rules of the game and that individuals
really have few and limited choices to make in their lives. On the other
side, you can equally well assert that society itself is created from the pat-
terned actions and decisions of individuals, so that people themselves
change society through their choices.

If we pay close attention, we see that the formalists and substantivists are
caught in the same intellectual dances that run very deeply in the Western
philosophical tradition from the time of the Enlightenment. These are
questions about rationality, truth, reason, and progress. Do we learn truth
from observation of nature (Francis Bacon, 1561–1626), or from using
our intellectual abilities to reason through logic (René Descartes,
1596–1650)? Does society advance through rational discovery and deci-
sionmaking (Auguste Comte, 1798–1857)?7

The modern scholars say they are arguing analytical anthropology, but
they are also taking classic philosophical positions about ontology (the
nature of being), organized around polarities like free will versus determin-
ism, rationalism versus romanticism, and selfishness versus altruism. They are
debating human nature! That is where their passion and anger comes
from. But they are starting from sets of assumptions about human nature
rather than testing those assumptions. And this is why the debate went
nowhere; it was the academic version of an argument between a Buddhist
and a Catholic about the nature of God. Shouting ultimate beliefs at each
other is not likely to convince anyone in the audience to convert.

Despite these problems, there are two good reasons the formalist-
substantivist debate continues to deserve attention. The first reason is
that the debate itself resonates with themes that seem quite universal in
human affairs. Many societies have debates about selfishness and altru-
ism, about the ability of individual humans to change their lives or soci-
ety as a whole, and about the relative merits of logical thought and intu-
itive understanding or emotion. The formalist-substantivist debate
touched some very deep, important, and universal human issues.

Second, during this debate, anthropologists finally began to ask wider
questions about social change and evolution and to ask how the economy
relates to other classic objects of anthropological study like kinship and rit-
ual. The debate raised important subsidiary questions outside the main
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arena, and in the end these have had a lasting impact on the field. The
sideshow included questions like these: Is it possible to predict how people
will behave? How can rationality be defined? How can you tell if someone is
acting out of self-interest? Is the difference between modern and primitive
economies one of degree or of kind? Are there universal laws applicable to
all societies? And, is the economy always embedded in social structure?

The Winner?

Did anyone really win the debate? When I asked economists on a feminist
economics e-mail discussion group (femecon-l), everyone who answered
thought that the substantivists had won. I am not so sure. If we judge the
winners to be the ones with the most influence on later work, I think we
have to call it a draw. Substantivists, particularly Marshall Sahlins, have
had the most effect on sociocultural anthropology in general; his develop-
ments of Polanyi’s types of reciprocity and types of economy have become
part of the general vocabulary of anthropology, particularly in archaeol-
ogy. The idea that economic activities are deeply embedded and sub-
merged in all kinds of institutions, from kinship to football teams, has be-
come quite commonplace and accepted (see Granovetter 1985). Even so,
applied, ecological, and demographic anthropologists have enthusiastically
embraced many of the tools and ideas of formalism. Many anthropologists
accept that some kinds of economic analysis based on assumptions of ra-
tionality and least effort are useful for understanding noncapitalist and
non-Western societies. Just as economists are coming to understand that
there are different kinds of capitalism—that Japanese businesses work dif-
ferently from American or Turkish ones, for example—so anthropologists
are recognizing that economizing can take place in many settings besides
the floor of a stock market. More important, the idea that human choices
and decisions do shape the future and that people are not just culturally
programmed robots is now fundamentally accepted by most anthropolo-
gists and sociologists (for example, Comaroff 1985; Giddens 1979).

In some sense, then, both sides won by making their points heard. But
in an ultimate sense, neither side won, since nobody really addressed the
more fundamental assumptions being made about human nature. And his-
torically, economic anthropology itself quickly left the debate behind. Al-
though a few scholars still try to recapture the excitement of the debate, is-
sues raised by Marxism have taken center stage in economic anthropology
since the beginning of the 1970s. As we will see in Chapter 4, the Marxian
focus is on systems of production and the pursuit of power by social
groups, an approach that is neither purely formalist nor substantivist.
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Economic Anthropology After the Great Debate

The formalist-substantivist debate was largely philosophical and aca-
demic; it happened at a time when the vast majority of anthropologists
were employed teaching anthropology in university departments in the
United States and Great Britain. By the early 1970s, however, the disci-
pline was completely transformed by the decline in university employ-
ment and the flood of anthropologists into applied positions in govern-
ment agencies, foundations, and various kinds of social action and social
service organizations. Theoretical concerns quickly shifted from the con-
templation and analysis of precolonial or colonial-era societies—the “un-
touched”—to the analysis of the vast majority of the world’s population
that is part of nation-states. By the 1970s, there was almost nowhere left
on the planet where people remained isolated from radio, Western goods,
and national politics. Everywhere, people were striving to overcome
poverty and faced problems of overpopulation, disease, resource deple-
tion, political strife, and social turmoil. Economic anthropologists were
among the first to recognize this challenge and change their thinking,
their methods, and their goals.

How have anthropologists met the challenge? Economic anthropology
after the great debate diversified rapidly in a number of directions. We
will detail some of these trends in the remainder of this chapter, al-
though at first there may seem to be so many tangents that readers may
question whether something called “economic anthropology” really ex-
ists anymore. We think it does, and we aim to show that there are still
core issues, though not the ones that obsessed the formalists and sub-
stantivists. The rest of this book is devoted to finding the common
threads that tie this diverse group of approaches together in order to re-
capture some of the unity of purpose that appears to have been lost after
the great debate subsided.

Neo-Marxism

While studying African peoples in the 1960s and 1970s, French Marxists
laid much of the theoretical groundwork for an engagement with prob-
lems of real social and economic change. In his 1972 article “From Repro-
duction to Production,” Claude Meillassoux argued convincingly that if
the goal was to better understand general processes of economic change,
neither formalism nor substantivism would do; it would take something
else—Marxism. Marx, he said, came up with the idea that economic sys-
tems are always embedded in social formations and that these formations
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fall into an evolutionary range of “types” called “modes of production.”
Furthermore, Marx did this long before Polanyi. Like the substantivists,
Marx also thought that modern economics was basically ethnocentric, a
way of looking at the world that was determined by the capitalist system in
which economists lived. Homo economicus (the rational human being of
economic theory) was a product of history. Classical economics provided
only an illusion that people were able to make choices in a “free market”;
in reality, Marx said, “everywhere they are in chains.”

All the same, Meillassoux thought that Marxism, with its focus on
modes of production and its assumption that dominant and powerful
groups will pursue their own class interests, provided an alternative set of
formal principles for understanding all economies (see Chapter 4) (here we
are using “formalism” in the sense of law-like universal principles). Marx-
ism in the hands of modern social scientists provided an alternative for-
malism based on class interest instead of individual choice. An economics
based on Marx contradicted a lot of modern microeconomics because it
did not assume that people were free actors in an open marketplace.

But Marxian anthropology did more than synthesize theoretical de-
bate. It changed the topical focus of the field so that all economic an-
thropology began to pay more attention to the ways that different groups
of people, traditionally considered isolated, were linked together through
colonialism and trade, by the violence of power and exploitation. Instead
of seeing societies as static “cases,” frozen in time like museum displays,
Marxists talked about dynamism, change, and struggle, thinking about
how one kind of system could change into another (Friedman 1975;
Godelier 1977). Although there was endless reanalysis of Marx’s sacred
texts, after the 1970s Marxist anthropologists focused their attention on
peasants, small-scale industry, gender inequality, social stratification,
land tenure, state intervention in markets, and a multitude of other is-
sues that were directly relevant to economic and social policy. In this
way, many of Marx’s ideas indirectly influenced the kinds of topics that
anthropologists considered important throughout the last three decades
of the twentieth century.8

Feminism

Feminist anthropology poses a similar set of challenges for economic an-
thropology. Modern neoclassical economics builds its whole analysis on a
strict separation of the public sphere of production and business from the
private, domestic realm of household consumption. Both the family and
the state are defined by modern economics as “not the economy” (Waller
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and Jennings 1991, 487). Feminists have argued that economics is a pow-
erful part of a modern patriarchy that tends to define women out of posi-
tions of power and control. Feminist scholars point out ways that modern
economics takes nineteenth-century Western cultural norms about gender
(women stay at home, men work) and turns them into supposedly univer-
sal scientific law.9 (Here we are using the anthropological definition of
“gender” as particular social and cultural distinctions that are associated
with, but far from being the same thing as, sexual biological differences.)

Until the seventeenth century, the economy was not thought of as a sep-
arate entity but was instead considered a component of the basic economic
unit of society, the household. From before the time of Aristotle, household
management was economics; philosophers taught that the wealth of a soci-
ety flowed entirely from properly managed households. Even the word
“economics” is derived from the Greek word oikos, meaning “house.” Both
the Greek philosophers and the Christian theologians of the Renaissance
taught that the economy, like the family, was a partnership of men,
women, and children under the firm leadership of a patriarch.

Only in the early years of the eighteenth century did things change,
when a notion of “the economy” separate from the household or estate
came into being. With the growth of trade and industry, more and more
wealth was being generated outside the household. To some, this was a dis-
ruption of the natural order, and the market came to represent the begin-
ning of the breakdown of the orderly and prosperous household economy.
But for others, especially Scottish moral philosophers like Adam Smith,
the emergence of the market signaled the division of society for the first
time into separate spheres of “public” and “private.”

At this point, ideas about gender were changing in Europe, and an ide-
ology was emerging that assigned women to the domestic realm and ex-
cluded them from public life to a degree not previously known. At the
same time, economics was completely redefined. It was no longer the art of
household management but rather the science of industry, trade, and pub-
lic power. Economics became the concern of the state, of global politics
and warfare, not the household or family. And all of the areas covered by
economics were in the male domain; economics redefined what women
did as “domestic” and therefore not economic.

Anthropologists have long known that many cultures divide their world
into halves: good and evil, light and dark, mind and body, for example.
These divisions do not describe what people actually do, but they reveal
how people think about themselves and the world. This is how cultural
dualisms have power; they push us into thinking in particular ways, they
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define order, and they help us organize experience and ignore things that
don’t fit. They serve some people’s interests and make it hard for the disad-
vantaged to understand the source of their problems, because the dualisms
make their suffering seem “natural” (see Rosaldo 1980a). They can there-
fore serve very oppressive purposes.

Many of the dualisms in Western culture mirror a basic division be-
tween public and private that is deeply gendered, as shown in the follow-
ing list (from Jennings 1993, 121):

public : private
economy : family

man : woman
rational : emotional

mind : body
historical : natural
objective : subjective

science : humanities
economics : sociology

competitive : nurturant
independent : dependent

The point is that economics has systematically defined itself as an enter-
prise concerned with male-gendered activities. It has defined the things
women do, largely, as noneconomic. Production took place in factories;
the work people did in their houses was increasingly defined as something
else, as housework, reproduction, or consumption.

This classification has not been consciously designed as a means to op-
press or torment women; instead, it is a process that reflects a broader cul-
tural dualism. It is one way Western culture has divided up the world. This
dualism still runs so deeply in our ideas about the economy that it seems
quite “natural” much of the time. For example, most economists persist in
arguing against including housework in the measurement of the gross na-
tional product (GNP, that is, the dollar value of a country’s output of
goods and services in a year divided by its population.). In the 1990s, if a
parent takes the day off and stays home to take care of a sick child, this is
not counted as part of the GNP, whereas if a parent pays a nephew to stay
with the child, it does count. The reasons that work in the house is not
considered “real work” are deeply cultural and historical; they are not
based on objective scientific fact.
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The feminist critique of microeconomics therefore goes much further
than that made by Polanyi and the substantivists. Polanyi thought micro-
economics was only a useful tool for understanding modern capitalist
economies dominated by business and especially markets. Feminists, along
with many Marxists, say that microeconomics is not even a good tool for
understanding modern capitalism because it is part of the very ideology
that makes capitalism work. Furthermore, the modern economy is not en-
tirely dominated by the market, as Polanyi thought. Households and other
kinds of nonmarket relationships, like friendship, kinship, religion, and
class, remain of central economic importance even in the world of the
Home Shopping Network and ATMs (automatic teller machines). The
Western economy is therefore just as deeply embedded in social (gendered)
relations as the Trobriand and Tlingit economies are. The feminist critique
demands that we look closely at the links between gender, power, and the
economy. Culturally based gender differences, not the “fair market” for
labor, for example, dictate that in the United States women often receive a
lower wage than men for doing the same work.

Feminists have begun to shift the topical focus of economic anthropol-
ogy to reflect this theoretical critique. This means an explicit rejection of
the division between the domestic and the economic. The household has be-
come a central unit for feminist economics because it is very often a place
where economic relations have been neglected and even concealed. In the
household, large-scale changes in the economy have a direct effect on gen-
der roles, on fertility and population growth, and on the kinds and
amounts of work that people do.

For most of the world today, the household is really the center of the
economy because most jobs do not pay enough for a family to live on.
Thus, the household is where people mix and pool all kinds of income
from wages, crafts, farming, and small businesses; it is the place where the
economic and the social interact every day, when food must come out of
the pot. Many are looking at the relationship between women’s wage
labor and their domestic lives in all the parts of the world where women
are putting together computers in factories or sewing shirts. Such books
as Diane Wolf ’s Factory Daughters (1992) on Java and Jenny White’s
Money Makes Us Relatives (1994) on Turkey show us just how artificial
and useless (even harmful) the division between economic and domestic
can be in the real world. Work relations are social relations; in Turkey, we
cannot separate the knitting industry from the system of kinship and
marriage. In Java, the family, farm, village, and factory are tightly linked
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into a single system. The goal of much of this work is to find out how ex-
ploitation, inequality, and injustice continue or are intensified when pre-
viously isolated societies become linked to global markets and multina-
tional corporations and to explore how government policies and actions
affect daily life and economic survival.10

Ecological Anthropology

Ecological anthropology overlaps considerably with economic anthropol-
ogy, and at times they appear indistinguishable, especially in the work of
archaeologists.11 These two subdisciplines have a very different academic
genealogy, however, for the most important ancestors of modern ecological
anthropology were the cultural ecology of Julian Steward (1955) and the
energy-oriented evolutionary anthropology of Leslie White (see Netting
1965, 1986, for history of ecological anthropology, Moran 2000 for a
more recent introduction to ecological anthropology).

Steward and White followed the tradition of Franz Boas in taking as
their central problem the variation in social organization among different
cultural groups. They sought order and reason that would explain why
there was such variety in systems of kinship, leadership, and settlement
among the world’s peoples. They both thought the key was to be found in
the ways that people made a living, in their subsistence system. Borrowing
the idea of adaptation from evolutionary biology, Steward was most direct
in asserting that the way people got their food from the natural environ-
ment had a direct shaping effect on their social life and customs (see, for
example, Murphy and Steward 1956). A key concept was the notion of an
ecosystem, a complex web of relationships that bound human groups in
complex ways to other species and to aspects of the natural physical envi-
ronment. Like natural ecologists, cultural ecologists have tended to be in-
terested in the dynamics of systems—in other words, in the properties that
make them stable or unstable.

Of course, as soon as you start to look at the way any human group
makes a living, you find that people do not just produce or gather food
and resources for themselves. They are constantly trading and exchanging
back and forth; you can’t understand how people survive without also
looking at how they store, trade, and barter, at the accumulation of sur-
plus, and at the investment of time and resources in objects like houses, ir-
rigation canals, and pyramids. These are the classic domains of economic
anthropology (and the ecological concept of adaptation has similarities to
Marx’s idea of a “mode of production”). Therefore, any complete cultural
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ecology that traces all the connections between people and their natural
environment has to include economic connections.

This means that ecological anthropology must always consider econom-
ics in the substantive sense of “economic activities.” But there is no necessity
for ecological anthropology to adopt the formal elements of economic ra-
tionality and economic methods. Instead, most ecological anthropologists
have borrowed their theory and methods from fields like systems theory,
demography, evolutionary theory, and biological ecology. They are inter-
ested in the rationality of systems, not individuals. In classic studies of eco-
logical anthropology, such as Roy Rappoport’s Pigs for the Ancestors (1968),
the cultural system of rules, customs, and groups makes sense as a whole
and achieves a balance with the natural world, but it does this without the
participants’ knowledge. They are not aware that their system of warfare
regulates population density, and they don’t need to know. Their individ-
ual choices and decisions play no particular part in the system. Classical
ecological anthropology was therefore a kind of substantivist economic an-
thropology that rejected formalism.

All this changed during the 1980s, when cultural ecologists began to see
the societies they studied as dynamic systems of cultural change rather
than isolated, static systems unaffected by the outside world. When you
are working among a group of people who are rapidly changing their way
of life and their natural environment, you are forced to look more directly
at the choices that people are making. This led some ecological anthropol-
ogists to look more closely at how people perceive and understand their
natural environment (see, for example, Ingold 1992). It has led others to
explore formal methods for modeling human decisionmaking, including
optimal foraging theory, a concept originally developed in ecology to under-
stand how the distribution of food affects birds’ search strategies and social
organization. Others are borrowing techniques and ideas from economics,
locational geography, and general systems theory.

This convergence is well represented in the collection Risk and Uncer-
tainty in Tribal and Peasant Economies (1990), which includes essays by
both economic and ecological anthropologists. As Elizabeth Cashdan
pointed out in her introduction to this book, however, there is still a seri-
ous difference between the two groups when it comes to a very central
issue: What is it that people are trying to maximize when they make
choices? Ecologists (and sociobiologists, for that matter) think people gen-
erally maximize “fitness,” meaning their chances of making a genetic con-
tribution to the next generation. Economists focus instead on maximizing
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“utility,” which, as we shall see in Chapter 3, often translates as “immedi-
ate satisfaction.” The convergence of economic and ecological anthropol-
ogy is therefore stuck on yet another difficult philosophical issue of
human nature and the human condition.

Development Anthropology

Economic anthropology became more engaged with development prob-
lems during the 1970s and 1980s as it became a more applied field and
more economic anthropologists took work with development agencies.
Many began to turn their attention to the economic and especially the
agricultural problems faced in the developing world. Some of this work
was inspired by Cold War tensions, which brought issues of economic phi-
losophy to center stage. One Kennedy-era philosophy for fighting Soviet
domination and world communism was to promote equitable develop-
ment in impoverished countries so that they would remain aligned with
the West instead of turning to Marxist revolution and socialism. During
the initial optimism of the Peace Corps, Food for Peace (which gave sur-
plus food to poor countries), and the Green Revolution (which introduced
new high-yielding crops and agricultural chemicals), some anthropologists
thought they could be most helpful by using anthropological knowledge to
make these programs go more smoothly. Development just needed a help-
ing hand from people who knew the local culture and language (see, for
example, Foster 1969; Mead 1955; Spicer 1952).

The Vietnam War disillusioned many anthropologists, who began to see
that anthropological knowledge could also be misused to the detriment of
the poor and powerless and that government policies aimed at helping
people sometimes led to their destruction. During the 1970s, many eco-
nomic anthropologists began to question the assumptions of development
theory and went out into the field to see how various projects and pro-
grams were actually working and affecting people’s lives. Dependency the-
ory (see Chapter 4) sparked a new appraisal of how political interests often
warped development policies to help the rich instead of the poor. Particu-
larly important work was done on the Green Revolution, which promised
to increase food production but often ended up driving poor farmers off
the land into teeming urban shantytowns.12

Applied economic anthropologists have largely continued the formalist
program of showing that the problems of poverty are not caused by “illogi-
cal,” “irrational,” or even culturally biased behavior on the part of the poor.
Instead, poor people often do amazingly creative things with their few re-
sources and work long and hard. Economic anthropology has focused atten-
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tion on the government agencies, tax systems, unfair policies, and corruption
that often drives rain-forest destruction, the drug trade, urban squalor, mass
migration, and the growth of black markets and underground economies.

The global economy began to change rapidly in the last decades of the
twentieth century as the World Bank and other important international
agencies pursued a strategy of getting countries to open up their
economies to competition. Governments were pushed to sell off state-
owned utilities and enterprises, to fire large numbers of government em-
ployees, and to eliminate many social programs and food subsidies for the
poor. At the same time, countries had to open up their financial markets,
allowing multinational companies to buy up many local industries, and
cut down on import duties. The whole package was called “structural ad-
justment,” and the philosophy which guided it is called “neoliberalism.”
When all of these measures are combined with falling prices for the tradi-
tional exports of most poor countries—commodities like cotton, coffee,
and peanuts—and the epidemic of HIV/AIDS, the result has often been
rapidly falling living standards, much higher rates of poverty, malnutrition,
and death, and a good deal of violence and social unrest. Economic an-
thropologists have studied and documented the failings of these recent
“development” policies in many studies, and they have challenged the logic
of economists who continue to recommend structural adjustment even in
the face of all these failures (see Nolan 2002; Gladwin 1991; Van de Waal
et al. 2003; Edelman 2004).

But development anthropology also faces a serious philosophical con-
tradiction in that it often presents a very inconsistent view of human na-
ture. On the one hand, development anthropologists celebrate the ability
of people to make rational and creative choices, to face adversity and
overcome it. On the other hand (and often on the same page), they por-
tray people as hapless victims who are not responsible for their own ac-
tions because they have been brainwashed, dominated, pushed around, or
torn from their cultural roots. These two ideas about human nature coex-
ist, but we rarely ask why people are sometimes one way and sometimes
the other. This waffling and ambivalence between people as agents or vic-
tims arises because some very basic questions about human nature remain
unasked and unanswered.

Peasant Studies

All the themes we have raised in discussing Marxism, gender, ecology, and
development converge on the issue of defining and understanding the
largest single group of people on the planet—peasants. For this reason,
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the study of peasants generated perhaps the most controversy in economic
anthropology during the 1970s and 1980s.13 In Chapters 4 and 5, we will
see why peasants are such crucially difficult people for economic theorists
to understand. Part of the problem for economic anthropologists has been
to figure out what kind of category peasants belong in: Do they have their
own culture and economy, or are they always part of larger systems? Are
they a separate mode of production, or are they really just a special kind of
farmworker in peripheral capitalism? Are they a permanent part of the
landscape, or do they emerge only in a transitional stage between feudal-
ism and capitalism? Do they always polarize into rich landholders and the
landless poor, or do peasants have ways of leveling their wealth differences
and keeping the rich under control (see Shanin 1990; Netting 1993)?

A tremendous amount of work on peasants has circled around the work
of the early twentieth-century Russian economist A. V. Chayanov.14

Chayanov thought that the peasant household had its own logic that could
be understood with formal mathematical analysis, but on terms very dif-
ferent from those used to understand a capitalist farm. Peasants, he said,
are always balancing the drudgery of work against the return, and they
have few desires beyond food and security. This is why a peasant family
cultivates enough land to feed its members, but no more. When the family
has small children, the adults work harder to feed them, and when the
children grow up and start to work, each person in the household works
less. The peasant household is therefore a distinctive institution that shapes
the economic logic of peasant farming (sounds substantivist, doesn’t it?).

Chayanov attracted so much attention because he offered a formalist so-
lution to a substantivist problem. He used economic curves of demand and
production to demonstrate why Russian peasants act so differently from
Midwestern American corn farmers. His solution, however, did not ad-
dress the underlying issue of why peasants want less and are satisfied with
feeding their families and no more. The issue remains whether peasants are
really culturally different from fully commercial farmers, and if so, why? Is
their economic behavior a product of their culture, or vice versa?

This theme comes out clearly in another major controversy in peasant
studies, one that was reflected in two important books on Southeast Asian
farmers, James Scott’s The Moral Economy of the Peasant (1976) and the
reply to it, Samuel Popkin’s The Rational Peasant (1979).15 In his study of
twentieth-century farming, Scott argued that capitalist farming, pushed by
the colonial powers, was an attack on a preexisting village-based subsis-
tence tradition. The capitalist agricultural system, based on export com-
modities like rice and rubber and on commoditization of land and labor,
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hurt the peasant economy. The peasant mode of production was based on
reciprocity within the village, sharing and communal management of im-
portant resources, and cooperative labor. It was encoded in moral norms—
the obligation of reciprocity, the right to subsistence, and a just price for
goods. The peasant system was therefore based on moral order and on an
economic logic that operated at the level of the community, not the indi-
vidual. Peasants’ relationships with landlords and feudal aristocrats had al-
ways formed a moral system of mutual obligation in which the mighty re-
paid loyalty with protection and assistance in hard times. The conservatism
and risk-averse behavior shown by peasants was a long-term survival tool
that had been handed down from antiquity as part of peasant culture.

In this moral economy, peasant villages were mostly homogeneous,
bound in traditional ties to landlords and rulers. Peasants did not usually
innovate, and they had submerged individual well-being in the larger good
of the village in order to survive as a community. The Southeast Asian
peasants saw capitalist farming and the colonial intrusion of the French
and Japanese as attempts to break down and destroy their moral order, and
they sometimes rebelled but more often resisted passively. Their religious
cults and self-help movements, as well as the roots of communism, were
grounded in the moral world of the peasantry.

Popkin, in contrast, employed the historical approach more deeply. He
argued that the moral, corporate, cooperative peasant community found in
Vietnam and so many other parts of the world was not, in fact, a precondi-
tion of capitalism. It was instead a creation of feudalism and capitalism that
had been turned into a myth justifying state intervention. The peasant
community was a rational response to heavy taxes and a government system
that denied farmers the right to own individual property. The state there-
fore created the peasant village as a means of administration and extraction.

Popkin said these communities were riven with strife and conflict and
had profound economic inequalities; the putative cooperative and leveling
mechanisms imposed by the state often perpetuated privilege instead of re-
moving it. He saw the peasantry not as a morally constituted group that
was culturally distinct, but as a political group that was motivated by class
identification and class interest. Whereas Scott found that the peasants’ be-
havior was grounded in their culture and moral universe, Popkin found
that the same behavior could be explained by the political economy—the
structure of power, property, and privilege that forced peasants to behave
in certain ways in order to survive.

The two studies carried very different messages for the future: Scott’s
peasants had to change and give up some of their culture if they were to
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enter the “modern” world of markets, whereas Popkin’s peasants were al-
ready fully modern in their behavior and thinking—all they needed was
the opportunity, the power, and the resources. Give them a fair deal, and
they would become highly productive, market-oriented farmers. They only
acted like peasants because they were oppressed.

On historical grounds, Popkin’s work was more satisfying and convinc-
ing. He made a good case that the so-called peasantry was not some kind
of remnant of primitive times but instead a creation of colonial capitalism.
But does it follow that he was right about human motivations? That mu-
tual interest, rather than moral identity, holds peasant villages together?
This is a much harder question to answer, one that is never properly re-
solved by a comparative reading of the two books.

Can There Be a Conclusion?

Confronted with the problem of peasants, we are forced to return to the is-
sues of economic philosophy and human nature. The two arguments are in-
complete because they both start out by assuming the answers to the most
important questions. To some extent, Scott and Popkin were arguing issues
of faith in human nature, debating a point that cannot be settled by any
amount of historical research, hard facts, and persuasive argument about
Vietnamese peasants. Does this mean there’s no hope of anthropologists ever
answering those questions? Each of the topics that economic anthropologists
are concerned with seems to come back to these fundamental problems. In
the next chapter, we propose that there is indeed a way to resolve them, but
first the questions have to be posed clearly and unambiguously.

Notes

1. James Peacock’s The Anthropological Lens (1986) is a clear and sensitive intro-
duction to the issues of reflexivity and the status of knowledge in anthropology. For a
more polemical statement of the relativist position, read Renato Rosaldo’s Culture
and Truth (1993) or Daniel Linger’s Anthropology Through a Double Lens (2005).

2. The basic sources on the formalist-substantivist debate are collected in
LeClair and Schneider’s reader Economic Anthropology (1968), though the authors
are hardly impartial. Some of the acrimony and anger generated by the debate can
be found in the letters responding to George Dalton’s substantivist manifesto in
Current Anthropology in 1969. Scott Cook’s formalist proclamations, published in
1966 and 1969, are equally polemical and show how the debate was linked with
much wider issues of social science, history, and philosophy. Both Cook (1973) and
Godelier (1972, 1988) provide excellent retrospectives on the debate from Marxist
points of view. A more recent discussion from a substantivist point of view is pro-
vided by Isaac (1993).
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3. See Schneider (1974, chap. 2) for a discussion of the formalist position. The for-
malist argument quickly sidetracked on the issue of whether science should be induc-
tive (generating rules from observation) or deductive (generating rules through logic).
These philosophy-of-science issues arose again later in the formalist-substantivist de-
bate, mainly as debating tools whereby opponents could accuse each other of being
unscientific or unrealistic.

4. The work of Polanyi has been most thoroughly discussed and analyzed in anthro-
pology in two eclectic and interesting books by Rhoda Halperin (1988, 1994).

5. In general, when we use the words “primitive” and “modern” in this book, they
are enclosed in quotation marks because we do not think they have a legitimate use in
anthropology. Labeling societies in this way tends to obscure more than it reveals and
contributes to the mistaken idea that non-Western peoples are somehow simpler or
that they represent earlier stages of human development. Elsewhere I (Wilk) have writ-
ten a great deal about why these assumptions are untrue and why the use of these
terms should be discouraged (Wilk 1991). Polanyi strongly denied that his types were
in any way an evolutionary sequence, since in most actual cases different types of eco-
nomic integration coexist. Nevertheless, reciprocity is said to characterize “savage” so-
ciety; redistribution, the Oriental empires; and exchange, the recent West. The Polanyi
school is well summarized by Dalton and Köcke (1983).

6. For this discussion we have depended on the original classic sources, including
Burling (1962), Cancian (1966), LeClair (1962), and Cook (1966). Some discussion of
early formalism can also be found in Firth (1967) and Prattis (1973, 1978). Prattis also
edited a collection in 1973 with some excellent early formalist essays. Mayhew (1980)
provides a very nice, concise critique of the formalists from an economist’s perspective.

7. This discussion of philosophical origins draws on Rocha (1996) and Nisbet
(1966).

8. Littlefield and Gates (1991) give a good sampling of Marxist interests in anthro-
pology, and their bibliography can be used to trace the field through the 1970s and
1980s. Hart (1983) also provides a superb survey of Marxist economic anthropology.
The original writings of French Marxist anthropologists like Rey, Godelier, and Meil-
lassoux can be rough going, especially when they are poorly translated into English.
We find Terray (1972) is by far the clearest French Marxist.

9. Waller and Jennings (1991) give a concise summary of feminist rethinking of eco-
nomics and history. More extensive and recent accounts can be found in Humphries
(1995) and Peterson and Lewis (2001). Sargent (1981) discusses the sometimes diffi-
cult relationship between Marxism and feminism. Other good sources are Ferber and
Nelson (1993), another paper by Nelson (1992), and the journal Feminist Economics.
These arguments about economics as a system of power are closely related to the con-
cerns and conclusions of Michel Foucault in his persuasive study of the origins of social
science (1970). These arguments also draw on William Booth’s fascinating book about
the household economy (1993) and a paper by Rebel (1991). For more on the econ-
omy as a household, see also Gudeman and Rivera (1990) and Wilk (1989).

10. In addition to White and Wolf, other good studies of gender, households, and
labor include Joan Scott and Louise Tilly (1978), Aihwa Ong (1987), Deere (1990),
Salaff (1981), Margery Wolf (1986), Beneria and Roldan (1987), Cohen (1988), Fol-
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bre (1994), Goodnow and Bowes (1994), Greenhalgh (1994), and papers collected in
Redclift and Mingione (1985), Oppong (1983), Dwyer and Bruce (1988), Rothstein
and Blim (1991), and Wilk (1989).

11. Halperin (1989) discusses the difference between economic and ecological an-
thropology at some length with the aim of reuniting them, a problem that Scott Cook
(1973) also considered important.

12. Arndt (1987), Carol Smith (1983), and Black (1991) summarize recent devel-
opment theories. A good anthropological critique of development is given by Hobart
(1993), and there are numerous texts and case studies in applied and development
anthropology.

13. Halperin and Dow (1977) edited a good collection on economic anthropol-
ogy of peasants, and Eric Wolf (1966) is still a basic source. A good bibliography can
be found in Trouillot (1988), an excellent synoptic review of peasant issues in Can-
cian (1989), and perceptive critiques in Roseberry (1989). More recent work on
peasants in the “subaltern studies” school is exemplified well by Gupta (1998) and
discussed by Kearney (1996). Some of the most important papers have appeared in
the Peasant Studies Newsletter and the Journal of Peasant Studies.

14. The Chayanov literature is huge and seems to grow without end. Chayanov’s
popularity in anthropology can be traced to Sahlins’s use of his work in Stone Age
Economics (1972). Durrenberger edited a collection of papers on Chayanov in 1984
that is quite useful, and there are more recent discussions in Netting (1993), Ellis
(1988), Donham (1990, chap. 1), and Chibnik (1987). A very detailed attempt to
apply Chayanov’s models to a series of communities is found in Durrenberger and
Tannenbaum (1990).

15. The debate about the moral and rational nature of peasants is very clearly dis-
cussed by Bernal (1994).
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2

Economics and the Problem 
of Human Nature

We shall see that classical economics came into 
being as an answer to a problem which had been

challenging some of the best minds in moral philosophy . . . 
the relationship between self-interest and the public welfare.

—Milton Myers, The Soul of Modern Economic Man

The First Law of Economists: For every economist, 
there exists an equal and opposite economist. 

The Second Law of Economists: They’re both wrong.
—Jennifer Olmstead, “Economics Jokes”

As we have seen, controversy in economic anthropology has revolved
around the problem of defining “economic” behavior and “the economy”
as an objective set of activities and objects. In this chapter, we will dig
down through these debates and disagreements to expose the most basic
“bedrock” positions. We suggest that neither the formalist-substantivist de-
bate nor the later theoretical trends in the discipline have generally asked
the right questions. At the end of the chapter, we propose what we see as a
better set of questions. In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we then take up these
questions and trace the answers that can be found to them in the existing
writing on economics in various social sciences. Several of our students
have compared this strategy to an “interrogation,” where we strap a series
of scholars into a chair, turn on some bright harsh lights, and force them to
answer our questions.

In this process, we try to be sympathetic to the point of view of each
scholar and approach, but sometimes we play the devil’s advocate. The
point is to cut through the incidental or superfluous material, to reject the
unproductive and fruitless issues, in order to find the gold that is often
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hidden within. In the process it will become evident that economic an-
thropology has had some serious problems and misconceptions, but our
goal is not simply to expose these problems and bury economic anthropol-
ogy as a dead discipline. Instead, we hope to show that it is worth saving—
especially when it asks the right questions.

Defining the Economy

To begin, let’s go back to the formalist-substantivist debate and look at the
way the participants defined their object of study and their goals. The
terms formal and substantive represent two ways of defining the term eco-
nomic (here we follow Polanyi’s [1957] definitions).

“Formal” refers to a kind of logic, a way that people make choices. The
“substantive” pertains to the substance of the economy, the daily transac-
tions of producing, exchanging, storing, and consuming that form so
much of human existence. This definition of the economy was used by
early ethnographers when they went off to write complete descriptions of
exotic cultures. It was really just a convenient and arbitrary category for
lumping together particular kinds of behavior for the sake of describing
and comparing them. A wonderful illustration of the substantive defini-
tion of the economy can be found in C. Daryll Forde’s Habitat, Economy,
and Society, first written in 1934 but reprinted well into the 1960s. The
book groups societies according to the ways they make a living, classify-
ing them into economic types like “food gatherers,” “cultivators,” and
“pastoral nomads.”

Forde discusses a society in each chapter, methodically describing in
great detail where the people live, key aspects of their natural environment,
how they get their food, the tools they use, and their crafts, social organiza-
tion, and types of exchange, including gift giving and trade. At the end of
the book, there is a summary section explaining that cultures that share a
particular economic type—with the same methods of provisioning—have
other features in common. Forde makes some sensible arguments for link-
ing a natural environment (for example, hot desert) with a particular kind
of economy (gathering and foraging), which leads to characteristic social
and cultural configurations (simple technology, small mobile bands).

It is important to remember that many anthropologists and other social
scientists still use the word economic in this substantive way to refer to a cat-
egory of observable human behavior. When you find a chapter entitled
“The Economy” in the average ethnography, you can be quite sure of what
you will find. Problems arise, however, when you need to clearly divide what
is part of the economy from what belongs in some other category, like reli-
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gion. Another problem is that the people you are studying conceive of their
economy in very different ways. They may consider some kinds of exchange
to be religious (giving alms to the poor, for example) instead of economic.

Some subdisciplines of anthropology divide things up in very different
ways. A cultural ecologist, for example, may see the actual process of gath-
ering or producing food as part of the “subsistence system” and might
argue that “the economy” consists only of the system of trade. Some ar-
chaeologists have argued for a science of “material culture” that includes
all human interactions with material objects, which would include some
parts of the economy (trading objects) but not others (exchanging ideas or
labor) (Schiffer 1976).

Many cultural anthropologists would be happy with a simple substan-
tive definition of the economy as “production, exchange, and consump-
tion”; and this is what appears in the average introductory anthropology
textbook. But the closer we look at these terms, the less concrete they be-
come and the more difficult it is to find a dividing line that is not arbitrary.
We know that when someone sells you a horse, this is an economic ex-
change. And most people would have no problem calling it an economic
exchange if someone made a trade with you, giving you the horse in return
for the right to cut some trees from your yard. But what if you got the
horse in exchange for your sister’s hand in marriage? Or if someone gave
you the horse because he or she loved you? Or traded you a kiss for a
promise? Where does the economic end and something else begin?

If sociocultural anthropology had remained a straightforward descriptive
and comparative science, devoted to producing holistic ethnographies of
all the world’s peoples, these problems would not be crippling. Economic
anthropology would simply be the sum of all those descriptive chapters
called “The Economy,” along with a taxonomy created by classifying all
human economies into types.

But of course, sociocultural anthropologists are no longer content just to
document and describe. They want to ask deeper, more complicated, more
difficult questions. Anthropologists want to explain, to reason, to compare
and contrast, and ultimately to understand why there is so much variability
in human lifestyles, so many paths of change. They want to enter other
cultures and understand why people behave the way they do from an in-
sider’s point of view. At the same time, they are also looking for human
universals, the constants that tie all cultures together and unify the experi-
ence of all human beings. And this quest has driven anthropology into
knots of controversy, into a fundamental debate about the most basic char-
acteristics of human beings. Sometimes it seems that anthropologists are
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tied together more by what they disagree about than by what they all know,
to the point that they cannot even agree on whether the field belongs in
the sciences or the humanities. For these reasons, a simple substantive def-
inition of the economy as a set of practices no longer works very well.
What are the options?

Formal Economics: An Alternative?

The analysis of gender in economic anthropology helps to demonstrate that
a substantive definition of the economy will always be deeply patterned by
our own culture and therefore has to be at least partially arbitrary. How can
we ever try to define the economy without imposing our own cultural prej-
udice, ethnocentrism, or sexism upon the world? How can we compare the
economies of different cultures and at the same time recognize that each
unique group of people defines the economy in a different way?

These are just the kinds of questions that drove anthropologists to seek
another definition of “economic,” one that would describe a kind of logic
rather than a kind of behavior. The formalists believed that a substantive
definition of the economy was always going to be arbitrary and relative,
that beneath acts and behavior that we recognize as economic, there lies
something much more fundamental—a way of thinking, particularly a
way of making decisions. The most common formal definition of the
economy finds that crucial nugget in some basic common and universal
principles of human thought. Conventionally, particular kinds of rational-
ity, calculation, and goal-seeking thought are considered economic—and
not contemplative, philosophical, or empathic thought. The most formal
of all models is found in the subdiscipline of microeconomics, where the
economic is rigorously defined as rational decisions that maximize utility
(more on this in Chapter 3). Many microeconomists believe that the for-
mal principles of economics are universal and natural, just like the first law
of thermodynamics or the Pythagorean theorem.

We argue instead that a formal definition of the economy is just as arbi-
trary as a substantive one. Why should some kinds of logic be included as
economic and other kinds excluded? A formalist finds it easy to model my
choice between planting corn and soybeans as an economic one, a balance
of risks, costs, and benefits. Some formalists, like Nobel Prize–winner
Gary Becker, believe we can find formal models for marriage, for voting,
and even for joining the army to die for one’s country. The key element
that makes a kind of decision formally “economic” is that it is a choice to
allocate scarce resources to different possible ends.1
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But do all important decisions boil down to a choice between alterna-
tives? What makes choice a special kind of logic and the only kind worth
considering as “economic”? Some important kinds of logic are used for de-
ciding what kinds of causes lead to what kinds of effects. For example, we
might decide that if we threaten you, you will back down instead of fight-
ing. Aesthetic judgments are another kind of choice that is very common,
but they are rarely seen directly as economic. When you see a new painting
in a gallery, you are learning something, thinking about your experience,
trying to be in touch with your intuition and feelings and to reach some
conclusion. The choice of what to eat in a restaurant might be simply eco-
nomic, in which case you would just choose the cheapest thing on the
menu that will fill you up, but you are much more likely to order some-
thing you “feel” like eating, which is another kind of decision altogether.
Another logical process is classification, where someone decides, for exam-
ple, that a new CD belongs in the bin labeled “heavy metal” instead of
“rock.” The question is, why should decisions about what to buy with lim-
ited money, or how to get the best price in exchange for a good or service,
be called “economic” when other decisions are not?

A Workable Definition

In this section we are not particularly interested in setting boundaries
around economic anthropology or defining the economy too precisely. We
would prefer to use the words “economy” and “economic” as imperfect and
provisional terms and to retain both their formal and substantive meanings.
At times, it is useful to think about the economy as a group of activities, ob-
jects, relationships, and institutions that can be separated from other as-
pects of cultural life and that can be compared with each other from culture
to culture. But this definition is always going to be to some extent arbitrary,
based on one’s particular goals. At other times, it is useful to think of “eco-
nomic” behavior as a way of thinking that may be present in any arena of
culture. Substantively, then, every culture has “an economy,” and formally,
all people engage in some form of “economic” behavior and thought at
various times and places. Figure 2.1 shows how one can map the formal
and substantive meanings of economics as a realm of culture or a mode of
thinking. If one wants the most restrictive possible definition of “eco-
nomic,” it would be that one small box where the two lines intersect.

Substantively, the core of the economy can be seen as the classic circuit
of production → exchange → consumption, but these often seem to be
arbitrary and ethnocentric categories. We find a broader and more useful
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substantive definition of the economy to be the relationships between
human beings and the human-produced world of objects, ideas, and images.
Although ecological anthropology can be thought of as human relation-
ships with the natural environment, in economic anthropology we are in-
terested in the things people themselves create, that is, artifacts. Although
some of the most important artifacts—such as songs—are not material
objects, they are still valuable. This definition, however, focuses on rela-
tionships such as ownership, not on artifacts themselves. The economy is
not just a material world. It is the portion of the world where human be-
ings are tied to each other through their relationships with things they
have created. Social institutions are basic to any substantive definition of
the economy because relationships between people and artifacts are usu-
ally managed and enforced through institutions like households, lineages,
courts, and contracts.

Formally, we can define economic thought and behavior as simply
choice and decisionmaking. This definition drops the economist’s insis-
tence on choices involving scarce goods and defined ends. Instead, it
broadens the object of study to include all the different ways that people
acquire values, desires, and needs and all the ways they set about fulfilling
them. Conventional economics tends to ignore values—it assumes that
people have them but says nothing about where they come from. The truly
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FIGURE 2.1 A grid of theories. Economics can be defined either formally as a
kind of thought, or substantively as one of a number of kinds of social activity.
This figure shows how the dimensions intersect.
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distinctive contribution of recent economic anthropology is that it restores
values to a central position. Economic anthropology asks why people want
things, not just how they set about to satisfy those wants.

If economics is defined as the study of choice and decisionmaking, this
should not blind us to the realities of power and to the fact that many peo-
ple today are systematically denied choices. It certainly seems cruel and
ironic to discuss the “economic choices” of people living at the very mar-
gins of survival, clinging to a tiny corner of sidewalk and a begging bowl
on the streets of Calcutta. Yet these people remain enmeshed in an eco-
nomic world. For this reason, the study of economic behavior must extend
into the political, into the ways people influence each other and acquire
power. The substantive boundary between the economic and the political
is hard to define in practice, especially in societies that do not use money
and do not themselves divide up their world into “the economy” and
everything else. As we will see in Chapter 4, many social scientists respond
by merging the political and the economic into a single topic. Now, we
shall turn to the issue of academic boundaries in more detail.

Defining Economic Anthropology

One of the easiest ways to define something, when unsure of its limits, is
to determine what it is not. We have already started to define economic
anthropology in opposition to that “other” discipline called economics.
Economic anthropology emerged as a separate subdiscipline of anthropol-
ogy mostly because it picked a fight with its bigger, stronger, and more af-
fluent neighbor, economics. In fact, this provides a very convenient way of
defining economic anthropology. It is the part of anthropology that en-
gages in dialogue with the discipline of economics.

When Bronislaw Malinowski went to study the Trobriand Islanders in
1915, one of his goals was to find people who were thoroughly unlike the
civilized Europeans of his time. His critique of European culture targeted
what he saw as modern materialism, the obsession with money and posses-
sions. He also aimed at European selfish individualism. On one side, he
placed a European “economic man,” who constantly pursued self-interest
and money, who made all his choices solely on the basis of efficiency and
his own satisfaction. On the other side were the Trobrianders, portrayed in
his famous Argonauts of the Western Pacific as motivated instead by “a very
complex set of traditional forces, duties and obligations, beliefs in magic,
social ambitions and vanities” (1961, 62).

Malinowski argued that because the Trobrianders were so different from
westerners, the tools and concepts of Western economics were useless in
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understanding the Trobriand Island economy: The Trobriand Islanders
simply thought differently. Conventional Western economics was an eth-
nocentric tool by which Europeans could understand themselves but not
others.

In making this argument, Malinowski was putting himself in the main-
stream of early twentieth-century anthropology. He was arguing for rela-
tivism, the practice of understanding and judging each culture according
to its own standards, instead of using a universal yardstick (in this case,
economics). For Malinowski, radically different cultures collectively
formed a useful stick with which to beat the dominant Western tradition
he belonged to and about which he had very mixed feelings (Malinowski
1967). Perhaps most laudably, Malinowski wanted to affirm that human
beings were not naturally selfish, that all people had a capacity for har-
mony, altruism, and unselfishness. It was modern Western society that
brought out the selfishness in people. What made Malinowski especially
furious was that modern Western economists claimed exactly the opposite,
saying that “primitive economic man” was naturally selfish and savage, in-
capable of sharing or giving (1961, 58–60).

Malinowski threw down the gauntlet, challenging economics and stak-
ing out a claim for anthropology as a broader and more global science.
Like other early anthropologists, he argued that the best way to under-
stand human beings was through their unique ability to create and live
through culture. Culture in this sense was the total worldview of a people,
which determined everything about the way they lived their lives, includ-
ing the way they related to the supernatural world (cosmology) and the
way they related to each other through kinship and other relationships.
Malinowski said that culture determined the kind of economic institu-
tions people would have, which meant that a science of culture would al-
ways be able to explain economic behavior. All economists could do was
to try to explain the economic behavior of their own Western people, and
since they could not account for values, emotions, and beliefs, they
couldn’t even do that very well.

This difficult, challenging, and ambivalent relationship with economics
remains part of economic anthropology. Many anthropologists continue to
see economics as their main enemy, as a dismal science intent on reducing
the wonderfully complex human being to a “need-driven utility seeker ma-
neuvering for advantage within the context of material possibilities and
normative constraints” (Geertz 1984, 516).

Some of the reasons for this hostility are obvious. Western culture has ele-
vated economics far above other social sciences. Economists are on TV every
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day, and unlike anthropologists, they run major government institutions.
They speak an exclusive language, they predict the future, and they occupy
positions of high authority—in other words, they are the high priests of our
culture. Of all the social sciences, economics makes the strongest claims to
being a “real” science like physics. Economists use complex mathematics
and aim to find natural laws. They have tremendous power: They make the
predictions that determine the interest rates of our credit cards, and their
advice shapes the everyday lives of hundreds of millions of people.

Economic anthropologists, in contrast, sit on the sidelines, not even ac-
corded the status of second-string junior varsity players in the affairs of the
world. Thus, one of our major tasks must be to answer the question: If we
are so smart, why aren’t we being listened to? Perhaps one reason is that we
have not engaged enough in dialogue with academic economics. We have
spent far too much effort preaching economics to anthropologists rather
than preaching anthropology to economists.

There are other good reasons for the continuing hostility—often com-
pounded by mutual ignorance—between anthropologists and economists.
The two disciplines begin from very different assumptions and ideas about
the essential nature of human beings. A lot of the surface differences in
tools, techniques, and language are a logical product of these underlying
disagreements. To understand economic anthropology better, we need to
dig deeper and ask some questions about human nature. In the process, we
may be able to settle on some definitions of the economy and economic
behavior that transcend the terms of formalism and substantivism and
move the discipline into a more equal dialogue with economics itself. Then
we would have a more secure position of our own to offer, instead of
merely arguing that we are right because economics is wrong.

Redefining Economic Anthropology

Writing a textbook means providing some theoretical structure that is
based on the positions people have adopted on major issues. But in reading
the history of economic anthropology, we have usually found ourselves
torn between opposing sides in most of the major arguments and debates.
We find some truth in both sides, even when the authors are arguing that
their positions are completely different and they have nothing in common.
For this reason, we have been unable to structure this book along the con-
ventional lines of debate, presenting each position and its counterargu-
ment. We simply don’t believe that the positions most people have staked
out have clearly expressed their underlying assumptions and disagree-
ments. This suggests to us that we need to dig deeper.
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We think that it is possible to divide theoretical camps in economic an-
thropology into three different groups, each of which represents a differ-
ent idea about fundamental human nature. We call these ideas assump-
tions because they are where people start their analysis; they are like the
axioms of geometry, which are themselves unprovable. Once an anthro-
pologist accepts a set of assumptions, he or she can reason from them to
the solutions of all kinds of problems without ever trying to prove or chal-
lenge the assumptions themselves.2

The real heat and argument in economic anthropology comes from
underlying disagreement over these starting assumptions. Once any stu-
dent or practitioner of anthropology is able to recognize these assump-
tions in the work of theorists, he or she can better understand why they
have chosen particular topics to study, what methods they are using, and
the kinds of answers they are seeking. We will use this scheme to organize
our discussion of the history of economic anthropology in the next three
chapters. As a way of tracing the history and content of economic anthro-
pology, we find this approach makes much more sense than using the cat-
egories of formalism and substantivism (though we are sure readers will
find affinities between our three assumptions and the ideas of formalists
and substantivists).

The Question of Human Nature

Economics began, in Europe, as the study of moral philosophy. Like
Christianity itself, economics asked questions about human nature: Are we
conceived in original sin or born innocent? Does evil come from within or
without? As economic philosophy emerged as separate from theology,
those philosophers phrased the questions differently. They asked, instead,
are human beings self-interested or altruistic? Are people naturally prone
to place their own needs above the needs of others and to take what they
want at the expense of others? If so, they have to be coerced or forced into
working together for the common good (this was Thomas Hobbes’s posi-
tion). Or is there an inherent moral sense in people that leads them to nat-
urally care for and work with each other? If so, they need no coercion or
government pressure to get them to cooperate.

Thus, economics asks a fundamental question about the origins of self-
ishness and altruism. Everyone can see that in real life people sometimes
act selfishly and at other times appear to put others’ interests above their
own. The question is why. Is one response due to the “natural” state of man
and the other caused by something artificial? Early moral philosophers like
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Hobbes (1588–1679) and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778) were
deeply interested in so-called primitive people for exactly this reason; they
figured that primitive people represented a natural state. So when Hobbes
said that savages’ lives were “solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short,” he
was arguing that the only solution was a firm government hand that would
enforce cooperation and peace. Similarly, Rousseau’s depiction of the
“noble savage,” living naturally in a state of peace and prosperity, was an
argument against the need for the coercive nation-state, since harmony
came naturally. It is no coincidence that this sort of philosophy emerged at
the time when the European states were becoming more and more power-
ful, global, and bureaucratic.

Economics, in the hands of Adam Smith and the later theorists of the
nineteenth century, followed Hobbes instead of Rousseau, accepting that
human beings are essentially selfish. When they cooperate or help each
other, it is because of “enlightened self-interest.” People use their reasoning
powers and may find it in their own self-interest to work with others.
Groups and institutions (including governments) encourage corruption,
avarice, and inefficiency precisely because they are not based on individual
self-interest (see McGraw 1992).

But other social philosophers never accepted this premise, beginning a
disagreement that is partly responsible for the emergence of sociology as a
field distinct from economics. Sociology, in the hands of Auguste Comte
and Emile Durkheim, assumed that human beings are naturally social ani-
mals. Humans cooperate and make sacrifices, social philosophers said, be-
cause it is part of our social nature, not because we selfishly calculate the re-
sults of our actions. People often think and feel like unique individuals
who are making their own decisions, but when taken in large numbers,
people fall into groups. They are willing to fight and die for their families,
clans, tribes, and nations.

Differences of opinion developed among sociologists, however, on the
exact means by which human beings maintained their solidarity and altru-
ism toward one another. Some, like Durkheim (1858–1917), stressed the
encompassing nature of social groups. They thought that people were kept
in line by group pressure, by their desire to conform, and by their fear of
the consequences. But other sociologists, like Max Weber (1864–1920),
thought that the individual’s moral imagination had much more of an ef-
fect than social pressure. All people, said Weber, learn a set of moral pre-
cepts as they grow up in a particular setting and religion. And their ability
to be social, to cooperate altruistically, is a product of that moral imprint.
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Anthropologists, with their notion of culture as a system of learned and
shared behavior, have tended to draw on both Durkheim and Weber.

Three Ways to Answer

In this short and simplified intellectual history, we find three very different
models of human behavior and decisionmaking. We do not think the
modern social sciences have gone far beyond these three models in finding
explanations for human behavior; we call them the self-interested, the
moral, and the social.

The Self-Interested Model. This is the basis for the dominant approach
in microeconomics, the part of economics that is concerned with individual
behavior. The self-interested rational individual, or “economic man,” has
been a feature of social science since the Enlightenment (Mansbridge
1990). The self-interested individual appears in countless moral folktales
and proverbs; a common theme is that selfishness is “natural” and that civ-
ilization struggles constantly to tame the natural beast. Modern economics
has softened the harshness of selfishness by emphasizing that the self-
interested individual is not necessarily maximizing material gains. Instead,
that person is maximizing an internal utility that may include love, secu-
rity, and many other things. Thus, a self-interested individual may appear
to be doing things unselfishly for other people, when in fact the person is
still doing it for his or her own satisfaction. (For example, a person may
give money to charity, but only because doing so produces a good feeling.)

A weaker form of this assumption is that people do have other motives
besides self-interest but that they always think of themselves first. (“Look
out for number one.”) Although many anthropologists have trouble with
the idea that self-interest is the fundamental human motivation, this
“softer” selfishness is basic in a great deal of anthropological functionalism,
including much of ecological and economic anthropology as well as evolu-
tionary theory and evolutionary psychology. The key element that distin-
guishes all approaches based on self-interest is that the individual is taken
as the basic unit of analysis.

The Social Model. A social theory of human nature focuses on the way
people form groups and exercise power. This model forms the basis for ap-
proaches often labeled political economy. The social person identifies with a
group and is motivated by the interests of the collectivity—the household,
clan, social class, and so on—sacrificing for the greater good. This kind of
theory assumes that people are “joiners.” They want to belong to some-
thing, and once they do, they give up some of their autonomy and take on
the group’s interests as their own. Understanding their behavior therefore
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requires that we study norms (shared group beliefs) and the solidarity and
continuity of the group rather than individual self-interest. As mentioned
earlier, the French sociologist Emile Durkheim is often associated with this
concept of human beings. However, Durkheim did not think humans
were naturally social; he argued that religion was the human institution
that taught people to be social and that it led them to place the interests of
the group above the self through the use of common symbols. A more fun-
damentally biological social model appears in E. O. Wilson’s famous book
Sociobiology (1980), in which he proposed that humans have genetically
evolved to be social through natural selection.

Social human beings appear and reappear in anthropological writing. In
1947, Robert Redfield proposed a “folk society” in which people identified
so strongly with their clans and villages that they could not even imagine
how their own interests could be different from group interests. In The
Gender of the Gift (1988), Marilyn Strathern argued that in many Melane-
sian societies, there is not even a notion of the person as a separate self. In-
deed, women are thought of as extensions of lineages, and the idea that
they could make independent decisions is unthinkable.

In the strongest form of a social theory of human behavior, real individ-
ual human motives do not exist. People may think they are making their
own decisions and following their own desires, but this is no more than an
illusion of self-will allowed by society. Weaker social theories of behavior
would allow people different degrees of autonomy and individuality. From
Durkheim onward, many social scientists have thought that the most im-
portant difference between “modern” and “primitive” societies was that
only in modern times has the individual emerged from the group.

The Moral Model. A moral model of human behavior looks mainly at
what people think and believe about the world in order to explain their
actions. This perspective underlies what can be called cultural economics.
The moral person’s motivations are shaped by culturally specific belief
systems and values. Their behavior and choices are guided by a desire to
do what is right, and these moral values flow ultimately from a
cosmology—a culturally patterned view of the universe and the human
place within it. Moral human beings are “believers” whose actions are al-
ways guided by ideas of right and wrong, ideas they learn along with the
rest of their culture as they grow up. This does not mean that people are
religious fanatics, only that they have a moral sense grounded in a view of
the way the world works. Symbolic systems and cognitive categories de-
fine the realm of the possible and shape choice. People internalize cultural
value systems, so that acting against them produces internal conflict and
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even illness (psychologist Sigmund Freud depicted this as a conflict be-
tween the social superego and the personal id).

One variety of moral theory in anthropology examines each culture’s
unique system of language and classification. According to this theory,
people make order out of the world by classifying things and phenomena
into groups. In the process, their culture defines particular things as un-
clean and dangerous and others as holy and good. Mary Douglas, in Purity
and Danger (1966), asserted that the most dangerous and unclean objects
and animals are usually the ones that do not fit cultural categories, the am-
biguous and difficult things that are “neither fish nor fowl.” Morality,
thought, and behavior are therefore defined for each culture through lan-
guage, symbols, and categories (see also Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999).

Anthropologists have spent an enormous amount of time and effort de-
tailing the religious cosmologies of different cultures, always with the spo-
ken or unspoken assumption that people’s moral universes have direct ef-
fects on their choices and behavior. Michelle Rosaldo, for example, argued
that we cannot understand the practice of head-hunting among the Ilongot
of the Philippines without tracing their cosmology and its effect on their
emotions (1980b). The notion of moral motivation is often used to justify
and stress the importance of subjective approaches to research, for this is
seen as the only way to enter a different moral universe. And for many, a
modern society is one that has lost the morality and ethics that guided be-
havior in traditional cultures, replacing them with amoral selfishness.

Again, there are stronger and weaker moral theories of behavior. No
moral system can prescribe every action and option. And moral principles
will always come into conflict with each other, so there will always be some
flexibility. Although in the strongest terms, cosmology determines behavior,
less stringent theorists would argue only that the moral universe influences
or modifies behavior (see Medick and Sabean 1984).

The Combined Models

These three positions provide alternative explanations for almost any
human choice or act; they also present very different solutions to human
problems. Look, for example, at the care and attention that parents give to
rearing their children. If we use a self-interested theory, we might say that
parents are motivated by the eventual returns they expect from their chil-
dren when they grow up. A social theorist could respond that parents have
children because they want to build families, which are essential social
units necessary to society, and because humans cannot live as isolated indi-
viduals. Moral theory would suggest, instead, that people take care of chil-
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dren because of their sense of moral obligation that stems from their reli-
gion and because they hold ideas of proper behavior learned in turn from
their parents.

Now, if families fail to take care of children, leaving them alone in filthy
apartments while the parents seek crack cocaine on the streets, what is the
cause and what is the solution? The answer depends on the theoretical as-
sumptions held about the basis of the family. Should we change the reward
structure of the welfare system? Force men to support their children? Teach
morality in the public schools and in churches?

The choices are usually not as clear as three simple alternatives. Many so-
cial scientists, from Weber onward, have sought ways to combine them,
sometimes in a historical sequence and sometimes pointing to particular so-
cial or economic circumstances that favor the emergence of self-interested,
social, or moral human beings.3

Some unorthodox economic theorists take a different course by accept-
ing the objective reality of altruism, of a non-self-interested motive. Two
arguments of this kind are Howard Margolis’s “fair share” model and Ami-
tai Etzioni’s “moral economics.” Both theorists think that humans have
two discrete motivations (or utility functions) instead of one. Margolis
(1982) sees the two as self-interested and group-interested, whereas Etzioni
(1988) counterpoises material self-interest to moral satisfaction.4

Humanity, to Etzioni and Margolis, is in a perpetual balancing act,
caught between two basic urges, like the cartoon character struggling to
make a choice, with a little red devil on one shoulder and a little white
angel on the other. For Margolis, the two are self and the group, but for
Etzioni, they are self and moral conscience. Both think these urges have a
biological or genetic basis and are the products of human evolution as a
cooperative primate (though of course nobody has ever found a gene that
makes people sociable or moral).

Three Positions in Anthropology

Economic anthropology has been the scene of often passionate debate
among proponents of all three views of human nature. The next three
chapters will detail these debates and place them in a historical perspective.
But before we proceed, we would like to explain our own position on the
three models of human motivations, since it informs most of the analysis
that follows.

To begin with, we are skeptically unwilling to take any model of innate
human nature as a fact. Our understanding of human evolution is that
the overriding characteristic of our species is adaptability and flexibility.
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Most of our species’ capabilities appear to be cultural “software” rather
than biological “hardware.” People are always arguing that some human
trait, like territoriality or the nuclear family, is “natural” and genetic, hav-
ing evolved millions of years ago on the African savanna. These claims
never hold up to hard scrutiny. Humans seem to be quite capable of al-
most any kind of behavior toward each other.

If we cannot settle the issue of what human nature is by an act of faith
or through human paleontology, this leaves us with the skeptical empiri-
cism of science. In other words, we have to make our choices about
human motives by studying and listening to the ideas and behavior of real
human beings. Therefore, instead of pinning down some illusory “human
nature,” the highest goal for economic anthropology is to find out what
makes people self-interested, moral, or social. We need to think critically
about the circumstances that can turn any human being into an altruistic
saint or a self-interested monster.

In truth we do not think the three models of human motivation that we
have outlined here are really discrete categories of behavior or motives.
Like most anthropologists, we adhere to a definition of “culture” that is
broad enough to encompass all three kinds of motives. Culture is really the
sum total of social, self-interested, and moral behavior. The problem is ex-
plaining why people are guided sometimes by one set of motivations and
at other times by the others. And how, in practice, do people balance these
different motivations? By suspending our preconceptions about human
nature, we can give more direct attention to this fundamental question,
which forms the basis of each culture’s practical ethics and its distinctions
between moral and immoral.

In Chapter 7, we discuss some of the more promising ways that anthro-
pologists have brought all three aspects of human behavior together. Our
own suggestion is to find ways to think about all three as merely the ex-
treme positions on several linear scales. In real life, people rarely work at
these extreme margins. Instead, most of us live in the messy gray areas in
between, trying to balance self-interest, group interest, and moral precepts
drawn from our cultural beliefs. As we show in the next three chapters, set-
ting up three simple categories is an excellent way to understand the litera-
ture in economic anthropology. But it has been a terribly clumsy way to
try to understand the complex, textured decisions of flesh-and-blood peo-
ple in real cultural situations.

Notes

1. Students can find both substantive and formal definitions of “the economy” and
“economic” in most introductory economics textbooks. A classic is Paul Samuelson’s
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often revised Economics (1948), and one that we find particularly clear is Roger Waud’s
Microeconomics (1991).

2. I (Richard Wilk) first found this three-part theoretical scheme in a slightly differ-
ent form in an unpublished grant proposal by Henry Rutz, where it was presented
with great clarity and elegance; we use it here with Rutz’s kind permission. The scheme
is quite similar to Max Weber’s distinction between interest-oriented, tradition-
oriented, and value-oriented behavior (1968).

3. The themes of morality and selfishness in anthropological critiques of the econ-
omy are admirably detailed by Kahn (1990) in his critique of a lecture by Geertz
(1984). Kahn showed that many of the recent arguments by anthropologists about sub-
jectivity, ethics, and positivism were also made by romanticist economists in nineteenth-
century Germany.

4. The very idea that there could be two utilities flies in the face of the conventional
economic definition of utility, which is a sum of all the possible subjective satisfactions
that a person has at a particular time. Dividing those satisfactions into discrete “bundles”
or types seems both inelegant and extremely difficult in the practice of real research.
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3

Self-Interest and Neoclassical
Microeconomics

“From now on, I’m thinking only of me.”
Major Danby replied indulgently with a superior smile: 

“But Yossarian, suppose everyone felt that way.”
“Then,” said Yossarian, “I’d certainly be a 

damn fool to feel any other way, wouldn’t I?”
—Joseph Heller, Catch-22

If all the economists in the world were to be laid
end to end, they would not reach a conclusion.

—George Bernard Shaw

The individual human being has a special place in Western philosophy,
theology, and politics. Since the Enlightenment, Western ideas about soci-
ety have been cast largely in terms of individual rights and freedoms, ele-
vating autonomy to a virtue, in opposition to the bonds and chains of
tyranny and irrational superstition.1 It should be no surprise, then, that
Western economic thought also starts with the individual and then tries to
understand the whole of work, trade, and money by analyzing the behav-
ior of single human beings. We label this approach selfish only because it
begins with the individual “self,” not because it always assumes that
human beings act selfishly. On the contrary, most modern economists por-
tray human beings as essentially rational and intelligent, and they specifi-
cally want to avoid the kind of value judgments about morality and mo-
tives that are implied when a term like “selfish” is used to describe
someone’s behavior.

This chapter outlines the intellectual history of the effort to build eco-
nomics starting from the rational individual. The goal is to give a fair and
balanced view of the dominant perspective in modern Western economics,
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to explain some of its results and conclusions, and to question why it has
achieved such wide acceptance and power in the world. We include some
discussion of the internal criticism of Western economics by people seek-
ing to qualify, modify, or improve its approach. But the more fundamental
challenge is posed by the possibility of building economics on some other
foundation than individual rational behavior, and these alternatives are
treated in later chapters.

Adam Smith and the Birth of Western Economics

In the Middle Ages, economic philosophy was inextricably tied to the
moral theology of Catholicism—the concept of moral values based on
God’s law as opposed to earthly value. Just prices and just wages based on
moral precepts were contrasted with unjust profits and usury.2 As the
amount of trade and the importance of economic activity to state revenues
increased dramatically in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, scholars
began to seek principles and laws to guide public practice. Their most ur-
gent problems revolved around national finances, trade, and the regulation
of money. Rulers and administrators needed to know how to set tariffs,
raise revenues, and deal with shortages of goods, food, and cash.

In this setting, what we now recognize as macroeconomics began as a
discussion of mercantile issues, part of the rapid expansion of the West
into Asia and the New World. Economic philosophers asked what was
good for the nation, reflected on whether the national good was aligned
with or opposed to the interests of individuals, and pondered how much
the state should intervene in economic affairs.

Seeking mechanical natural laws of economics on a par with physical
laws, Sir Dudley North (1641–1691) argued that left to itself, trade would
follow mathematical laws—and government regulation would only inter-
fere with a self-regulating system. Others, like Sir William Petty
(1623–1687)—who invented national economic statistics—favored gov-
ernment intervention and regulation. These economists felt that the gov-
ernment must keep gold in the country, because gold is wealth, so the state
must, for example, encourage exports and discourage imports, look for raw
materials, and set up foreign trade outposts.3

The notion of natural economic laws arose not as a philosophical specula-
tion about human nature but as part of a complex debate about government
policy during the 1600s and 1700s, a period of mercantile expansionism
and growth in the institutions of the nation-state. Issues of trade and
money were pulled away from theology as a practical matter, in the name
of national interests. This allowed, for the first time, an abstract and philo-
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sophical discussion of value as separate from morality, a crucial step in the
development of economics.

The real start of modern Western economics as a discipline is usually
traced to Adam Smith (1723–1790). Beginning as a moral philosopher
concerned with human motives, Smith later wrote The Wealth of Nations
in 1776 as a series of lectures on public policy. The task he set for himself
was that of a natural scientist, to discover the workings of a vast ma-
chine—the economy. His book deals with the division of labor as a vehicle
of progress, the role of money, taxes, wages, profits, trade, and the health
of the national economy. He built a structure of logic, founded ultimately
on a theory of value, leading to strong arguments against the intervention
of the state in economic affairs.

The fundamental problem faced by early economists was to find some
measure of value that did not make recourse to religion. To build an empir-
ical science, they had to find some way to define “good” in a secular way,
without reference to scripture or divine judgment; this was the central goal
of Adam Smith’s earlier The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759). Economic
philosophers needed a yardstick that was not blessed by God, because they
were seeking rational science rather than theology. Smith’s argument about
value is therefore crucially important and is worth tracing in more detail.

In The Wealth of Nations, he first asserts that value cannot be measured by
money, because sometimes money is artificially scarce (a shortage of coins
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was a common problem in his times). Value is also not the same as utility or
usefulness, as is shown by the comparison of water (useful, low value) and
diamonds (useless, high value). Therefore, because all labor is of equal value
to the worker, labor is the best measure of value. The real or natural value of
a good is the amount of labor it takes to produce it. Smith used contrasts
between “primitives” and “moderns” to get at this natural scale of values.
Among North American Indians, he said, beavers were traded for deer in a
rate corresponding to the amount of time it took to hunt them. In this
“primitive,” “rude” society, all labor has the same value, labor is the only
factor of production, and all resources are equally available.

In contrast, in “civilized” society, Smith said, values are determined by
exchange, not by production. Value is thus determined by the amount of
supply (though not by the demand) and by disutility, or the amount of
work a person can save by trading for something instead of making it.
Rents and profits become part of the value of things because they repre-
sent the cost of land, tools, and property necessary for production. Smith
therefore has two theories of value, one rooted in the individual (labor)
and one in society (exchange). He never quite solves the problem of link-
ing together the two sorts of value (Gudeman 1978, 352–353), but he
makes a clear statement of priority by identifying the value of an individ-
ual’s labor as “natural.”

Using his theory of value, Smith tries to reason out answers to pressing
social and political problems and issues of the day through logic and em-
pirical observation. His goal is to understand how the economy can work
to make prices reflect natural values so that workers are justly compensated
for their labors. And he wants to show how this can lead to the generation
of wealth, in the form of productive resources, property, factories, and the
like, that will build a powerful nation. His answer is the mechanism of the
market, which acts like an “invisible hand” to bring prices and values to-
gether and to provide at the same time the rents and profits that make the
accumulation of wealth possible.

People participate in this open market because of their own self-interested
desire to get the best return for their labor by selling at the highest price.
But they also exchange because of an inborn human nature to “truck,
barter, and exchange one thing for another” (1937, 13). They do not stop
exchanging when they have simply fed and clothed themselves. People also
seek to accumulate riches because of their vanity and desire to be admired
(to “share in the positive sympathetic feelings of others”) and because they
“naturally” love order, harmony, and design. They seek wealth because it
satisfies their “love of system, the . . . beauty of order, of art and con-
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trivance” (1966, 265; Myers 1983, 112–117). Smith’s human being is self-
ish because of essentially positive natural impulses to make order in the
world. These desires need to be cultivated through education and civiliza-
tion and are hindered and restrained by politics, corruption, guilds, corpo-
rations, and organized religion, to the detriment of society as a whole (Mc-
Graw 1992).

From this philosophical foundation, Smith builds a powerful argument
that the individual’s self-interest generates the society’s best interests. The
more competition, the more production, exchange, and accumulation. Each
person’s struggle to get the most value balances everyone else’s. Competition
keeps down prices, costs of production, profits, and interest rates, and it con-
trols the abuses of monopolies. When governments, guilds, and other orga-
nizations intervene to regulate and control prices, trade, and markets, they
impede the working of the marketplace and retard the greater good. The key
element of Smith’s argument is that human individual self-interest, working
through the market system, produces the greatest possible good for the na-
tion as a whole. In this calculus, there is no essential or inherent natural
conflict between the individual’s and society’s best interests, as long as free
individuals are educated and enlightened to act in rational ways.

The effect of Smith’s calculus is to move moral issues (What is fair?
How should government promote common welfare?) into the realm of
logic, rationality, education, and science. Beginning with a rational indi-
vidual motivated by positive natural impulses, he undertakes a series of
dramatic political attacks on monopolists, corrupt governments, tariffs
promoted by strong business lobbyists, guilds, colonialists, and “the capri-
cious ambitions of kings and ministers” (1937, 460). Though based on
self-interest, a well-working economy, he said, should not cater to the self-
ish interests of a small class or group. Instead, it furthers the wealth of the
nation as a whole—and it is not a great step from here to the idea of de-
mocracy, of rule “of, by, and for” the people of the nation.

In Smith’s economics, the central problem is the relationship of the in-
dividual to society. His theory was suited to a time when there was a huge
growth in trade, a long series of wars over trade routes and the sources of
raw materials, and an active debate about the role of the government in
people’s lives. The degree of official intervention in the European econ-
omy during his lifetime would shock most people today. In France, for
example, a huge and corrupt bureaucracy set prices for almost all goods,
charged multiple tolls and tariffs on even short journeys, and required a
license or concession (and usually a bribe) for every industry, from those
that made pins to people hunting truffles.4 But Smith also lived before the
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worst consequences of industrial capitalism and colonialism were inflicted
on millions of people in factories and fields, so he never saw mass suffering
or poverty being justified in terms of the “free market.”

Smith is an enduring figure because the same public issues and problems
are still with us, and the debates that he opened are still going on. The clear
linkage that Smith established between self-interested human nature and the
conduct of public economic life is still the basis of the discipline of econom-
ics, even as Smith’s successors have drawn the discipline further away from is-
sues of morality, following his lead, in their efforts to create a “calculus of
fact.” As we shall see below, despite the best efforts of economists, those same
issues of morality and human motivations keep popping up everywhere.

The Foundations of Modern Economics

After Adam Smith, the next great ancestor figure of economics was David
Ricardo, a successful British financier and member of Parliament
(1772–1823). He continued to place the concept of value at the foundation
of economics. Value was the “atom” in a Newtonian-style system of eco-
nomic mechanics. The pillars that he built upon that foundation are a series
of assumptions, the basis of an economic universe in which human actions
can be predicted. These are the basic rules within which all economic be-
havior takes place: We assume that (1) most property is privately owned, (2)
labor time is the ultimate source of value, (3) economic actors have freedom
of choice, (4) the economic human is a rational maximizer of economic
gain (the utilitarian principle), and (5) all things being equal, equilibrium is
the natural state of the economy. Equilibrium is a key concept in Ricardian
economics, for it represents an ideal state of balance between supply and de-
mand, values and prices, input and output. Equilibrium is the “natural”
state of an economy that is allowed to operate without interference. The
idea of equilibrium rests ultimately on the belief that there are natural laws
of the economy that are just like the natural laws of physics.

Ricardo saw all these assumptions as “natural” states of being (not de-
scriptions of the real world) and viewed his deductions as scientific state-
ments of mechanical laws, but we can see his axioms as social philosophy.
They describe a set of values about the way things should be. But by stat-
ing these principles as plausible law-like generalities of human behavior,
Ricardo tucked the moral philosophy away under the cover of fact. The
question was no longer, “What is human nature?” Now it was, “Making
these assumptions about human nature, can we make some accurate pre-
dictions and guide policy?” And certainly, his work on the laws of wages
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and on comparative advantage in international trade proved extremely use-
ful in understanding economic history and changes in prices over time.5

The economic historian Karl Priban (1983, 593) said that the fact that Ri-
cardo invented a theory of economic equilibrium during the incredible dis-
locations of the Industrial Revolution proves that “the development of eco-
nomic reasoning is to a high degree independent of the actual course of
economic events.” Perhaps. But it is also possible that Ricardo’s theories were
a very direct reaction to his world and that he sought a theory of order and
equilibrium as a form of consolation and hope in turbulent times. It may be
that theories of reason and order are most needed in times of upheaval.

Thomas Robert Malthus (1766–1834) was a friend of Ricardo’s, and
he applied the economic calculus to a different problem, that of the bal-
ance of population and resources. In his Essay on Population (1798), he
wrote that war, famine, and disease were the product of geometric popu-
lation growth overshooting arithmetic growth in food resources. War,
sickness, and starvation would therefore level off the population, pro-
ducing a kind of equilibrium. Here again is a model based on human ra-
tionality, on a utilitarian assumption that people will keep having more
children because it is to their own benefit, though it hurts society as a
whole. Reasoning mathematically from these first premises reveals a
“natural” equilibrium. The goal is to find natural order beneath the
chaos of human history.

Older histories of economics often make the direction set by Ricardo to-
ward a deductive scientific economics based on the utilitarian mechanism
seem inevitable. They present only a logical progression of ideas toward
perfection through the scientific method. But more recent histories of sci-
ence point to the ways in which theories of economics were very much a
product of their times and of dominant Western culture.6 Even within the
European traditions, there were other kinds of economics.

One of the most vibrant alternative approaches was offered by the Ger-
man economists, whom Priban called “intuitional economists.” He ac-
cused the Germans of mixing all kinds of nationalism, evolutionism, spiri-
tualism, and eventually racism into their discussion of the economy. The
moral seems to be that anyone who strayed from the strict science of Ri-
cardo would end up on a dark slide downward into magic and evil. In a
more subtle and sympathetic reading of the German tradition, Joel Kahn
(1990) has argued that these nineteenth-century historical economists were
the intellectual ancestors of modern interpretive anthropology. Some of the
German historicists, such as William Roscher, thought that all people had
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two basic instincts, one self-interested and the other moral and ethical.
Others, for instance, Karl Bücher and Friedrich List, thought human be-
ings had no innate nature, that they were products of their particular his-
torical and national contexts. They emphasized understanding economic
behavior within the social fabric of each particular setting and built histor-
ical and evolutionary typologies. In general, they were much more sympa-
thetic to government intervention in economic affairs than the British, for
they had little faith in the wisdom of industrialists and capitalists, who
were out to pursue their own interests, or the innate intelligence of the
common person.

While Smith and Ricardo were “boosters” for industry and trade, the
German historicists were more conservative and liked to think back to an
idealized economy, based on agriculture, in an era of peace and stability
that was largely imaginary. Like Malinowski, they offered a critique of util-
itarianism grounded in a dislike of capitalism, commercialism, and con-
sumerism, and they loved the peasantry, the old traditional moral values,
and the little community. They idealized national spirit, arguing that eco-
nomics was only a reflection of the folk tradition of the fatherland. It is not
too great a leap to find some of the intellectual roots of Nazism in their
mystification of an “essence” in national identity. The other major alterna-
tive to Adam Smith’s utilitarianism also grew out of this German romantic
tradition: Marxism. We will follow this trail in the next chapter. For now,
we need to build up a clearer conception of classical microeconomics as it
has descended to us from Ricardo.

Neoclassical Microeconomics

Modern economics is conventionally divided into two parts: microeconom-
ics and macroeconomics. Macroeconomics looks at whole economic sys-
tems—conventionally the nation-state, but more recently the world econ-
omy. It is concerned with modeling those systems in ways that will
account for historical relationships between variables (rates of taxation and
rates of inflation, for example) in order to develop advice for those whose
hands are actually on the levers that run the machine. Macroeconomists
are in the business of telling politicians, for example, “If you raise military
spending by $20 billion, it will decrease unemployment by 2 percent.”
The main tool of macroeconomics has been the increasingly elaborate for-
mal mathematical modeling called econometrics.

Macroeconomists divide the economy into sectors—usually households,
businesses, and government—make generalizations about how each one
acts when variables change, and then draw flows between them, trying at
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each step to simplify, so the model doesn’t turn into one huge tangle of
spaghetti. More recently, econometricians have built huge computer mod-
els of national economies that can keep track of all the spaghetti.

Microeconomists are concerned with the internal mechanics of the little
boxes that the macroeconomists create in their models (for example, “the
firm,” “the household”) and with the operations of the markets that link
the boxes together. Their main paradigm, which is based on Ricardo’s util-
itarian precepts and uses formal mathematical tools, is often called neoclas-
sical economics. The basic approach is to look at decisions made under
rigidly specified conditions, decisions about how to allocate labor in pro-
duction and money in consumption, with the goal of predicting scarcity,
prices, demand, and the cost and output of labor.

Economic Language

The idea of a model is essential for understanding modern academic eco-
nomics. The purpose of a model is to simplify the operation of the real
world, taking away the random, complicating, or unique variables in order
to build a mathematical representation that still behaves like the real
world. Simplifying assumptions (“assume that all consumers know the
prices of all the products in the market”) helps in the initial model build-
ing, with the idea that complications can be reintroduced once the basic
relationships become clear. This is something like the way engineers might
build a computer model of how water flows over a riverbed. They start
with simple formulas with a single velocity and a straight river, then gradu-
ally add more complicated formulas to try to account for bends, turbu-
lence, and obstructions.

Economics as a discipline is defined partially by the language it uses to
build these models. Here we will only cover some very basic terms, but it is
important to recognize that relationships and predictions within microeco-
nomics can be expressed in any of four sets of metaphors:

1. Verbal language: “A decrease in the price of a product will lead to an
increase in the quantity purchased.”

2. Arithmetic: a table with two columns showing how much gas will
be consumed at each price.

3. Geometry: a graph showing a demand curve, linking the points
specified in the arithmetic table (this is a favorite means of argu-
ment in microeconomics).

4. Algebraic expression: a function written to describe the geometric
curve.
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These metaphors are progressively more abstract, in the sense that they
become less intelligible to a layperson moving down the list. However, the
more abstract the concept, the greater the precision. Whereas an arith-
metic table is usually produced from empirical observations of the world,
geometric and algebraic expressions allow extrapolation: That is, a specified
curve or line on a graph includes an infinite number of points that have
not been observed. The combination of algebraic expressions has proven an
especially powerful tool in building dynamic predictive models of behav-
ior. A key problem in microeconomics is the reification of models; it is
easy to begin treating curves and lines on graphs as if they were real, in-
stead of being abstract representations that are full of assumptions.

Utility, Indifference, and Supply and Demand

Economics is an immensely influential and powerful discipline; when
journalists or politicians want to know what will happen to the country
next year or need to assess the possible impact of a new law or policy, they
will almost always call on an economist. This prominence is not simply be-
cause of economists’ rhetoric or political influence. Rather, economics has
sometimes been capable of providing practical guidelines and advice for
decisionmaking that appears well grounded and justified. If you want to
know what will happen to cattle prices during a famine in Ethiopia, how
rising school fees will change Thai fertility rates, or why corn prices fluc-
tuate in Guatemalan markets, the formal tools of microeconomics are a
good starting point, and they are often the only objective modeling meth-
ods available. If nothing else, they can provide a set of baselines,
grounded in explicit assumptions. Then, if and when the predictions fail,
policymakers and economists can better ask which of their assumptions
was wrong, or what variables have been left out. Before we set about criti-
cizing microeconomics, we should investigate how economists under-
stand human nature and decisions.7

In trying to work from a set of scientific laws about individual behavior
in order to establish the laws of motion for entire world economies, econ-
omists have built several distinct bodies of theory. Microeconomics begins
with the theory of demand, grounded in the utilitarian assumption that
each human being is a rational maximizer who seeks the optimum
amount of satisfaction. Most economists make the simplifying ethnocen-
tric assumption that the consuming sector of society is composed of
households, each of which has a pooled bundle of resources to spend in
the marketplace. Microeconomics also provides a model of production,
grounded in the theory of the firm. Each firm seeks to allocate its re-
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sources most efficiently to create products, with the goal of maximizing
profits. Production and consumption come together in the theory of mar-
kets, which is concerned with the regulation of prices and values and the
circulation of goods. Beginning with a market where producing firms
meet consuming households, macroeconomics then adds other institu-
tions and traces flows of money and the effects of economic policies on
the state of the system.

The theory of demand is the area where anthropology and economics
intersect most closely, though in later chapters we will also look at anthro-
pological theories of exchange and production. The theory of demand
concerns the choices people make between options in a situation where the
things they want and the things they have are scarce. The problem for each
individual is to maximize his or her subjective satisfaction or well-being,
what economists call utility. Utility is simply satisfaction gained through
consumption; its opposite is “disutility,” or the dissatisfaction of unpleas-
ant work. Utility is not an objectively measurable quantity, but it can be
measured relatively in the form of rankings: Each individual is assumed to
have stable preferences for one thing over another, and these ordered pref-
erences can be converted mathematically into a “utility function” that as-
signs a higher number to the options that rank higher.8

Maximizing in this way requires two sets of balances, between alternate
ends and alternate means. The theory assumes that there is perfect compe-
tition and substitutability: Your choice between goods is free, and your
means can be used to achieve any of the alternate ends. Utility can be pro-
vided by any of the possible ends or goods in different quantities and com-
binations. Traditionally, this is taught with the examples of money as the
means and goods as the ends, using the model of a shopping trip. But the
same model can be applied to anything you want and anything you have
to give up to get it—say, giving up free time to study to get better grades,
or giving deference and “kissing up” to a superior in order to get a raise.

As soon as we accept that there are things that we want that can be
ranked against each other, we have to add that when we do get what we
want, we don’t keep wanting it as much. In other words, satiation is possi-
ble, and this is formalized under the term “diminishing marginal utility.” As
you get more of something you value, each additional increment (the addi-
tions are said to be “on the margin”) provides you with less marginal utility.

As you consume a good and its utility decreases, you begin to think of
consuming something else instead, something that you originally valued
less highly than the first good. Economic theory says that for any combi-
nation of goods there will be substitutability in maximizing total utility.
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Let’s say we have two goods, shorts and T-shirts. Suppose you have no
strong preference for one over the other, and in fact you would be just as
happy with one pair of shorts and five T-shirts as you would be with five
pairs of shorts and one T-shirt. Figure 3.1 shows a straight indifference
curve that describes this situation. We have defined one person’s preference
in terms of the substitutability of the two goods, that is, a set of combina-
tions, each of which produces the same total utility.

In reality, few pairs of goods have perfect substitutability, because
goods usually differ in their basic characteristics. Shorts don’t substitute
for T-shirts in most social situations! This calls for a notion of the dimin-
ishing rate of marginal substitution (Figure 3.2). In the middle of the
curve, one T-shirt can substitute for one pair of shorts, but when we get
toward zero pairs of shorts, twenty T-shirts may not substitute for a sin-
gle one. This curve is therefore concave. As you get enough shorts, your
need for shorts decreases and you are willing to substitute more T-shirts
for each additional pair of shorts you give up. The idea here follows sim-
ple common sense: You will be more willing to substitute something else
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FIGURE 3.1 A straight indifference curve. The curve connects
all possible combinations of two goods that give a consumer
equal satisfaction. Any point above and to the right is preferred
to any point on the curve.
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for a good that you have more of. As you satisfy urgent needs, you will
begin to want other things more.

Indifference curves are useful because they can help predict how people
actually behave. In a marketplace, the price of goods is independent of an in-
dividual’s preference, so the cost or budget line is always a straight line. There
is a fixed combination of two goods that you can buy with a set amount of
money (Figure 3.3). If T-shirts and shorts cost the same, the relationship will
be plotted as a 45-degree diagonal line. The theory says that the rational con-
sumer, not knowing anything about curves or algebra, will still always
choose the combination of the two goods that lies at A. The consumer could
buy six pairs of shorts and no T-shirt or six T-shirts and no shorts, but given
the indifference curve, the rational thing is to buy three of each. This is actu-
ally a powerful statement about the way the human mind works.

Microeconomic analysis of demand can characterize individual consumers
or groups of consumers on the basis of their different indifference curves, in
order to predict how they will behave under changing parameters (such as
those delineated by the budget line). For example, what will happen if Fred’s
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FIGURE 3.2 A concave indifference curve. The diminishing rate
of marginal substitution reflects the fact that as consumers get
more shirts, they are more willing to give up shirts for shorts. All
the points on the curve provide the same level of satisfaction.
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desire for shorts increases when shorts come into fashion and T-shirts go out?
Before microeconomics, the commonsense answer was that he would stop
buying T-shirts and spend all of his money on shorts, but that is not what
happens, either in the model or in reality. He buys more shorts but still buys
some shirts, and the change can be accurately predicted.

The Economics of Women, Men, and Work by Francine Blau and Mari-
anne Ferber (1986) is full of examples of how demand analysis can be ap-
plied to current social and gender issues. For example, they analyze the
trade-off between home-produced goods and market goods as part of their
analysis of the role of tastes and preferences in determining the household
division of labor. Using a “production possibility curve” that defines all the
total combinations of home-produced goods and housework that a couple
could generate, they show how couples allocate their time between house-
work and wage work in order to reach an optimum combination of home-
produced and market goods. In the process, Blau and Ferber demonstrate
why unequal pay between men and women promotes task specialization in
household labor, with men concentrating on wage work and women on
housework. They show mathematically how households allocate their
labor when wages rise and how government subsidies of child care affect
wages and labor-force participation.

It is important to remember that although the typical economic example
deals with dollars and goods, what is really being maximized is utility, and
that means that the methodology can be applied to situations where very
immaterial things are being traded off against each other—love and sex, se-
curity and excitement. Despite Harold Schneider’s suggestion that micro-
economic methods could be used in societies where there is no money
(1974, 53–73), this notion has rarely been pursued by anthropologists, per-
haps because it is so difficult to imagine measuring nonmaterial values and
utility in economies where there are no price tags. But economists don’t de-
mand precise measures of utility for their model building, only rankings.

A major practical use for microeconomic consumer theory is in predict-
ing demand at different prices. A whole series of graphs like Figure 3.3 for
two alternate goods, showing different prices for one of the goods, would
enable an economist to plot a demand curve—the basic tool for answering
the most difficult questions in selling: What will happen to demand if a
seller raises the price (of gasoline, for example)? Will his or her profit in-
crease or decrease? This is the basis of market theories of the relationship
between supply and demand, the foundation for macroeconomics.

Basic market equilibrium analysis is quite simple. Figure 3.4 presents an
analysis of how the supply and demand for labor affects wages. The demand
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curve slopes down to the right because as wages decrease, the demand for
workers increases (employers will be able to hire more workers and increase
their efficiency). The supply curve slopes upward because as wages increase,
more people will want to work (which has to do with their own indiffer-
ence curves of labor versus leisure).

The two curves intersect at a theoretical point of equilibrium—where
everyone who wants to work at a given wage can get a job—and demand
and supply are equal. As Blau and Ferber demonstrated in their analysis of
the shift from housework to wage work, a change in supply or demand will
change the equilibrium—S2 in Figure 3.4 shows a situation where the sup-
ply of clerical workers is diminished (because other jobs for women open
up), and this shifts the curve to the left, producing a higher equilibrium
wage for the remaining clerical workers. The same analysis can also
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FIGURE 3.3 Indifference curve and budget line. The addition of
a budget line that shows what combinations of the two goods can
be bought with the same amount of money. Point A is the highest
level of satisfaction that can be obtained with the amount of
money represented by the budget line BB, so it is the optimum
choice (3 shirts and 3 shorts).
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demonstrate why job discrimination against women in the workplace
causes men’s wages to rise (1986, 228–279). Blau and Ferber’s analysis does
not presume to explain why there is unequal pay for men and women in
labor markets all over the world, but it does provide an explicit basis for un-
derstanding what kinds of economic policies and markets can be expected
to reduce labor inequality. And these authors showed how supply and de-
mand are logically connected to each other throughout the economy.

Other elements of neoclassical economics have been used by anthropol-
ogists or have some potential for further use. We will briefly discuss some
of them here and point out some of their assumptions and weaknesses.

Elasticity Analysis

The theory of elasticity proceeds from the observation that demand for
some goods is quite flexible, responding readily to changes in price and
supply. Demand for other goods is stable, regardless of the price. Consider
the demand for sorghum in a West African farm family. The family needs a
specific ration of sorghum to eat every day, and they will work extremely
hard, if necessary, to obtain it. Regardless of the price of sorghum in the
market or the yield from their farms, the family will consume about the
same amount of sorghum per person every year. If there is an exceptionally
abundant harvest the family will not consume a great deal more sorghum
than in average years. Instead, the surplus will be stored, sold, or traded for
other goods. Demand for sorghum is therefore inelastic (if demand does
not change at all when price rises or falls, economists say demand is “per-
fectly inelastic”).

In contrast, in the same West African society, demand for ornamented
metal serving bowls varies widely with price and production. In a good
year, when people have a lot of money, they will buy many. If the price of
bowls goes up, or people’s incomes go down, people will buy very few. De-
mand for bowls is therefore elastic (if demand goes down by the same per-
centage that prices go up, elasticity is said to be “unitary”).

There is a third possibility: What if, when prices increase, demand in-
creases instead of dropping or staying the same? Demand for some kinds
of luxury goods, like Porsches and Cartier watches, actually goes up as
prices rise. This is called the Veblen effect after the economist Thorstein
Veblen (1857–1929), who invented the term “conspicuous consumption.”

Economists often assume that elasticities are qualities of goods them-
selves; demand for food is conventionally inelastic, whereas demand for lux-
ury clothing is more elastic. Anthropologists would generally find elasticity
more grounded in cultural definitions of necessity and luxury, recognizing
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that needs have a strong cultural dimension (while remembering that the
need for food also has a biological basis). By adding a cultural analysis to
the study of demand elasticity, anthropologists make an important contri-
bution to policy analysis.

For example, up until the “oil shocks” of the early 1970s, economists
considered the demand for energy in developed countries to be highly in-
elastic. They planned for continuing major expansion of nuclear power
and oil refineries and were taken by surprise by the effects of the OPEC oil
embargo on Western economies. Energy demand proved to be much more
elastic than it had been before, and when prices rose, demand plummeted,
leading to the abandonment of many half-built power plants. Why did
consumers suddenly become sensitive to energy prices, and why did energy
demand become more elastic? An anthropological study found the changes
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FIGURE 3.4 Supply and demand curves. D, the demand curve, shows that
companies will hire more workers as wages fall. The supply curves S show
that as wages go up, more workers will want to work and will enter the job
market. The intersection of the curves is an equilibrium point where supply
and demand are in balance. Where there are fewer total workers in the job
market, as in S2, the equilibrium point is higher on the demand curve, and
wages will be higher.
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rooted in environmentalism, political activism, and changing notions of
domesticity associated with new gender roles and greater numbers of
working women (Wilk and Wilhite 1984). Elasticity provides an impor-
tant tool for linking the cultural behavior of individuals to flows of goods
through the marketplace on a national and global scale.

Production Theory

People almost never work in isolation from each other; productive labor
requires cooperation and the division of labor. Microeconomics provides a
set of concepts and tools for understanding how people combine their
labors with goods and resources in order to produce efficiently.

Wilk’s work on agricultural production among the Kekchi Maya in
Belize (Wilk 1991) asked how farmers allocated their time among differ-
ent productive systems and examined the way they used different sizes of
labor groups to perform different tasks. Almost any anthropological
study of hunting, gathering, or farming will use some variant of produc-
tion theory to try to understand how and why people form particular
groups and how they allocate resources and labor. Usually when re-
searchers consider options—for instance, how much people would have
to eat or how much money they would make using different systems—
they find out that people are making rational choices, maximizing their
yields from their labor within the restraints imposed by their tools and
environments (good examples can be found in Fricke 1986; Barlett
1982; Hill 1982; Johnson 1971; Meyer 2001; Galvan 2004; also, more
generally, Kearney 1996).

Two very basic and useful concepts in studies of production are special-
ization and economies of scale. Specialization refers to the ability to produce
more efficiently by dividing labor among individuals or groups. Marshall
Sahlins showed that farm families on the Pacific island of Moala, for exam-
ple, were able to farm more effectively by sending work groups off to do
different jobs in different parts of the island (1957). Because the taro
patches were far from the coconut plantations, and because some people
could climb trees better than others, the whole group benefited by sending
specialized teams off to do different jobs.

An economy of scale is the result of finding the optimum number of
people to do a particular job. This part of production theory is concerned
with the relationship between the size of an enterprise and its efficiency
(usually measured in output per person). An economy of scale exists when
each percentage of increase in input (labor, money, or materials) produces
a greater percentage of increase in output.
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When the Kekchi Maya build a house, they call together a group of
friends and kin to help. A single man alone simply could not build a house
because it takes three people to hold beams in place while they are tied to-
gether with vines. When it is time to thatch the roof, the minimum num-
ber necessary is four—three to stand on the rafters and tie the bundles of
palm leaves together and one down below to hand materials up. The effi-
ciency of each person’s labor increases with each additional person (“in-
creasing marginal returns” in Figure 3.5); more hands mean the work goes
much faster. But this does not go on indefinitely. At some point, adding
more workers increases the speed of the job, but not in proportion, so that
a group of twenty-five people is only a little faster than twenty (diminish-
ing marginal returns). At a certain point, adding more workers means peo-
ple get in each other’s way; a group of thirty-five has so many people stand-
ing around giving orders and suggestions that it actually gets less
accomplished than a group of twenty-five (negative marginal returns).

Production theory has proven powerful in explaining differences be-
tween productive groups in different settings. James Loucky (1979) used it
to show why households are differently constituted in two Guatemalan vil-
lages. In a farming village with limited land, households face diminishing
marginal returns if they add new workers; so they tend to marry late and
have few children. In a rope-making community, additional labor increases
the efficiency of the household by allowing a more elaborate division of
labor. People there marry earlier and have more children; a larger family is
a more efficient work group.

Production theory is particularly important for anthropologists working
with social groups that organize and divide up labor, including house-
holds, cooperatives, and some lineages and communities. Few people
would argue that these groups are organized exclusively to achieve effi-
ciency in production. But if we understand how they could best work to-
gether, we are then in a very strong position to identify the political, envi-
ronmental, social, and cultural pressures and constraints that make people
work harder or less efficiently than they otherwise could.

Institutional Economics

Most formal neoclassical economic theory assumes that producers, buyers,
and sellers in firms, households, and markets have perfect knowledge of in-
formation. In other words, people know what their options are, and they
know the outcome of their choices. More advanced models consider the
cost of information and the possibility of imperfect knowledge. In particu-
lar, the field called institutional economics has built a sophisticated analysis
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FIGURE 3.5 Economies of scale in thatching a roof. Each additional team of
three increases output. The highest output per person is found in a group of twelve.
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of the origin and development of economic and political institutions. Be-
ginning with neoclassical assumptions, institutional economists add the
costs of information, the costs of making decisions, and the costs of insti-
tutional arrangements for various systems, including families, firms, and
bureaucracies.9 For example, a woman may find that it is economically ra-
tional to quit being a housekeeper and go to work outside the house-
hold—but the cost of renegotiating her relationships with her children and
spouse may be so high that she puts off going out to work until the bene-
fits are more clear-cut. This kind of resistance to institutional change is
what economists call “stickiness.” Many institutionalists have also pointed
out that when information is hard to come by, there are many reasons for
people to stick together and cooperate, even when they may otherwise do
better on their own.

For institutional economists, the “transaction costs” of building rela-
tionships, changing organizations, and getting information are the key to
understanding why people form groups and work together in the real
world. This appears to make a space in mainstream economics for the
subjects anthropologists so often study—kinship groups, clans, house-
holds, and political systems. Nevertheless, this often means that econo-
mists are going ahead and reinventing anthropology on their own, with-
out the benefit of careful fieldwork (see, for example, Douglass North’s
1993 Nobel Prize lecture).

Game Theory and Risky Choice

Although formal microeconomics often assumes that people know their
options and can anticipate the results of their actions, many of the most
important choices that people make are based on imperfect information.
In real life, people make choices in different degrees of ignorance or uncer-
tainty. Specialized formal methods have been developed, first in agricul-
tural economics and then elsewhere, for predicting choices made when
people do not precisely know the consequences of their actions.

Theorists make an important distinction between risk, where an actor
knows the rough probability of different outcomes (for example, a farmer
knows that 20 percent of seed sown will not sprout), and uncertainty,
where the actor does not know the probabilities of possible results. Risk is
predictable and quantifiable, whereas uncertainty is unpredictable. Mi-
croeconomists have developed a number of formal tools for analyzing
choices under different degrees of risk, which often lead them to classify
people or cultures as risk takers or risk averse, according to the ways they
make their choices (see Ellis 1988, 80–101). Frank Cancian’s (1979) study
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of innovation among Maya farmers is a convincing demonstration of the
usefulness of risk theory in anthropology (see also the collection in Cash-
dan 1990). He showed why the risk-taking and innovative farmers among
the Maya were usually in the upper-middle levels of wealth—the richest
had little need to take risks, and the poorest could not afford to. Insurance
of various kinds, long-term contracts, and various methods of “hedging”
bets are other ways people deal with uncertainty.

Anthropologists have also done important research on risk perception,
showing how culture affects people’s ideas about what is risky or danger-
ous. It turns out that people are often much more afraid of very rare but
dramatic disasters like nuclear meltdown than they are of the much more
deadly and common but mundane dangers like car crashes and heart at-
tacks (Douglas 1985).

In general, when farmers or shoppers make risky choices, their envi-
ronment doesn’t respond to their actions. If it is going to rain this sum-
mer, it rains whether you chose to plant corn or not. But when your deci-
sions involve other people, who are also making choices that affect the
outcome, you are playing a different and much more complex game. In
the 1940s, mathematician John von Neumann and economist Oskar
Morgenstern began to work out mathematical models for simple two-
person situations where one person’s choice affected the outcome of an-
other’s choice. This has since developed into a field called game theory,
now considerably augmented by the use of computers to model games
and simulate their outcomes.

Game theory asks how people can achieve an optimum outcome when
others are trying to do the same thing and the consequences of their ac-
tions are linked together. A classic example would be when you are with
a group that is dining out and plans to divide the check evenly. Should
you order the cheapest thing on the menu or the most expensive? In a
typical game, everyone benefits if everyone cooperates, but everyone ex-
cept the selfish one suffers when someone acts selfishly. The question is,
under what circumstances does it pay people to be cooperative, altruistic,
or selfish? What happens when you allow people to play a whole series of
games and learn from their experience?

Game theory had a brief flowering among anthropologists in the 1960s
(see Buchler and Nutini 1969) and a more critical currency in the late
1970s (for example, Quinn 1978; Gladwin 1979). It proved useful in un-
derstanding some kinds of hunting and fishing strategies and some kinds
of tribal politics, mostly by providing a firm mathematical grounding for
the intuitive understanding that sometimes “it pays to cooperate.”10 Recent
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computer simulations reach the same conclusion—that in the long run,
cooperation and trust can emerge among competitive individuals pursuing
their own interests (Glance and Huberman 1994).

The most recent transformation of game theory is closely linked to the
emergence of the field of experimental economics, which tests classic eco-
nomic theory by simulating economic behavior in a computerized labora-
tory. Now it is also possible to peer into the human brain while subjects
are given economic tasks, to see which brain areas are used in different
kinds of decisions and choices. These techniques were first developed on
university campuses using undergraduate students as test subjects—the
normal procedure in psychology. But this should make us very suspicious
of the claims of many psychologists to be studying “human” psychology.
How could North American university students ever be seen as represen-
tative of all human beings? Doesn’t culture make a difference in economic
behavior? Here is a question that goes to the very heart of economic an-
thropology as a discipline. If the answer were no, we might as well pack
up and go home!

Joseph Henrich and colleagues (2004) performed a series of different
game-playing experiments in a global sample of fifteen cultures that in-
cluded farmers, pastoralists, hunter-gatherers, and urbanites. The “ultima-
tum game” is an example of the kinds of games they had people play:

Two anonymous players are allotted a sum of real money (the stake) in a one-
shot interaction. The first player (player 1) can offer a portion of this sum to a
second player, player 2. . . . Player 2, before hearing the actual amount offered by
player 1, must decide whether to accept or reject each of the possible offers, and
these decisions are binding. If player 2 specified acceptance of the actual offer
amount, then he or she receives the amount of the offer and player 1 receives the
rest. If player 2 specified a rejection of the amount actually offered, both players
receive zero. If people are motivated purely by self-interest, player 2 will always
accept any positive offer; knowing this, player 1 should offer the smallest
nonzero amount. (Henrich et al. 2006, 1767)

This game tests, in some way, what people consider to be a “fair” divi-
sion of the windfall that has fallen into their hands. Imagine that two peo-
ple are on a desert island, and one of them discovers treasure—how should
they share it out when only one of them knows where it is? It turns out
that people in different cultures have very different ideas about how the
money should be divided in this and many other games (the mean offer by
player one varied from about 25 percent to 50 percent). Although this is
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not surprising to most economic anthropologists, it provides the kind of
“hard” scientific experimental proof that culture makes a real difference in
decisionmaking that should finally have some impact on economists and
other scientists. For the time being, though, much of this research is being
used to speculate about the early evolution of a biological basis for altruism
and other social behavior (see, for example, Gurven 2006 and, for an im-
portant critique, Chibnik 2005). In the future, we should expect to see
more fundamental rethinking of microeconomics as game theory joins a
chorus of other critics, some of whom we will turn to next.

Critiques of Formal Economics

Belizeans often say, “The higher monkey climb, the more he expose his
ass.” Neoclassical economics has climbed about as high as is possible for a
social science, and it has therefore attracted a crowd of critics. On the one
hand, sometimes they seem like a legion of pygmies hurling sour grapes at
a giant. On the other hand, they may be Davids who will one day bring
Goliath crashing down. These critics have attacked many different aspects
of economics, and we will next look at some of their most telling argu-
ments. Economics itself is far from a unified field, for although there is
certainly a dominant mainstream, there are also various “heterodox”
schools of economics that disagree with most of the neoclassical assump-
tions (see Albelda, Gunn, and Waller 1987 for an excellent treatment of
these deviant branches). We focus here on these internal critiques of the
discipline by economists and economic psychologists. Anthropological
criticism of economics will be discussed again in Chapter 5.

Human Rationality

One line of criticism attacks the working details of microeconomic theory,
looking particularly into assumptions about human beings as rational
maximizers. Amos Tversky (1981), a psychologist, has experimentally
shown that the human brain is an imperfect decisionmaking tool even
when faced with relatively simple problems of choice. A basic example is
the nonintuitive nature of the laws of probabilities. Even though we can
easily demonstrate that the odds of a coin toss are fifty-fifty each time, hu-
mans insist on believing that a heads this time increases the chance of get-
ting a tails next time.

There is also now an extensive literature, based on the work of Herbert
Simon (1957, 1987), that examines the limitations of human reasoning
power in complex decisionmaking environments. Simon invented the term
satisficing to express the idea that people do not always seek the optimum
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solution—they usually do not work that hard. Instead, they set a minimum
goal and adopt the first strategy they can find that meets that goal. People
use “bounded rationality,” that is, decisions that are limited by their percep-
tions, imperfect knowledge, and subjective feelings, to make the best of an
imperfect world. Simon argued that we should also recognize that making
the best possible choices is often too costly; it would just take too much
time and effort to find out all we need to know to make the “best” choices.11

Many have questioned the reality of the economist’s model of consumer
behavior, which assumes that we all have a single unified utility in our
heads, that preferences can be ranked, and that preferences are transitive
(meaning that if you like apples more than chocolate, and chocolate more
than cabbage, you therefore like apples more than cabbage). Economists
also ask why we should expect people’s preferences to be stable for more
than a few moments at a time (Tversky 1969). The whole notion that each
person’s utilities are internal and independent of everyone else’s has been
criticized as sexist and androcentric (built on a male point of view) because
it ethnocentrically presumes that human beings can be emotionally uncon-
nected to each other (England 1993).

Even if people do have stable and transitive preferences in their heads
that they seek to maximize, how can we ever know what they are? Conven-
tional economics says we can find out by looking at people’s behavior, that
when people act they reveal their preferences. But many critics point to the
ultimate circularity of this argument. We know people have preferences
because they made particular choices, and we know they made those
choices because of their preferences. We have to assume people are rational
in order to measure their preferences (Rosenberg 1992, 159; Downey
1987). The same circular argument appears in the notion of maximizing:
We know people are maximizing because they survive, and we know they
survive because they are maximizing.

The most fundamental criticism of rational choice theory is one that ques-
tions the whole notion of human behavior as decisionmaking. Jon Elster
(1990), while not disputing that sometimes people do make rational, goal-
driven decisions, pointed to many actions taken without a clear goal, with
no knowledge of the consequences, and because it is easier to conform than
to choose. He said that for many choices—for example, choosing between
careers—people simply have no objective basis for making decisions, cannot
rank preferences, and may make no decision at all or make the wrong choice.
In other words, people can behave irrationally for very good reasons.

The ultimate problem with all economic explanations of human be-
havior—and the concept that our students always have the hardest time
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accepting—is the idea of rationality itself. How do we tell if an action is ra-
tional or irrational? Sometimes it only looks irrational because we don’t
understand the setting, the meaning, or the history of a particular action.
But maybe it really is irrational, and we are just making up a rational-
sounding explanation based on our own ethnocentric principles. And what
does it mean to argue that rationality is universal in all human decisions?
Does this mean that rationality has been hardwired by evolution into all of
our brains (as argued in the new field of evolutionary psychology), making
cultural difference superfluous or trivial? These are very difficult, deep, and
challenging questions that have no simple answers. On one level, the idea
of universal rational principles seems quite absurd, given the wide varia-
tion in human behavior from culture to culture and across history. On an-
other level, people from very different cultures are quite capable of under-
standing each other’s actions and motives; they can communicate and
evaluate each other’s behavior. This would seem to argue for some univer-
sal properties of the human mind. As usual, the extremes of universal ra-
tionality or irrationality turn out to be untenable, and the truth lies some-
where in between, demanding to be defined along some other dimension
than the one we are using (see Latour 1993 for some alternatives).

Economic Methods and Language

Another form of criticism looks more closely at the epistemology of eco-
nomics, asking how economics gains knowledge of the world and how it
expresses that knowledge. Economists themselves have been some of the
strongest critics of the tools, arguments, and philosophical assumptions of
their field. Their arguments range from friendly to hostile and are aimed at
everything from the way economics journals select papers to the impossi-
ble complexity of national economic models. Economists have argued that
modern economics is a poor guide to understanding either the past, the
present, or the future; hopelessly mired in Western philosophy instead of
science, it is unable to predict either a small thing, like a price on the stock
market, or a large thing, like the emergence of Taiwan as a world economic
power (Fallows 1993; Heilbroner 1991; see also Rosenberg 1992).

Wassily Leontief, a senior economist, wrote to Science magazine to ex-
press his disgust at the unreality of most academic articles in his field:
“Nothing reveals the aversion of the great majority of present-day aca-
demic economists for systematic empirical inquiry more than the
methodological devices that they employ to avoid or cut short the use of
concrete factual information.” He pointed out that more than one-half of
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the papers in the American Economic Review were simply mathematical
models without any empirical data: “Page after page of professional eco-
nomic journals are filled with mathematical formulas leading the reader
from sets of more or less plausible but arbitrary assumptions to precisely
stated but irrelevant theoretical conclusions” (1982, 104). A review of ex-
tremely expensive large-scale computer models used by government econ-
omists for forecasting found them wildly inaccurate; in practice, econo-
mists “fiddle and fit” until the model gives them the result they expect
(Kolata 1986; Kuttner 1985).

When economists do use real data about the world in their studies, they
tend to depend almost entirely on aggregate statistics produced by official
government sources. Andrew Kamark, after working at the World Bank for
twenty-six years, concluded in 1983 that most of these official figures and
measurements were not accurate enough for use in any kind of calculation.
When they were added or multiplied, their individual errors were com-
pounded, leading to numbers that could not be used even for comparison,
much less prediction. He demonstrated that basic concepts like “unemploy-
ment” and “income” were arbitrary abstractions that did not fit reality and
that could not be compared across cultures or through time. Common
measures like gross national product (GNP) and the balance of payments—
the keystones of macroeconomics—were not even vaguely accurate mea-
sures of human welfare or economic health and were often deceptively
concrete. As Susan Greenhalgh (1990) showed in her study of economic
explanations for changes in fertility and mortality, when national statistics
are aggregated and averaged (as is usually the case in economics), the re-
sults obscure all variability and become useless, mute numbers.

Donald McCloskey stands out as a critic of economics who often sounds
like an anthropologist. In two very readable books, The Rhetoric of Econom-
ics (1985) and If You’re So Smart: The Narrative of Economic Expertise
(1990), he attacks the language of economics, particularly for the way it in-
sulates economists from criticism and hides their politics behind science.12

To McCloskey, economics has become a cultural artifact of logical posi-
tivism, which is based on the outmoded idea that science is simply the dis-
covery of facts and natural laws. McCloskey finds this model of science
unconvincing. Following recent trends among philosophers, he had argued
that instead science is rhetoric and conversation, merely persuasive argu-
ment based on selected and unsystematic observation. He said, “Science is
Rhetoric, all the way down. . . . Master scientists are master rhetoricians,
word spinners in no dishonorable sense” (1990, 82). From there he argued
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that economic discourse is neither more nor less than stories built with all
the common persuasive tropes used in rhetoric, including metaphor, anal-
ogy, symmetry, irony, and allegory. Economists, McCloskey said, tell mag-
ical stories, and by and large that is fine with him, as long as they do not
pretend they are selling natural laws that are immune from dispute. In
practice, mathematical metaphors have become a language of power di-
vorced from reality, a tool in the hands of those in power.

Economic philosophy, methods, and language, said McCloskey (1993),
are rooted in a “hard,” extremely masculine model of science that excludes
the whole world of experience, emotion, and personal insight. Not by co-
incidence, it has also tended to exclude women from its ranks. Worse, eco-
nomics lies about its essential nature, representing facts where there is only
rhetoric. But like the other critics we have mentioned so far, McCloskey
does not propose doing away with the field. He wants economics to re-
main rational while getting away from the falseness, limitations, and
hypocrisy of modernist methods. The problem he faces is that of many so-
cial scientists of this postmodernist era: How do we retain a sense of truth
and contact with an empirical world of fact if we leave behind the notion
of science as an objective search for natural law? McCloskey sees the divi-
sion between science and the humanities as a historical artifact; he wants to
build in the middle ground. The question remains, however, what kind of
edifice should be built there?

Economic Immorality

One of the most persistent critiques of neoclassical economics is aimed at
the utilitarian assumption that human beings are rational maximizers of
their own utility. For some, this means that economists see human beings
as innately immoral, hedonistic pleasure-seekers, single-mindedly calculat-
ing their own advantage in every situation.13 One alternative has been to
keep the scientific form and tools of economics while throwing out the
utilitarian assumption (the opposite of McCloskey, who keeps some utili-
tarianism but throws out the claims to be a physical science).

Instead, imagine that human beings maximize two or more different
utilities that may be quite inconsistent with each other. What if human be-
ings don’t have a single rank order of preferences but instead have several
different classifications? For example, a middle-class American could not
compare the utility of a new Volvo with the value of a colleague’s respect.
Many schemes have been proposed that purport to divide “needs” from
“wants” or to divine the basic impulses of human beings. The Enlighten-
ment philosopher Thomas Hobbes, in Leviathan, argued for three basic
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urges: safety, gain, and reputation (1991, pt. 1, chap. 13). Another possible
course is to follow Western dualist thinking about human nature and di-
vide human impulses into a “higher self,” that is, moral, altruistic, and
driven by truth-seeking, and a “lower self,” which is selfish, subjective,
egotistical, and driven by needs (Lutz and Lux 1988, 17).

This kind of dualism is elaborated by Amitai Etzioni in The Moral Di-
mension: Toward a New Economics (1988) into a new field called “socioeco-
nomics” or “humanistic economics.” This project has been very influen-
tial. Etzioni has formed an association, a newsletter, and a journal, and he
appears frequently on news programs to argue for a type of “kinder, gen-
tler” capitalism, an idea that is fundamental to a political movement called
communitarianism.

Etzioni argues that humans are social beings as well as rational, self-
serving individuals, and he wants to find ways of combining these two as-
pects of the human experience. People make moral judgments on their
urges, judgments rooted in their social experience, and these moral com-
mitments are often stronger than their biological urges. For this reason,
people often make their choices on the basis of social and moral judgment
and only secondarily on logical grounds. Etzioni has three lines of argu-
ment to support this position:

1. Humans are primarily illogical. Creatures of habit and conditioning,
they may brush their teeth but not fasten their seat belts; they may
smoke cigarettes even though they know it could kill them. People
do not reliably connect cause and effect, and they do not do what is
best for themselves, even when they have good information.

2. Institutions, not individuals, are the main unit of society. Humans do
not have free will the way neoclassical economics says. Instead, peo-
ple act as agents of institutions, and they treat each other as mem-
bers of categories instead of autonomous individuals. Institutional-
ized inequalities and power, not the free operation of the
marketplace, determine prices.

3. Humans are often altruistic rather than selfish. People do things like
giving up food for Ramadan and Lent, they jump in rivers to save
drowning strangers, they give gifts without expecting any return,
they save for their descendants, and they don’t leave when their
spouses get Alzheimer’s disease. They cooperate with each other at
every turn, even when it would be in their best interest to go out on
their own. All societies, he argues, follow moral codes, and every-
where only deviants are self-interested.
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Many of these points are unquestionably true, and Etzioni has com-
bined and synthesized many different economic critiques. But does he
offer a viable alternative? The problem remains that Etzioni’s idea of two
basic urges is just as untestable as the utilitarian assumption of one basic
urge. Neither Etzioni nor the neoclassicists can create a definition of “ra-
tionality” that avoids circularity and that most anthropologists would find
acceptable when applied to other cultures. The “two urges” theory is very
ethnocentric, and from a historical perspective, it can be seen as just an-
other in a long line of moral critiques of modernity, individuality, and self-
ishness extending back into Christian theology.

If, as Etzioni would have it, people are often illogical, then what is the
basis of their decisionmaking? Surely it is not completely determined by
their social setting, which would leave us all as automatons. We suggest
that what is missing in this part of Etzioni’s critique is exactly what anthro-
pology has to offer—a concept of culture. The idea that culture patterns
the way people think and the way they value different options allows an-
thropology to resolve the paradox of rationality and autonomy in a social
setting. We will turn to this anthropological alternative in later chapters.

Summary: Reconciling Self-Interest and Selflessness

In this chapter we have only touched the fringes of a huge edifice of the-
ory, observation, and method built on the basic assumptions of neoclassi-
cal microeconomics. If an economist is willing to assume that human be-
ings are individual, rational maximizers of an abstract utility, he or she can
move onward to some very complex and powerful inferences about the
way the economy works. For some economists, the edifice has become an
end in itself. Entranced by the elegance of their mathematics, these econo-
mists have often lost sight of the world it is supposed to describe and ex-
plain. Some argue that the study of economic management, firms, na-
tional accounts, and global institutions has moved so far that it can now
stand independent of the microeconomic theory of rational maximizing.
The managers of the Federal Reserve lose little sleep over the circular logic
of revealed preference. Many economists argue that it doesn’t really matter
what is going on in people’s minds anyway. They argue that they can go
ahead and act as if people are logical maximizers, as long as it works.

The problem seems to be that for many kinds of situations, neoclassical
economics doesn’t work. Since many economists don’t ever check their
models against the real world, this doesn’t bother them. But a vocal minor-
ity is worried, and in the past two decades or so there has been a real flow-
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ering of feminist, historical, philosophical, and critical scholarship in eco-
nomics. In trying to understand what is wrong with the dominant aca-
demic neoclassical economics, many of the critics are drawn to that tiny
human figure at the foundation of it all, that rational utilitarian called
“economic man.”

We began this chapter with Adam Smith, who defined two kinds of
value. One was rooted in the individual’s innate knowledge of the value of
toil. The second emerged from social life, from the ownership of property
and the division of labor. Although Smith deemed the first kind “natural,”
he accepted that beyond the earliest state of nature, all humans engaged in
social life and derived their values from their relationships with others. We
finished the chapter with Amitai Etzioni, still reworking the same problem
of the contradiction between rational self-interest and the need for selfless-
ness and community. But in the time between Smith and Etzioni, eco-
nomics generally ignored the question of human nature. While economics
rose to dominance in public life, other social sciences set about trying to
find alternatives to utilitarianism.

Notes

1. The George Bernard Shaw epigraph that begins this chapter is found in Winokur
(1987, 14). The rise of individualism in the West is discussed in almost every history
book, though Coontz’s The Way We Never Were (1992) gives the theme a unique and
timely context in the Western ideology of the family.

2. The medieval scheme was founded on a moralistic division of the economy into
productive (agriculture and manufacture) and unproductive (lending and trade), es-
tablished by the Greeks, as is well described by Booth (1993). Many other civilizations
have targeted particular forms of wealth and work, usually trading and usury, as un-
clean or immoral.

3. Much of this discussion comes from Priban’s A History of Economic Reasoning
(1983) and Myers’s The Soul of Modern Economic Man (1983). Another important
work is Louis Dumont’s From Mandeville to Marx (1977).

4. An excellent source on the economic context of Smith’s times is Fernand
Braudel’s The Wheels of Commerce (1982). Thomas McGraw wrote a short article
(1992) that gives an extremely clear discussion of Adam Smith as a moral philosopher
and details the way his ideas have been distorted and exploited by later generations to
justify laissez-faire economic policies.

5. Ricardo’s iron law of wages states that without outside intervention, wages will al-
ways tend toward the workers’ subsistence level. Comparative advantage means that
countries are better off producing the things they can make more cheaply than others
and trading them to other countries than they would be if they tried to make every-
thing they needed for themselves.
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6. A fundamental and devastating critique of how economics developed in the
Western tradition can be found in chapter 6 of Foucault’s The Order of Things (1970).
An even broader philosophical questioning of the history of economics is found in the
work of the French surrealist Georges Bataille (see Richman 1982).

7. Our goal here is not to write a condensed textbook in introductory economics;
many good texts do a much better job than we could hope to. The examples here are
meant to show how economic reasoning flows systematically from a simple model of
human beings as utility-maximizing animals. The best-seller Freakonomics applies ra-
tional choice economic theory to many contemporary and often funny examples
(Levitt and Dubner 2005).

8. Utility and rational choice theory and its problems are simply and elegantly ex-
plained by Elster (1989). Amartya Sen (1990) provides a useful critique of the notion
of utility, as does England (1993) from an explicitly feminist point of view. The classic
critique of utility and indifference theory, still important and readable, is that of
Georgescu-Roegen (1954). A more recent critique in a similar vein is given by Margo-
lis (1982). The classic formulation accepts that utility is an internal and subjective
value; utility can be measured only when it is revealed through behavioral choice
(Houthakker 1950). For an intelligent defense of the notion of utility, see Stigler and
Becker (1977). Heath (1976) provides a dense but thorough and critical set of exam-
ples of rational-choice theories applied to anthropological topics. We also highly rec-
ommend Ellis (1988) for examples of different economic methods and theories ap-
plied to peasant farming. Machina (1990) gives a lucid but technical discussion of the
theory of choice under uncertainty.

9. North (1990) produced a readable application of institutional economics to his-
tory. Jean Ensminger is a strong proponent of institutional economics in anthropology
(see Ensminger 1992), and there are other good examples in Acheson (1994). Jennings
(1993) discusses the ways that institutional economics can be sympathetically adapted
to feminist scholarship.

10. The three classic applications of game theory in anthropology are by Barth
(1959), Moore (1957), and Davenport (1960). An elegant critical review of these ap-
plications is provided by Goldschmidt (1969), who showed that the anthropologists
misunderstood a lot of game theory. A classic and often-cited application of game the-
ory to environmental problems is Hardin’s (1968) discussion of the “tragedy of the
commons.” Some game-theory approaches in anthropology converge with ecological
studies of foraging and breeding strategies among other species (see Cashdan 1990),
but most recent versions follow in the well-worn footsteps of theorists looking for ways
to explain cooperation and altruism as the product of enlightened self-interest, as did
Locke (see Axelrod 1984, 1997). Other important recent critiques of economics in-
clude Keen (2002) and Fullbrook (2004). See Griffiths (2003) for a poignant and
moving tale of an economist’s loss of faith in his own discipline after seeing how its
dogmas affected poor Africans.

11. This ties in to anthropological studies of decisionmaking that find that people
use simplifying rules of thumb to deal with complex and risky choices. The Kekchi
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had a complex scheduling task involving planting corn and rice in relation to the start
of the wet season (Wilk 1991). Their rule of thumb was that a farmer should have half
of his corn planted before he started to plant rice. It may not have been optimal, but it
was simple and reliable.

12. More recently, McCloskey has published a memoir about sex change that dis-
cusses how economics looks different from a female point of view (2000), a wonder-
fully prickly polemic on the hidden sins of economists (2002), and a spirited defense
of the kinds of bourgeois virtues that Adam Smith promoted as the basis of a just soci-
ety (2006). In the meantime, others have stepped in to take economics to task for
other rhetorical and political sins, particularly for cloaking Christianity in scientific
clothes (Nelson 2001).

13. This is not quite what most microeconomists mean by utility maximizing,
though at times the argument seems to split hairs. Microeconomists say that individ-
ual utilities often include the well-being of others. Thus, if someone sacrifices his
health to feed his family, it is because he rationally considers the family’s well-being to
have higher utility than his own. Utility is not the same thing as simple hedonistic or
bodily pleasure. Since the argument revolves around what is going on in the minds of
individuals at a partially unconscious level, it falls more into the realm of cognitive
psychology than economics. And who says that these are exclusive possibilities or that
there aren’t other options?
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4

Social and Political Economy

The Social Contract is nothing more or less than a vast
conspiracy of human beings to lie to and humbug themselves 

and one another for the general Good. Lies are the mortar that 
bind the savage individual man into the social masonry.

—H. G. Wells, Love and Mr. Lewisham

Social Humans

Most North Americans like to think of themselves as real individuals. We
are each unique, not reducible to a number or a category. The novelist
Douglas Coupland has identified, with only partial sarcasm, an American
“cult of aloneness,” consisting of “the need for autonomy at all costs, usu-
ally at the expense of long-term relationships” (1991, 69). This ideology
of extreme individualism coexists with its exact opposite, the idea that we
all fall into groups and “types,” that most people are predictable because
of their age, gender, background, family, and ethnicity. We often explain a
person’s behavior as “typical eldest sibling” or “middle class,” and we like
to label groups like yuppies, Generation X, born-agains, and conserva-
tives. Modern North Americans think they are unique individuals, but
they also accept that other people can be lumped into categories, races,
and occupations (not least of which is the label “American” itself ). The
tension between individual and group identity is a central theme in our
society; as we shall see, it is also a basic problem in economic and anthro-
pological theory.

Most humans grow up in family groups of some sort and therefore get
basic training in working together, sharing, and identifying as a member of
a collective with a group identity. This capacity to belong seems very basic
to many, a “natural” characteristic of the species. Because of this, most so-
cial scientists treat human social groups, not individuals, as their essential
analytical unit. Within disciplines of sociology, social psychology, social
policy, and social anthropology, we can find a huge variety of ideas and
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theories about why people form groups, how groups create and enforce
rules to regulate individuals, and how groups adapt, evolve, and decay.
Many of these theories have economic implications and relate in different
ways to issues of economic behavior and economic institutions.

We encountered one of these perspectives in Chapter 3. The social ex-
change theory used by game theorists tries to show that individual maxi-
mizing leads people to form social groups as a rational solution to real-
world economic problems. In other words, people form groups out of a
kind of rational contract because they correctly perceive that they will all
be better off working together than they would be apart. This liberal no-
tion of the group as a voluntary product of a consensus, a social contract
that benefits all participants, comes down to us from the Enlightenment
thought of people like John Stuart Mill and the framers of the U.S. Con-
stitution. Their idea was that people belong to groups because people are
logical, and they realize (with the help of education) that they are better off
belonging. They form social contracts out of enlightened, long-term self-
interest. This philosophy implies that we all have the power to change the
group or leave it, or even to overthrow its leaders if the social contract no
longer serves our interests.

This chapter is concerned with another, radically different perspective
on social behavior that does not begin with rational maximizers and does
not end with efficient groups that serve the needs of consenting members.
Instead of assuming that people are the atoms of social life and that human
rationality shapes society, it begins with a fundamentally different view—
that it is human nature to be social, to become submerged into the group,
to act in groups, and to live in groups. To social theorists of this kind, try-
ing to deduce human history and social variety from the rational actions of
individuals is ridiculous. It would be like trying to understand an ant
colony by dissecting a single worker ant.

If an opponent were to ask why we need a social theory, since, after all,
people are not ants, social theorists would point to some common aspects
of human life that do not seem to fit the idea of individual rational choice
and mutual benefit. For example, it is obvious that some groups do not serve
the needs of their members. Some groups of people—slaves, for example—
suffer terrible exploitation, whereas others, like kings and nobles, benefit
out of all proportion to what they contribute. To argue that the slaves are
freely entering into a social contract with their masters, to the benefit of all,
is clearly absurd. Instead, some people have more power than others and
have the means to make the weak consent through threats and coercion.
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From this observation that social groups do not always serve the needs
of all their members, we can move back to question the assumption that
people are freely seeking individual satisfaction from a range of possibili-
ties. Instead, we may be born into groups, may be forced into them, or
may be classified as members against our will. And groups can have power
over their members, forcing them to conform despite their own individual
needs, desires, or strategies. Groups contest for power with other groups,
seek to limit each other’s options and choices, and impose their group in-
terests. By focusing on power rather than choice, we come to have a very
different perspective on social life, which in turn reflects distinctly on
human nature. Instead of rational maximizers, we have political pack ani-
mals and leaders seeking power and keeping followers in line with persua-
sion, the power of ideas and images, physical force, and fear.

Power and Politics

Of course, the idea of human beings as political and social animals has a
pedigree and a history. At the end of the European Enlightenment in the
late eighteenth century, optimism in the ability of individuals to make
rational choices for the betterment of society began to run aground on
the harsh rocks of the Industrial Revolution. The nineteenth century
brought tremendous social dislocation and change accompanied by un-
precedented economic growth and huge disparities in the distribution of
new kinds of wealth and power. New social theories developed to account
for these changes.

Robert Nisbet (1966) divided the nineteenth-century post-Enlightenment
social theorists into three groups.1 First were liberals, ranging from Jeremy
Bentham to Herbert Spencer, who stressed the central importance of indi-
vidual freedom. Like modern Libertarians, they saw both the modern state
and traditional social institutions as repressive and dangerous, as obstacles to
progress and prosperity. Their modern intellectual descendants are neoclassi-
cal economists like those discussed in the previous chapter.

Second were the radicals, who also thought the state, the church, and es-
tablished wealth were oppressive obstacles to social justice. But radicals like
Karl Marx did not find the answer to social problems in greater individual
freedom; instead, they sought to overturn the social and economic system,
which gave power and wealth to certain small groups, and to make a new
system that would serve the majority, the largest groups, instead. They did
not see the oppressive state as the creation of rational individuals, which
could therefore be changed by rational action. Rather, they saw the state
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and the industrial economy as a vast machine of tyranny created by a priv-
ileged few for their own purposes.

Last were conservatives, who thought social problems resulted when peo-
ple lost their respect and belief in old traditions, authorities, and affilia-
tions. Theorists like Edmund Burke and Frederic Le Play thought that in-
dividualism and utilitarianism were the basic causes of nineteenth-century
economic and social problems. From their perspective, these new attitudes
had led to a breakdown of time-honored patriarchal institutions like the
family, the church, and the aristocracy and had caused the decay of tradi-
tional moral values. The conservatives believed that people needed more
and stronger social institutions that were led by powerful authorities, not
more freedom. They thought that human beings were never happy unless
they were playing their part by serving a complex social machine.

These three perspectives are still very much with us as recognizable po-
litical philosophies. The important point is that each is based on a concept
of human nature, on a set of assumptions about what people need and
want and how they behave. But until the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury, there was no systematic attempt to collect empirical, real-world infor-
mation to support or attack these assumptions. Social science as we now
know it really began in the first efforts to systematically collect informa-
tion to prove or attack one or the other of these political positions. Over
time, the overt political content and mission of social science has become
less blatant. Some social scientists portray themselves as objective, de-
tached observers who are simply pursuing truth. But many others argue
that the political issues remain a powerful underlying motivation and that
all science remains at least partially shaped by political agendas.2

Our goal in bringing this up is not to undercut social science but to be
realistic about its limitations and to suggest that anyone who reads social
science, especially social science relating to public policy, must read it in-
telligently and perceptively. If Marx had a political agenda, that does not
mean his analysis or theory is wrong. Conversely, we may agree with Adam
Smith’s politics, but this does not necessarily make his economic theory
correct. In either case, knowing something about a theorist’s motivations
and politics helps us to understand and judge his or her theory.

For this reason, and because the topic of human social nature is so volatile,
the first part of this chapter revolves around two famous theorists, Emile
Durkheim and Karl Marx. They represent a clear contrast in economic the-
ory. Durkheim was politically in the mainstream of society, an esteemed
public figure and scholar who had tremendous influence in conservative cir-
cles. He was “establishment” all the way, though he did take unpopular po-
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litical stands during his lifetime. Marx was the quintessential radical. He
spent his life as a poorly paid journalist and author outside of any institu-
tion, an exile from his own country who lost three children to malnutrition
and diseases of poverty. His influence was great, but only in revolutionary,
utopian, and subversive circles until long after his death, and most of his
writing was not translated into English until the mid–twentieth century.

Durkheim and Marx also represent two very different perspectives on
human nature. Although both were social theorists, in the sense that they
believed that human beings live and act in groups, they disagreed funda-
mentally on what kind of social animal Homo sapiens really is. Both re-
jected the radical individualism and utilitarianism of Adam Smith and the
mainstream of economic theory, but there the agreement mostly ended. As
we will see, for Durkheim, social life was a magical thing, a source of har-
mony and strength. We will discuss his work under the general label of so-
cial economy. Marx, in contrast, found an eternal struggle in society, an
arena where powerful contradictions drove conflict founded in a history of
inequality. His theory is the foundation of political economy.

For reasons of clarity and continuity, we will discuss Durkheim first,
even though Durkheim was born forty years after Marx. In fact, some of
Marx’s most influential works were published before Durkheim was born
in 1858. However, Durkheim had much more influence on early sociology
and anthropology—Marx’s ideas did not enter mainstream social science
until much later—so it makes sense to discuss them in this order. After ex-
amining these two emblematic social theorists, we will trace their intellec-
tual descendants in more recent economic anthropology.

Durkheim and the Social Organism

Emile Durkheim (1858–1917), a French author and professor, is a princi-
pal founding figure for social science. He combines some of the threads of
nineteenth-century thought in new ways, but in the balance he belongs
firmly in the conservative tradition. He provides an especially clear alterna-
tive to the utilitarian perspective of microeconomics.

Durkheim’s most fundamental point about human nature is that
human beings are social; they live in groups and their consciousness is
shaped by their interactions with others. Therefore, we cannot understand
human social behavior by looking at individual psychology; the collective
cannot be explained by looking at the individual. Unlike the utilitarians,
Durkheim did not believe that self-interest draws people together. Instead,
he thought that people’s individual interests pit them against each other, so
people cooperate only when they have submerged their self-interest in the
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goals of a group. Society creates individuals who have no self-interest
through a system of “beliefs and sentiments” that make social life feel quite
natural, a system Durkheim labeled their collective unconscious. These col-
lective beliefs have the tangible power to deflect and channel natural indi-
vidualism: “When a group is drawn together for some common purpose,
when its members feel a sense of unity, they set aside their own personal
interests in favor of the collective pursuit. In this way they are drawn out-
side themselves” (1958, 105).

Durkheim thought that society impresses its will on the individual
through both the carrot and the stick. The carrot is the system of belief in
the sacred that gives order to the world and lets each individual share con-
tact with a power greater than the self. The power of society produces a
deep emotional response from the individual and a transcendent feeling of
“effervescence.” Ritual is a conscious expression of human togetherness, of
authority and power rooted in the collective. The stick is a set of sanctions
and punishments. When we try to go against social beliefs, we find out
how very powerful they are—we can be shamed, shunned, or even burned
at the stake. We face an angry mob driven by collective, not individual,
emotions. In other words, when we break social rules we are being pun-
ished not so much for a particular crime as for deviating from the group,
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from the established social order, a lesson most American high school stu-
dents know well. The message is “conform, or else.”

Durkheim did not think humans were mechanical, mindless conform-
ists. He portrayed social life as a constant interplay between the individ-
ual, private, and everyday world and the sacred and timeless traditions of
society. His famous study of suicide was meant to demonstrate the dan-
gers of these extremes. He thought that egoistic suicide resulted from “ex-
cessive individuation”; when alienated from their family, religion, and
community, people feel lost and unable to cope. Altruistic suicide, in con-
trast, is a product of “insufficient individuation”; when completely sub-
merged in their social worlds, people lose sight of their own interests and
give up their lives as sacrifices—in warfare, for example, or for honor
(Durkheim 1963, 212–217).

This idea that human beings will die if they are not properly socialized
and given some wider identity in a group is very appealing and makes in-
tuitive sense (except to a hermit). Of course, Durkheim’s opinions on
many other things have made sense to generations of readers and scholars.
Beyond the idea of the socialized human, Durkheim established three
themes that have become important for later anthropology, especially eco-
nomic anthropology. These are anti-utilitarianism, anti-individualism, and
typological evolutionism.

Anti-utilitarianism

The foundation of neoclassical economics is the idea that individuals make
practical choices among options, based on their perception of the intrinsic
worth of those options. To the utilitarian, a person’s knowledge and atti-
tudes may ultimately be derived from other people, but their choices are
ultimately personal and internal. Their judgments are based on intrinsic
characteristics of the things they choose, so value has some real basis in the
natural world. As we have seen, Adam Smith thought this value was
grounded in the labor that goes into production, although other values
were created in the physical process of market exchange.

Durkheim attempted to sweep all of this away. He argued that the value
of things was entirely a social construction, having no basis in utility, labor,
or need. A flag, he said, is an almost worthless piece of cloth, but a man
will die for it. Value does not come from reason, but rather from social
conventions. We want things not because we figure their utility but be-
cause of the absolute power of collective representations to convince us
that certain things are good: “Society substitutes for the world revealed to
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us by our senses a different world that is the projection of the ideals created
by society itself ” (1953, 95). Thus, values are social products.

The microeconomist’s world begins with unlimited wants. A reasoned,
ordered society emerges from each individual pursuing those desires
through production and exchange in the marketplace. Durkheim saw un-
limited wants as the very root of evil, the source of an anarchistic battle
among interests that destroys society instead of building it. To Durkheim,
unlimited desires are antisocial, not a true form of freedom (1961, 45;
1969, 21). Real freedom, he said, only emerges in the context of strict
rules and regulation, as in a school or military institution. Society sets
limits on needs and desires and therefore makes satisfaction possible. Be-
coming a social human being means learning to control passions, in the
interest of social cooperation. But people do not just follow these social
rules because they reason that “this is best for everyone.” They follow
them because the rules are part of a system of sacred collective representa-
tions. The value of the flag, for example, is rooted in a whole series of so-
cial values and beliefs about goodness, unity, and sacred force. Therefore,
burning the flag is likely to bring down the wrath of society, for it attacks
the sacred roots of order.

The utilitarians thought that the government should keep its hands off the
economy, which would work to everyone’s best interests if only it was left
alone. Because Durkheim thought individual desires destructive and be-
lieved that society must function to control material desires, he had no com-
punction about social and political regulation of the economy. After all, the
economy was a product of social life. Where utilitarians saw healthy competi-
tion in the marketplace, Durkheim saw “chronic warfare and perpetual dis-
content.” Where utilitarians saw progress bringing increased standards of liv-
ing, Durkheim perceived an increase in discontent and “impatience”:

It is forgotten that economic functions are not their own justification; they are
only the means to an end; they constitute one of the organs of social life, and that
social life is above all a harmonious community of endeavors, a communion of
minds and wills working toward the same end. . . . If industry can only be pro-
ductive by disturbing that peace and unleashing warfare, then it is not worth the
cost. (1958, 16)

For these reasons, Durkheim advocated direct government intervention
in economic affairs. He believed that the economy throughout history was
subordinate to and controlled by political, religious, and social institu-
tions. Problems occurred in industrial Europe because society had lost
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control of the economy; the solution was a reassertion of traditional insti-
tutions and an expansion of government powers, more regulation, and
stronger churches, schools, and associations.

Durkheim’s notion that the economy is embedded in and subordinate to
the rest of society surfaces over and over again in economic anthropology.
It was a pillar of later substantivism founded on Polanyi’s economic his-
tory. But in Durkheim’s work we can see the political agenda behind sub-
stantivism more clearly. It is aimed at taming the economy, in direct con-
tradiction to the “free market” philosophy of the English utilitarians, who
thought markets were a liberating source of justice and equality. Durkheim
argued that real values come from social life; wealth and freedom are shal-
low modern replacements for the transcendent and magical emotions of
unity with others.

Anti-individualism

In Durkheim’s sociology, the individual really does not exist. One of his
“rules of the sociological method” is that one cannot explain the behavior
or beliefs of society by reference to the individual. A group is not the sum
of its individual human parts—it is instead something greater, following
rules and laws of its own. Everything about society has to be explained by
reference to social needs, social functions, and social history, not by exam-
ining the ideas or motives of individuals. Society is a thing in and of itself;
it is always the cause and never the consequence:

When the individual has been eliminated, society alone remains. We must, then,
seek the explanation of social life in the nature of society itself. It is quite evident
that, since it infinitely surpasses the individual in time as well as in space, it is in a
position to impose upon him ways of acting and thinking which it has consecrated
with its prestige. This pressure, which is the distinctive property of social facts, is
the pressure that the totality exerts on the individual. (Durkheim 1938, 102)

The collective consciousness is not the same as the individual’s. And by
extension, even human reason and self-awareness are only the products of
society. The very ideas that we think with—ideas of time and space and
causality—are simply reflections of the kind of communities and social
groups that we live in (see Nisbet 1966, 95–97). Does Durkheim’s collec-
tive consciousness turn human beings into conditioned, brainwashed
dupes who carry out the dictates of a nebulous “group mind” (Harris
1968, 473)? The answer is that Durkheim never completely does away
with the reasoning individual. Normal and healthy humans, he thought,
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act in an economically efficient way much of the time and are capable of
individual thought. But then there are rituals and gatherings, social events
in which the same person gives up individuality and acts with emotion.
The Australian Aborigines, he said, lead a “double existence” and have a
“double nature” (1947, 219). But since individual rationality is the same
everywhere, the individual can never be called upon to explain the particu-
lar shape of any society or the variation between societies.

If people are not always acting out of rational self-interest but instead
express the collective consciousness, where does that collective conscious-
ness come from, and what shapes it into so many different forms? Here we
encounter Durkheim’s functionalism. His simple answer is that society
functions to maintain and perpetuate society. You have to explain individ-
ual customs and practices by looking at what they do to maintain the soli-
darity, cohesion, and order of the group. Again, this remains a common
theme in economic anthropology. Many substantivists still seek to explain
economic customs through reference to their function in maintaining so-
cial life (see, for example, Robben 1989). This is a very different explana-
tion from that given by utilitarians, who see customs as the result of indi-
vidual rationality and consciousness.

Typological Evolutionism

Like the utilitarians, Durkheim used non-Western societies as a tool for
understanding European society. He accepted the prevailing wisdom of his
time by thinking about contemporary people around the world as repre-
sentatives of earlier forms of European societies, which were therefore im-
portant keys for understanding the starting point and stages in the devel-
opment of the “modern” from the “primitive.”3 Durkheim used this
method, in combination with a detailed study of what was known of Aus-
tralian Aborigines (representing what he thought was the most primitive
form of society), first, to isolate the most essential and basic features in all
social life and, second, to build an evolutionary model of directional
change from the simple and “primitive” to the complex and “modern.”4

His entire approach was founded on this evolutionary distinction, so fun-
damental to Western social science, to enable him to find some clear way
to divide a collective Western “us” in the present from everyone else on the
planet, past and present. (We believe this same need for distance lies be-
hind a lot of evolutionary thinking in social science.)

In Durkheim’s version of social evolution, the opposite poles are soci-
eties dominated by mechanical solidarity at one extreme and those domi-
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nated by organic solidarity at the other. In the “lower” societies, mechani-
cal solidarity prevails, change is slow, property is collectively owned,
everyone conforms, and individual life is not worth very much because
everyone shares the same exact set of collective representations and has
the same consciousness. Society is divided into numerous small, identical
units, like clans. People’s needs and desires are set and regulated entirely
by custom:

The group has an intellectual and moral conformity of which we find but rare
examples in the more advanced societies. Everything is common to all. Move-
ments are stereotyped; everyone performs the same ones in the same circum-
stances, and this conformity of conduct only translates the conformity of
thought. Every mind being drawn into the same eddy, the individual type nearly
confounds itself with that of the race. And while all is uniform, all is simple as
well. (Durkheim 1926, quoted in Voget 1975, 493)

For this reason, economic activity in “primitive” societies can only be
seen as an expression of social solidarity, as a form of collective representa-
tion that brings people together in mechanical solidarity. But as popula-
tion grows more dense, the intense face-to-face interaction of mechanical
solidarity can no longer be maintained because there are too many people,
and society threatens to break apart. People begin to specialize in different
kinds of work and activity, forming social subgroups like guilds and corpo-
rations. This division of labor leads to a society where subgroups relate to
each other functionally, like the organs in a body. The whole economy be-
comes integrated because people are more dependent on one another, and
people are now grouped together by the kind of work they do. They de-
velop rules and laws to regulate their cooperation; they need laws because
the collective consciousness is weaker. Religion is less dominant, and peo-
ple develop a limited sense of their own individuality (Durkheim 1933).

There is no room for a full dissection of this story here, though its fac-
tual failures and ethnocentric weaknesses are a tempting target. The most
important point is that Durkheim submerges economic change within social
evolution. The utilitarians also saw cultural evolution as a product of the
increasing division of labor through specialization and intensification. But
they thought that people specialized in order to be more efficient and pro-
ductive. Durkheim turned the story around; he thought that people spe-
cialized in order to reduce competition and conflict and to maintain social
solidarity in the face of increased population (Harris 1968, 476). Since
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human motives don’t enter Durkheim’s world, it is impossible for issues of
efficiency, profit, or demand to enter his evolutionary scheme. This is why
his approach should be considered social economy.

Durkheim established the basic foundation of a social economic per-
spective by arguing that human consciousness was a product of society,
not of individual reason. By this device he absorbed the economy into
society as a whole. Economic behavior became an expression of social
structures; the economy changed because society became more complex.
For this reason he is usually considered the intellectual ancestor of classi-
cal British social anthropology, discussed later in this chapter. What is
lacking in Durkheim’s theory, and in the variations on it by many of his
later followers, is a notion of politics—that instead of everything simply
functioning smoothly to maintain equilibrium, there are different inter-
ests within society, and that groups struggle, often violently, to advance
those interests. The foremost theorist of struggle is Karl Marx, to whom
we turn next.

Karl Marx: Putting Politics into the Economy

Karl Marx (1818–1883) produced thousands of pages during a writing ca-
reer that spanned forty years. His works cover philosophy, history, eco-
nomics, politics, and a broad range of current events. His political and ac-
ademic followers and critics, both during and after his lifetime, have
produced an avalanche of words and paper, in hundreds of languages. In
anthropology alone, a Marxist bibliography would easily fill this chapter.
In a few pages we can scarcely do justice to more than a fragment of this lit-
erature, so we will focus on Marx as a philosopher of human social motiva-
tion to show how his notion of the social human is different from
Durkheim’s. For Marx, consciousness was not simply defined by cosmology
or ritual experience of group membership; rather, it was defined by what
he saw as a more fundamental human activity: work.5

Marx injected politics directly back into the study of economics. The
neoclassical school of individualism is explicitly not concerned with
power; individuals are autonomous decisionmakers. Their choices reflect
their preferences and interests directly and are limited only by the kinds of
information available to them. They work together only when it suits their
purposes, and they create society as an extension of individual choice. If
people breathe polluted air, drink impure water, and eat unhealthy foods,
they have chosen to allocate their efforts to those ends. If they want clean
air and healthy food enough, they will pay for it. The sovereignty of the
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individual, in this view, is absolute. If the government passes clean air and
water laws, it limits people’s choices and shifts the cost of goods to people
who do not want them.6

Marx, like Durkheim, to the contrary, argued that people’s economic ra-
tionality is deeply embedded in society, that they belong to groups, and
that their choices reflect social and historical structures over which they
have no power. Where Marx parted ways with Durkheim was in his asser-
tion that society is not a unity, a single interest group. Instead, within soci-
ety there are classes of people defined by the kinds of property they own
and the kinds of work they engage in. These classes are in contention and
conflict with each other. They struggle for dominance and control, with a
consciousness defined by their position, putting politics into all social life.
To Marx, politics was not individual leaders or parties, platforms, and pro-
grams but instead the inevitable clash between classes defined by their eco-
nomic interests. Classes, not societies, he thought, defined the conscious-
ness of their members and the divisions within society. Marx therefore
began his analysis with inequality and domination, with the unequal dis-
tribution of power and property in society—exactly the issue that neoclas-
sical individualism does not address.

Although Marx said that class shapes consciousness, he never asserted
that class or social forces mechanically determine human consciousness. He
always argued that human beings make the world they live in and that they
can therefore change it. To understand this reciprocal relationship between
society and the individual, we need to learn something of Marx’s notion of
human nature and delve into his analysis of history.
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Marx, Human Nature, and History

Marx said that we human beings are different from other species because
we work together in groups, and truly human life is not possible without
belonging to a working community. We discover, and in a sense create,
ourselves through labor. And unlike other species, he said, we work even
when we have no immediate needs, because “free conscious activity” is part
of our “species-being” (Marx 1975, 328–329; Donham 1990, 56–57).

Work, or labor, therefore lies at the heart of Marx’s analysis of social life.
Through work we express ourselves, discover who we are, exercise our free-
dom, and can remake ourselves and our identity. Labor is also, in Marx’s
economic system, the ultimate and only form of value. People do not al-
ways keep the products of their own labors; they cooperate with each other
and exchange their products back and forth. If products are exchanged at
the ratios of the amount of work put into them, they are reflecting their
true “use” value. Marx thought this might have been the case in early, ex-
tremely primitive societies. But in all later groups, people who exchange
will receive either greater or lesser value for what they have produced.

The difference between the true value of what people produce and what
they need to survive is what Marx called surplus value. This surplus is key
to understanding the economy, for it is what people produce beyond what
they need to survive and reproduce—it is the fund of “extra”—that can be
invested or used for improvement or change. And the nature and dynamics
of society can ultimately be defined by tracing the flow of surplus value
and the means through which it is extracted from some and taken by oth-
ers (Marx 1983, 394–433; Mandel 1990).

Drawing on European history, and on the ethnographic research of
Lewis Henry Morgan in the United States, Marx traced the development
of the extraction of surplus value through a series of stages of types of soci-
ety. Using Marx’s notes after his death, Friedrich Engels wrote The Origins
of the Family, Private Property, and the State, in which he said that the first
forms of extraction took place in the household, as the surplus value pro-
duced by women and children was taken by husbands and fathers (see Fol-
bre 1993 for a critique of these ideas). In later societies, surplus value was
extracted through slavery and forced labor and through tribute and taxa-
tion. Finally, in capitalism, surplus is taken from the worker in the form of
the difference between the value of what a worker produces and the value
of the wages that worker receives. Marx and Engels argued that all these
systems of inequality are based ultimately on private property—that is, on
social systems that protect property and assign special rights to property to
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particular kinds of people (men, household heads, nobles, or factory own-
ers, for example). Private property is the basic means by which surplus
value is taken from some and accumulated by others. Indeed, it is hard to
imagine a world with no private possessions. Marx and Engels took note of
this fact and made it the key to their idea of history and society.

At the time that Marx studied at the universities at Bonn and Berlin
(1835–1841), history was understood mostly in idealist terms. People’s
ideas changed over time; their consciousness was transformed by learning,
revelation, and experience; and gradually, society changed as a result. For
philosophers like Georg Hegel, writing history meant tracing the develop-
ment of ideas and beliefs through time.

Marx said that Hegel had things exactly backward. Ideas did not shape
history. Instead, history had to be understood primarily in material terms
by looking at systems of production, at real people involved in struggle
over the products of labor. Ideas, said Marx, were largely a product of class,
economic structures, and social position. Ideas justified or rationalized the
economic structure at any one time—they did not cause that structure:
“The mode of production in material life determines the general character-
istics of the social, political and spiritual processes of life. It is not the con-
sciousness of men that determines their existence, but, on the contrary,
their social existence determines their consciousness” (Marx 1904, 11–12,
quoted in Harris 1968, 229).

To show how the material basis of society moved history, Marx divided
social systems into three parts. First, there is an economic base. This in-
cludes the tools and technologies, the skills and labor that people use to
produce, as well as the social groups that people form for the purpose of
work (the forces of production) and the specific relations of inequality be-
tween people that move surplus around and leave some people with less
than others (relations of production). On top of this base there is a super-
structure with two parts. The first is the legal and political system, which
orders and regulates society, usually in the direct interests of the social
groups that are economically dominant (the juridico-political superstruc-
ture). The second part is the system of ideas, including religion, philoso-
phy, and cosmology, that rationalizes and explains the economic system
and convinces both the haves and the have-nots that the way the society
works is “natural” (the ideological superstructure). The whole bundle of
base and superstructure together is usually called a mode of production,
though that term is sometimes restricted to the base alone (see Donham
1990 for a clear discussion; see also Jessop 1990). A rough diagram of the
concepts is given in Figure 4.1. The dynamics of a society and its historical
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development are determined by the mode of production. Marx defined
several types of modes of production, including the feudal and capitalist;
later scholars have tried to define other types, using the much broader
range of comparative social and economic data on world history that be-
came available after Marx’s death.

There is no question that Marx saw the base as the dominant element in
each mode of production. This has led some to accuse him of being a me-
chanical materialist who thought that the material economic world di-
rectly determined all of human society. This accusation is weak, however,
because he always argued that the base included human relationships. He
also emphasized that there is constant interaction between all parts of soci-
ety, that one part does not simply determine all the others. The parts do
not fit together seamlessly—there are always contradictions and conflicts
that threaten order, and this lends a constant dynamism to history. In par-
ticular, the ideology that masks, rationalizes, and justifies such an unequal
system can never work perfectly.

The role of ideology and ideas has become one of the most interesting
areas of controversy and theoretical debate among modern anthropological
Marxists. Early followers of Marx were mainly concerned with discovering,
nurturing, and encouraging class consciousness, making workers aware of
how they had been exploited and divided by capitalists. It was presumed
that such awareness would cause workers to recognize their common inter-
ests and work together to overthrow the system. Early Marxists thought
that class consciousness was rational and independent, far from the posi-
tion of Durkheim, who thought group identity operated at an unconscious
deeper level. But in time it became clear to Marxists that other things be-
sides class position, like nationalism and gender, affected the way people
saw themselves and understood their place in society.

The Marxist rethinking of consciousness and ideology began with the
Italian theorist Antonio Gramsci (1891–1937), who asked how it was that
workers and even slaves came to accept ideas (like fascism and racism) that
were used to oppress and harm them. Gramsci’s term “hegemony” refers to
the way the dominant ideas of elites and ruling classes always include some
partial description of the realities that the poor and powerless face in their
daily lives. In other words, dominant ideologies always contain elements of
truth that make them plausible to the public, even though their real effect
is to keep an exploitative system going. It is a refinement of the Marxist
notion of false consciousness, a state in which people do not clearly see the
relations of domination and exploitation in which they are bound because
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they are distracted by religion and other “opiates of the masses.” Gramsci
was the first Marxist to focus on the important role of popular culture—
popular music, arts, religion, and mass media—in affecting consciousness
and identity. Popular culture and mass media make the prevailing unequal
social order seem natural and inevitable, he said. They put words and ideas
into people’s minds and mouths in ways that make it very difficult for ex-
ploited people to challenge the system that exploits them.

The idea that popular culture is the key to class dynamics in modern
capitalism is a major thread in more recent Marxist theory. It was the
focus of the influential Frankfurt School of Critical Sociology and Philos-
ophy (see Habermas 1979), and it is the central issue in the work of the
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FIGURE 4.1 Marxist models of society. The French structural Marxists
see the base as the determinant of the superstructure. Articulationists argue
that capitalist modes of production are always connected with other modes.
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very influential British Marxist theorist Raymond Williams (1980, 1985).
After the 1980s, anthropologists broadened the concept of hegemony.
Gramsci originally spoke of class consciousness, but anthropologists now
discuss the concept of cultural hegemony. They ask how ideology, ritual,
religion, art, and other symbolic systems work to make people believe their
world is natural and lead them to accept situations where some have power
over others. This more general discussion of hegemony and power can be
traced to Pierre Bourdieu’s very influential book Outline of a Theory of
Practice (1977; for a more recent example, see Comaroff and Comaroff
1986). Although based ultimately on a Marxist approach, such research
tends to give the world of ideas, beliefs, and symbols much more power
than Marx himself, who always brought the conversation directly back to
systems of work and production.

Marx on Capitalism and the Future

Marx was not as concerned with anthropology and sociology as he was
with understanding capitalism—the economic system that was exploding
across the world during his lifetime. In his analysis, the foundation of cap-
italism was private ownership of the means of production, which turned
the common property of all into the private property of the few. This in
turn transformed human labor into a commodity, meaning that it was
bought and sold in a marketplace just like potatoes or any other good.

In a capitalist system, said Marx, society is divided into a small class
that owns the means of production (capitalists) and a broad mass of peo-
ple who own nothing productive and can only sell their labor to survive
(proletarians). The capitalist keeps the surplus value produced with the
workers’ labor and uses it to further accumulate and build capital. From
this basic analysis, Marx worked out a series of “laws of motion” of the
capitalist mode of production that have proven remarkably accurate. He
predicted that companies would get larger and larger and seek to establish
monopolies, that capitalists would invest more and more in machines and
technology, driving constant technological innovation, and that there
would be continuing cycles of boom and bust, expansion and contrac-
tion, in the economy. He foresaw the tendency for industries to con-
stantly seek new and cheaper labor, which would drive wages down in
many industries.

He also made a number of predictions that have not been fully realized.
First, he envisioned a tendency for the economy to become more and more
under state or central coordinated control (this clearly happened in only a
part of the world). Second, he predicted ever greater social polarization, in
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the form of greater divisions between rich and poor. He did not anticipate
the success of labor unions and the continuing growth of the middle class.
Finally, he expected that workers would show growing class consciousness,
leading to more class conflict as the inequalities of capitalism increased.
Eventually revolutions would return the ownership of the means of pro-
duction to the people who did the actual work in the economy.

Durkheim, Meet Marx

At this point, we should go back and look at the differences between Marx
and Durkheim. Both of them argued for the social nature of humanity and
saw the economy as a product of social forces, not as driven by individual
decisions or actions. They thought that human consciousness was deter-
mined by social relations, and they had little faith in common sense and
practical reason. Both offered a holistic perspective in that they did not
separate the economy from the rest of society; economic activities were
part of social relationships. And both Durkheim and Marx used an evolu-
tionary, historical framework, through which they divided all societies into
a limited number of types and stages.

But where Durkheim stressed the functional unity of all societies, Marx
was directly concerned with the conflict that arises from inequality, which
inevitably leads to change. Where Durkheim exalted social integration and
functional stability, Marx elevated class conflict based on the relations of pro-
duction to the status of prime mover. And because Marx divided societies
into groups that may act together for their own collective interest, he aimed
our attention at issues of power, control of resources, and politics. Because he
paid close attention to economic differences, he provided a much more de-
tailed terminology than Durkheim did for different kinds of societies.

A broad range of economic anthropologists have drawn their inspiration
from Marx. Marxist scholars still argue over the interpretation of Marx and
fight over what often seem minor issues to outsiders, in anthropology as in
many other social sciences (there are a number of lively journals with titles
like Rethinking Marxism and Dialectical Anthropology). But the general
thrust of all “Marxian” anthropology is quite clear:

1. A focus on issues of power and exploitation
2. A concern with conflict and change
3. A starting point in the material system of production and the own-

ership of property
4. An analysis of action as political power struggles between social

groups defined by their control of property
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Although economic behavior, in the form of production, shapes political
and social structure, and although classes often act in their own self-interest,
there is not much place for individual rational decisionmaking in Marx’s
scheme. Therefore, the key similarity between Durkheim and Marx, despite
all these differences, is in their view of human nature. Neither of them had
time for the microeconomic, self-interested human being so beloved to the
Enlightenment utilitarians and rational choice theorists discussed in Chap-
ter 3. And for both of them, the various forms of expressive symbolic cul-
ture, such as art, ritual, and religion—that is, all the ideals and ideas that
Marx placed in the “superstructure”—are not fundamental motivations for
human behavior. For Durkheim, ritual is a sort of magical glue or lubricant,
whereas for Marx, it can either bind people together or blind them to their
own best interest. But the human being described by both Durkheim and
Marx is basically a social animal rather than a symbol-using one.

Varieties of Social and Political Economy

Three main streams of anthropological economics descend directly from
Durkheim and Marx. First, there is the British social anthropology of E. E.
Evans-Pritchard, A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, and Meyer Fortes, drawing inspi-
ration from Durkheim. The second includes neo-Marxism of separate
French and North American varieties. Third, we have historical macroeco-
nomics grounded in Marxism, which has now acquired various labels, in-
cluding dependency theory and world systems theory. The rest of this chapter
will touch on each of these and point toward some of their applications
and implications. For each topic we suggest some readings that explain the
complexities that cannot be explored here.

Social Anthropology

During much of this century, British anthropology was dominated by an
approach that has come to be called structural functionalism. In its broadest
outlines, it accepts most of Durkheim’s assumptions about human nature:
that people are basically social, that individual consciousness is shaped and
formed by social context, that those social contexts form “types” of soci-
eties, and that society is bound together by functional relationships be-
tween parts and institutions. In his first ethnography, The Andaman Is-
landers, Radcliffe-Brown stated this position quite clearly:

(1) A society depends for its existence on the presence in the minds of its mem-
bers of a certain system of sentiments by which the conduct of the individual is
regulated in conformity with the needs of society. (2) Every feature of the social
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system itself and every event or object that in any way affects the well-being or
the cohesion of the society becomes an object of this system of sentiments. (3) In
human society the sentiments in question are not innate but are developed in the
individual by the action of the society upon him. (4) The ceremonial customs of
a society are a means by which the sentiments in question are given collective ex-
pression on appropriate occasions. (1948, 233–234)

Any attempt to explain social life by reference to the activities or
thoughts of rational individuals was condemned as inherently psychological
rather than anthropological. Economics was seen in this way as part of so-
ciety, to be sure, but only because the economy was a public expression of
social life. The Andaman Islanders traded with each other in order to build
social ties. The hard daily work of obtaining food was a means to teach
children their social obligations and responsibilities. To Radcliffe-Brown,
people may think they are planting crops or building houses, but they are
really building social relationships.

Radcliffe-Brown’s primary unit of analysis was the social structure, con-
sisting of different groups of people organized by social status (usually
based on kinship in nonindustrial societies) who carry out their social roles
according to rules, rights, and obligations. In fact, Radcliffe-Brown and
others, such as Fortes and Evans-Pritchard, proposed that people have to
carry out these social roles in order to keep their systems functioning prop-
erly. Because no system works perfectly, there is always a judicial system to
resolve disputes and put things back on track. People remain committed to
these structures and rules, even when it is not in their own immediate
physical best interest, because of the power of “myth, dogmas, ritual beliefs
and . . . mystical values” to make people think of the common interest
(Fortes and Evans-Pritchard 1962, 18).

Radcliffe-Brown grouped societies into types on the basis of the kinds of
social rules they followed and the kinship relations they exhibited. The
economy was just another social institution: People followed the rules of
the local “economy” and worked, exchanged, and consumed according to
the customs appropriate to their social position: “The economic machin-
ery of a society appears in quite a new light if it is studied in relation to the
social structure. The exchange of goods and services is dependent upon, is
the result of, and at the same time is the means of maintaining a certain
structure, a network of relations between persons and collections of per-
sons” (Radcliffe-Brown 1965, 197).

If we follow this logic to its conclusion, we find that the economy is not
particularly interesting, since the real puzzle is social structure. This comes
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across very clearly in a classic work like Evans-Pritchard’s The Nuer (1969),
about a group of pastoralists in southern Sudan (the same area that has been
more recently wracked by decades of armed conflict). The first two chapters
of the book describe the Nuer system of production and exchange in some
detail, explaining the importance of cattle in the Nuer way of life and out-
lining the ecological context of their social organization. But the exposition
is a static collection of facts that are meant mainly to show “the limitations
imposed on Nuer economy by their environment and . . . the way they
manage to overcome the natural poverty of their country” (1969, 87).

Although Evans-Pritchard tells us that social structure is closely related
to economic life, there is no question about which causes which. The Nuer
depended heavily on millet and other crops and on fishing, but their atten-
tion was riveted on cattle because of the social function of cattle in kinship
and politics. Early in the work, he finds that “it is unnecessary to write
more on what are generally called economics. . . . One cannot treat Nuer
economic relationships by themselves, for they always form part of direct
social relationships of a general kind” (1969, 90). As in the rest of
structural-functionalism, the economy is never a source of contradiction or
dynamism; it produces only equilibrium, limitation, and the fuel to keep
the social structure going. And economic behavior, in the sense of goal-
seeking decisionmaking, hardly enters the ethnography at all. Instead, “the
behavior of persons to one another is determined by a series of attach-
ments, to family, joint family, lineage, clan, age-set, etc., and by kinship re-
lationships, ritual ties and so forth” (1969, 264). Any observation that
turned things around and tried to show how social organization made eco-
nomic or ecological sense was labeled “determinism” and rejected by struc-
tural functionalists (Fortes 1969).

Neo-Marxists

As noted, there are three modern streams of Marxist anthropology. The
first is the British cultural Marxism of Raymond Williams and others,
who focus on ideology, consumerism, and the media and popular cul-
ture. The second is French, dominated by figures like Maurice Godelier
and Claude Meillassoux and grounded in a strict and detailed reading of
Marx and careful discussion of his ideas. The third strain is an American
variety that built on the work of Eric Wolf and Sidney Mintz and is
grounded in Julian Steward’s cultural ecology rather than in direct inter-
pretation of Marx’s texts. French and American Marxists alike have asked
whether Marx’s ideas can be applied to nonindustrial societies, and if so,
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how, and have looked for connections between politics, social organiza-
tion, and the economic base.

Marx saw the historical development of capitalism as an essentially lin-
ear process, and he did not pay a great deal of attention to the inner work-
ings of precapitalist systems outside of Europe. The idea of class conscious-
ness was applied mainly to capitalist societies. But what determined
consciousness in societies without classes?

Meillassoux and other French Marxists have said that Marx’s concepts of
exploitation, ideology, and power can indeed be used to understand soci-
eties that have no states or elaborate political hierarchies.7 They have ar-
gued that kinship is part of the political economy, that even in “tradi-
tional” egalitarian communities and households there are groups that
exploit others, and that much of the “traditional” ideology and symbolism
beloved of anthropologists actually serves to justify and hide this exploita-
tion. Meillassoux (1981) defined a “domestic mode of production” in
which elder men exploit younger men and women by controlling their
labor; they do this through what most previous anthropologists called a
system of kinship. Elder men control bridewealth, lineages, and the mar-
riages of their daughters. Whereas in the capitalist mode of production,
wealth is based in the control of property, in the domestic mode, wealth is
based on the control of people. Instead of owning factories or land, lineage
elders control the labor of their wives, children, and other relatives by con-
trolling their access to property and spouses. The elders decide who gets
married to whom, what lineage children belong to, and who gets to farm
which piece of land. Control of economic surplus is achieved through cus-
tom and family connections, not though wages or tribute.

For British structural functionalists, kinship was a wonderful expres-
sion of social structure, a system that gave a distinct identity to each cul-
ture as well as a basis for grouping them together into classical categories
like “patrilineal” and “matrilocal.” For the French Marxists, however, kin-
ship was a system of power grounded in the concrete control of labor and
the products of labor.

This may seem like a major break from previous anthropological
thought. But the French Marxists tended toward the same kind of abstrac-
tion and devotion to “structure” and types as were found in British anthro-
pology. They never brought the individual into the picture, and they
shared the assumption that human beings are submerged in the social
whole. They did not consider each culture an isolated whole, however—
they were willing to think about the way they were connected to each
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other. Still, in the end, their major goal was traditionally anthropologi-
cal—to show that the economy was a social product, part of the social
order but not logically preceding it.

This becomes most clear in the specific ethnographic case studies done
by French Marxists, of which Godelier’s The Making of Great Men (1986)
is perhaps the best example in English (also Godelier 1977, and the re-
sponse by Strathern in 1988). The book is about the Baruya, a horticul-
tural group of about fifteen hundred people in highland New Guinea.
They also produce blocks of salt from the ashes of a kind of grass, which
they use for trade. The major thesis of the book is that there is no relation-
ship between economic power and political power in this classless society.
Some Baruya men become wealthy through their salt trading, gardening,
and hunting, but they cannot convert their wealth into power to become
chiefs. Instead, political power comes through success in war, through con-
trol of magic and ritual, and most of all through manipulation of kinship.
Kinship is the true basis of all power differences in Baruya society. Rooted
in a religion that gives most of the power of fertility to men, power is exer-
cised as the domination of men over women through lineage rules and
marriage exchange. The whole society is held together and given meaning
by ritual and by ideas of the sacred that bind people together into a social
unity that overcomes their differences.

Godelier therefore owed as much to Durkheim as to Marx. What makes
his study Marxist at all is the attention he paid to power and exploitation,
the presence (though not the power) of an economic base, and the idea of
cultural evolution that seeks “types” of society based on the ways that poli-
tics and social organization control people and surplus wealth. Whereas
Durkheim dissolved consciousness and the economy into society, and
Marx submerged the individual in class, Godelier eliminated the individ-
ual person and substituted categories of gender, age, and kinship nested in
a web of religious ideas about supernatural power. People may act out of
“self-interest,” he said, but their interests, and even their idea of “self,” are a
product of their social position and gender. Altogether, said Godelier, the
social organization of the Baruya defined a “type” of society where the
economy was entirely dominated by kinship. But why this type of society
in this particular place? He had no answer. And how and why would this
type change into another? Again, he was silent; the Baruya political econ-
omy appeared as a frozen, integrated whole. As William Roseberry said of
structural Marxists, all the conflict took the form of contradictions be-
tween structures, not people. Any reference to an active human subject was
considered a “dark sin” (1989, 160–161).
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Modes of Production. The economy becomes a much more dynamic el-
ement in the French Marxist scheme when different economic systems
come into contact with each other and “articulate” (that is, connect with
each other in a way that affects both). Marx had an essentially linear idea of
social change and thought societies went through a series of stages on their
way from primitive communalism to capitalism and then on to socialism
and communism. French Marxists, especially Pierre-Philippe Rey and Louis
Althusser, took up Marx’s notion of the “mode of production” and tried to
use it to build a more detailed and accurate world economic history.8

Their basic plan was to define a series of precapitalist modes of produc-
tion. They argued that in the modern world capitalism had not simply re-
placed these previous forms. Instead, capitalism in the colonial era had cap-
tured and transformed other economies, then turned them to its own
purposes, while retaining some of their original features. To use their jar-
gon, capitalism articulated with precapitalist modes of production in vari-
ous ways, though capitalism always maintained its domination.

Meillassoux, for example, demonstrated that the arrival of capitalism in
West Africa did not cause the complete transformation of all previous so-
cial and economic systems. Rather, the development of colonial capitalism
in each area was dependent on the exploitation of precapitalist economies;
capitalism therefore tries to encapsulate and preserve precapitalist modes
of production, exploiting them through control of trade and exchange. In
other words, colonialists find it useful to have “primitive” folks around
whose labor is very cheap. The end result is still one in which capitalism is
dominant, and the other forms of production are determined by the way
they articulate with capitalism (Binford and Cook 1991). Nevertheless,
Meillassoux made an important point: Societies that are not themselves
capitalist—even those that do not use money at all—may still be part of
the world capitalist economic system.

Dependency and World Systems Theory. The French Marxist work on
modes of production converged with another analysis of the global econ-
omy—dependency theory—developed largely by economists and historians
associated with the Economic Commission on Latin America. In the
1940s and 1950s, the dominant philosophy of economic development
was modernization theory. In this view, there was a single road from primi-
tive to modern, a pathway of economic change that each country had to
follow. In a flush of postwar optimism, economists thought that every
country could follow in the footsteps of the United States, moving
through agrarian capitalism to modern prosperous industrial con-
sumerism (see Myrdal 1957; Rostow 1960). For a while, it was thought
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that countries undergoing modernization might end up in a phase of “du-
alism,” with a dynamic, modernizing, prosperous sector side by side with
the archaic, impoverished, traditional sector. Economists reassured the
world that this would be just a temporary, transitional condition that
would pass in time.

Dependency theorists, however, made the unpleasant observation that
the predicted transition was lasting an uncomfortably long time, that in
fact in many parts of the world things were getting worse, not better. By
the 1960s, it was becoming clear that the modernization miracle was a mi-
rage for most of the world’s people. Paul Baran (1957) responded by set-
ting modernization theory on its head. He argued that the “modern” coun-
tries, rather than paving the way for the poor countries to follow, were
actually blocking development and growth in the Third World. Growth in
Europe and North America was actually, he said, achieved by systemati-
cally draining surplus and raw materials from the poor countries. Instead
of creating modernization, “development” created dependency and poverty.
Poorer areas lost their ability to feed and educate their people and required
loans and aid to finance economic “growth,” which actually made the
problems of poverty worse instead of better.

Andre Gunder Frank (1967, 1969) applied dependency theory to Latin
American culture and history. He argued that the whole notion of dual-
ism, of the gradual evolution of the primitive into the modern, was an illu-
sion. Instead, the Latin American societies that appeared most “tradi-
tional,” those that were isolated, impoverished, and dominated by old
customs, were made that way by capitalism and colonialism (the “develop-
ment of underdevelopment”). They had once been, like China and India,
great civilizations and economic powers. Mercantile capitalism had sys-
tematically drained them and turned them into stagnant backwaters (see
also Rodney 1972; Amin 1976; Cardoso and Faletto 1979). What they
had in common culturally was not the product of some previous precapi-
talist state. What anthropologists had been calling “traditional” societies
were mostly a direct product of capitalism and had become a distinct pe-
ripheral (meaning marginal, or at the edges) variety of capitalism.

While the economists were arguing against prevailing ideas about devel-
opment, other academic studies were transforming ideas about European
history. The history of European development from the Crusades through
the Industrial Revolution had traditionally been treated as an internal mat-
ter, as if Europe were an isolated area. It was as if history in the traditional
sense had not started in the rest of the world until Europeans conquered
and colonized it. The new version of history concentrated on the eco-
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nomic connections that had tied Europe to Africa and Asia long before the
colonial era. Immanuel Wallerstein (1976) rewrote world history as a series
of cycles of expansion and collapse of economic systems, an approach he
called world systems theory. He said that all the modern world’s wars, bat-
tles, and conquests, as well as the world’s cultures and political systems,
were tied together by the logic of trade and production. Global geography
could at any one time be divided into “cores” that accumulated wealth and
“peripheries” from which it was drained (see Chase-Dunn and Hall 1991
for a clear discussion of this theory).

Neo-Marxism, world systems theory, and dependency theory forced an-
thropologists to look more closely into the economic and political histories
of the peoples they studied. These theories are largely responsible for a shift
from thinking about culture change as “acculturation” (the simple adoption
of modern Western culture by previously isolated primitive people) to
much more complex and interesting studies of the political, economic, and
cultural impact of Western expansion on the rest of the world. This has
been the special province of a renewed neo-Marxist political economy
among North American anthropologists, which we will discuss next.

The American School. Whereas French Marxism is clearly descended
from Durkheim, the American Marxists have their intellectual roots in a
native anthropological tradition concerned with the physical environment
that has a strong empirical base in fieldwork. Julian Steward’s (1955) ver-
sion of cultural ecology that emerged after World War II placed the produc-
tive economy firmly within the “culture core,” at the very base of society
(see also Netting 1986 and Orlove 1980). The rest of society, he said, is
functionally shaped by the necessity of survival and by the tools and tech-
nology that together constitute the “subsistence system.” Cultural ecology
was ecological because it focused on processes of cultural change and on
the interconnections between the human and the natural environment; it
was also neo-evolutionary in reviving earlier anthropological ideas about
regularities in long-term cultural change, and it was functionalist in its as-
sumption that culture took a particular shape because it improved effi-
ciency and survival. But most cultural ecologists avoided rational choice
theory; the logic of adaptation was not an individual form of maximiza-
tion but operated at the level of the social system as a whole. Entire soci-
eties adapted to natural environments to improve the efficiency and stabil-
ity of the system. Here was something similar to the Marxist notion of a
mode of production, but without conflict, inequality, or the contradictions
that Marxists think always drive social change.
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The next generation of American anthropologists working within Ju-
lian Steward’s framework, particularly Eric Wolf and Sidney Mintz, put
these elements of conflict and politics back into cultural ecology, and they
had a lot more regard for the individual’s role in social change. Instead of
studying the evolution and adaptation of isolated or ancient societies,
they were interested in long-term dynamics and conflicts that occurred
when societies became enmeshed in expanding Western capitalism.
Mintz, in particular, did ethnographic and historical research in
Caribbean island cultures built on slavery and sugar production that had
never been isolated and self-sufficient.

This generation studied peasants, slavery, rebellions, and warfare as well
as the transformation of independent farmers into landless workers.9 Other
neo-Marxists used anthropological tools to expose nontraditional subjects,
as with June Nash’s study of Bolivian mine workers (1979), Scott Cook’s
on Mexican brickmakers (1984), and Aihwa Ong’s on Malaysian factory
women (1987). Some form of neo-Marxism lies behind almost all the re-
cent economic anthropology in the United States.

The constant element at work in this tradition is the encounter between
a global system of production based on wages, factories, or plantations and
local economies grounded in locally controlled farming, crafts, and small-
scale industry. The American school is distinguished from the dependency
theorists and French neo-Marxists by the way it depicts this encounter.
The American school allows for a variety of outcomes, for resistance and
accommodation as well as domination. Local cultures are not merely hap-
less victims; they fight back instead of being crushed, pushed aside, mar-
ginalized, or encapsulated and exploited. Sometimes they even win.

Two excellent examples of this tug-of-war historical approach are Don-
ald Attwood’s Raising Cane (1992) and Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s Peasants
and Capital (1988). Attwood showed how peasants took control of large-
scale sugar production in western India. Far from being passive and ex-
ploited, these farmers are socially mobile and politically engaged. They
successfully defended their interests in their conflict with the government
and large factory owners. Instead of a few huge sugar factories teeming
with thousands of landless workers, Attwood found a landscape of pros-
perous, independent farmers who managed factories cooperatively. Trouil-
lot studied the long history of banana farming on the Caribbean island of
Dominica, where in his view peasants end up as much more than a “mode
of production.” They have a history, they resist and strategize in various
ways to retain some autonomy and control over their lives, and they strug-
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gle both individually and in groups to retain their local identity and econ-
omy while remaining part of a larger world market.

Eric Wolf ’s Europe and the People Without History (1982) takes American
historical neo-Marxism to a global scale. Like many anthropologists, he
found dependency and world systems theory too schematic and mechani-
cal; capitalism appears as a uniform juggernaut, and everything else be-
comes merely “precapitalist.” Wolf shows that over a five-hundred-year pe-
riod, capitalism itself took different forms, and Western economic
expansion dealt very differently with hundreds of different cultures around
the world, cultures that had their own distinct modes of production.10 But
the force driving this expansion was essentially economic, and the struc-
tures it encountered were defined by their systems of production. This is
definitely economic history with the politics included, not cultural deter-
minism or functionalism. Wolf recaptures the lost histories of collision be-
tween cultures, histories previously covered over by the textbook story of
steady and uniform Western expansion. In the process, he moves economic
anthropology to a global scale. He redefines the subject of the discipline as
the ongoing encounter between different kinds of economic systems, the
political struggle over the outcome that defines winners and losers, and the
cultural consequences as reflected in people’s diverse experiences.

In the 1990s, the American neo-Marxist school began to grapple with
contemporary problems of trade, the expansion of tourism and factory pro-
duction to new parts of the world, and the growing network of communi-
cation technology that makes global advertising, marketing, and con-
sumerism possible. Multinational corporations freely move capital across
national boundaries, and workers respond with their own mobility and mi-
gration by building “transnational” communities that connect Third World
villages with First World cities. Culture no longer appears rooted in a single
place, and new kinds of cosmopolitan and hybrid cultures are emerging.11

There is some convergence between this American school of global political
economy and a British Marxist-inspired subdiscipline of “popular culture”
studies, which has worked for decades on television, pop music, street festi-
vals, and other kinds of mass media.12 All of this work is Marxist in that it
always keeps an eye on the bottom line, asking these questions: Who con-
trols culture? Who owns the means by which culture is produced, sold, and
communicated? Who owns the factories and the phone lines, and how does
money wield political influence over cultural policy? A Marxist scholar
faced with growing ethnic warfare might ask this: Who benefits from the
strife? How is ethnicity manipulated and shaped by media, politicians, and
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powerful financial interests? How does one culture rationalize terrorism
while another culture justifies a global “war on terror”?

Summary: The Problems of Structure and Agency

On Wolf ’s global scale, history appears as conflicting forces, as modes of
production colliding with each other across the landscape, and there often
seems little room for human action. Groups have interests in seeking
wealth and power, and in a general sense, people seem to know what is
good for them; but we are never clear on who is making the decisions or
what reasoning is going on in their minds. On that scale, human actors
seem like tiny cogs on giant gears in some huge satanic factory. How can
we put the people back into this picture? Many modern neo-Marxists are
concerned with this problem, which has been labeled “structure versus
agency” (drawing on the theoretical work of the sociologist Anthony Gid-
dens). How can we account for the reality, force, and power of social struc-
tures and at the same time grant some “agency,” some autonomous deci-
sionmaking power, to individuals? Structure makes everything seem
mechanical, determined in advance (“overdetermined”). Yet individual be-
havior often appears unpredictable, even unfathomable.

Most neo-Marxist studies these days try to grapple with this problem in
one way or another.13 Neo-Marxists are deeply concerned with ideology,
hegemony, and consciousness. Writers often show that local people have a
variety of responses to outside pressures, that the outcomes of struggles are
not determined in advance, and that people therefore can change their
world through group action and organized resistance (see Scott 1990). At
the same time, these authors want to show how power, rooted in control of
governments, land, money, and factories, is exercised to exploit and domi-
nate. They tell us that people often cannot recognize what is in their own
best interest because of a long history of oppression and because they have
been divided to the point where they are unable to work together. But
their religious or cultural beliefs, especially those grounded in family and
ethnicity, are also a source of solidarity, community, and resistance to op-
pression (for example, see Comaroff 1985).

As descriptions of how the world works, these seemingly contradictory
statements are undoubtedly true. Sometimes people do act together as a
group, recognizing their own interests. But sometimes they don’t. Sometimes
people recognize that they are being exploited, but at other times they are
loyal to people who ruthlessly exploit them. The problem is that a social the-
ory of human action, whether grounded in Marx’s political economy or in
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Durkheim’s social economy, gives us no grounds to predict why people are
sometimes not social or why selfishness sometimes overcomes altruism. Be-
cause these theories begin with an assumption that consciousness and action
are social products, they cannot deal very well with situations where society
itself is in question, where individual interests tear the social fabric apart.

Political economy clearly provides a powerful alternative to utilitarian-
ism, a solution that dovetails with the traditional interests of anthropolo-
gists. It is concerned with long-term change, helps divide economic sys-
tems into historical types so that we can compare them, and makes us pay
attention to exploitation, inequality, and conflict. But because it leaves no
theoretical place for individuals, it cannot help us understand pragmatic
decisions in the way a utilitarian theory can. Nor does political economy
deal directly with the cultural values and knowledge or with the unique
local configurations of language and belief that underlie all behavior. We
turn to that missing piece in the next chapter.

Notes

1. Nisbet (1966) remains an essential guide to social theory. For further reading on
Durkheim we suggest Lukes (1973) and Hatch (1973), though Marvin Harris’s treat-
ment of Durkheim in The Rise of Anthropological Theory (1968) is much more critical
and makes for more interesting reading.

2. Bourdieu (1988) provides a sustained critique of the politics of academic re-
search and the role of social science in modern society. On a more general level,
Michel Foucault has written extensively on the ways that science organizes knowledge
in the service of power. Once again, feminist scholars have been at the forefront in re-
vealing the political agendas of modern science; in particular, see Martin (1987) and
Schiebinger (1993).

3. We enclose the terms “primitive” and “modern” in quotation marks to indicate
that we do not agree with the assumptions so often concealed in using them. We do
not use them in our own ethnographic work and consider them generally discredited,
laden with bad associations and imprecise meaning.

4. Many early anthropologists used other cultures to represent earlier stages in Eu-
ropean history, a practice thoroughly discredited by later generations (see Harris
1968). Later social scientists have built theories around a notion that there is some
kind of “great divide” between modern or Western cultures and the rest of the world.
We seem to need some kind of “other” in order to think about ourselves and our past,
but as Edward Said argued in Orientalism (1978), in the process we usually do violence
or injustice to the “other.” James Carrier (1992) made the interesting point that when
we stereotype the exotic “other,” we also manipulate our image of “the West,” elimi-
nating diversity and conflict through what he called “Occidentalism.”

5. For a basic, amusing introduction to Marx that concentrates on his political phi-
losophy more than on his economics, we recommend Rius’s Marx for Beginners (1976).
The Portable Karl Marx (1983), edited by Eugene Kamenka, is a usable collection of
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Marx’s original writings. A superb discussion of the development of Marx’s economic
theory can be found in the volume of the New Palgrave Series entitled Marxian Eco-
nomics (Eatwell, Milgate, and Newman 1990). Elster (1985, 1986) has written two
books introducing Marx’s social theory in a readable and concise fashion. Bloch
(1975) and Littlefield and Gates (1991) are good collections of Marxist anthropology.
The introduction to Eric Wolf ’s Europe and the People Without History (1982) has one
of the best discussions of what Marx provides to anthropology, as well as a concise dis-
cussion of Marxian theory; Donham (1990) has an excellent commentary on how
neo-Marxism is applied to noncapitalist societies.

6. Landsburg’s The Armchair Economist (1993) makes this argument, carrying out
the utilitarian method to the point where it seems to be a parody of itself. See also the
popular book by Levitt and Dubner (2005).

7. Meillassoux (1972) gives an excellent summary of the French Marxist approach.
Godelier (1977) is a good collection; Terray (1972) is perhaps the most rigorous and
readable application of French Marxism in English, though Meillassoux’s Maidens,
Meal, and Money (1981) is the most frequently cited. The earlier French work is well
reviewed by Kahn (1981). Molyneux (1977) takes the French Marxists to task for their
sexism and makes important points about the notion of “exploitation” along the way.
On what happened in the French intellectual world after Marxism, see Laclau and
Mouffe (1987).

8. The literature on modes of production is voluminous, complex, and difficult.
Roseberry (1989, chap. 6; see also his 1988 article) gives a clear but brief critical com-
mentary; Foster-Carter (1978) has a more detailed discussion, as does Carol Smith
(1984). The best original sources in English are probably Althusser and Balibar (1970)
and Rey (1975). Perhaps the best, sustained application of the concept of modes of pro-
duction to actual cases is by De Janvry (1981). There are some excellent neo-Marxist
papers on the Andes in a volume edited by Lehman (1982).

9. Mintz’s early work on the Caribbean plantation is collected in Caribbean Trans-
formations (1974). His Sweetness and Power (1985) connects sugar production in the
Caribbean with the increasing sugar consumption of European elites and the growth
of an industrial working class that required cheap energy foods. The main thrust of
Wolf ’s and Mintz’s work is already clear in their early work with Steward in Puerto
Rico (Steward et al. 1956). Wolf ’s work on peasants remains a landmark (1966, 1969).
Roseberry provides a thorough and thoughtful review of political economic research in
the Annual Review of Anthropology (1988).

10. Wolf (1982) provides a succinct definition of the different modes of production
that form the political economic basis for all cultures. Because it is so clearly stated and
succinct, it is worth summarizing here. Capitalist: Wealth can buy labor power; (1)
capitalists control means of production, (2) laborers denied access to means of produc-
tion, and (3) surplus accumulates to owners, so this is a growth system. Tributary:
Wealth is not used to control means of production; (1) extraction is through political,
not economic, means, (2) struggle between local and central powers for control of sur-
plus, and (3) civilization is the justifying ideology, and there is a cosmology of hierar-
chy. Kin-ordered: Wealth consists of labor and social relations; (1) labor is locked into
social relations of consanguinity and affinity, (2) people circulate between groups, and
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control of people is key, (3) accumulation comes via control of people and through
war, limiting the possibility of expansion. By basing his typology on production, Wolf
directly contradicts Polanyi and Sahlins, whose typologies were based on different
kinds of exchange (market, redistributive, and so on).

11. Gereffi and Korzeniewicz (1994) provide an excellent survey of trends in
global political economy. Basch, Schiller, and Blanc (1994) discuss transnationalism
and the cultural connections between dispersed migrant communities. Ulf Hannerz
(1990, 1992) is one of the most interesting and readable theorists of the emerging
global culture, though there is also a spate of more academic discussion of how cul-
ture is being affected by new communication technologies, consumerism, satellite tel-
evision, and the like (for example, Robert Foster 1991; Friedman 1992, 1994, 1995;
Tomlinson 1991; Featherstone 1990; Wilk 1995; Inda and Rosaldo 2001; Askew and
Wilk 2002).

12. This British school was largely inspired by Raymond Williams. There is a good
representative book by Morley and Robins (1995).

13. Mark Moberg’s study of Belizean citrus farmers, Citrus, Strategy, and Class
(1992), is a good example of the problems neo-Marxists have in bringing together
structure and agency. He suggests that the farmers are crafting their own futures, but
by the end of his story they are the helpless victims of national and world economic
structures. Other sources on the structure versus agency debate include original works
by Bourdieu (1977, 1990) and Giddens (1984) and a collection of papers by Held and
Thompson (1989).
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5

The Moral Human
Cultural Economics

What is morality in any given time or place?
It is what the majority then and there happen to like,

and immorality is what they dislike.
—Alfred North Whitehead, Dialogues

He is a barbarian, and thinks that the customs of
his tribe and island are the laws of nature.

—George Bernard Shaw, Caesar and Cleopatra

Virtue is its own punishment.
—attributed to Aneurin Bevan

Morals, Ideology, Symbols

The newspapers and magazines in the United States are full of discus-
sions about “family values” and the collapse of public morality. People in
small towns across America perceive that there is increasing family vio-
lence, teenage pregnancy, drunk driving, and handguns in the high
schools. Leading church and community leaders have described a “moral
crisis” in the country. They say that these terrible things are happening
because parents are not teaching proper moral values at home and be-
cause the schools have given up teaching religious morality in favor of
“secular humanism” and moral relativism.

Although many of the professors who teach at our universities do not
agree with fundamentalist clergy about the causes of the rising tide of crime
and violence, many of them do share the same basic assumptions about
human nature. This is a moral model of human behavior that assumes that
people are guided throughout their lives by a set of principles they learn as
children. These principles divide actions into good and bad and provide a
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moral compass of values that should be followed in life. An ordered society
results when people all learn a stable, coherent value system, because peo-
ple’s actions are determined by their moral values. Therefore, if people
learned values like “fairness” and “self-control,” society would improve.

Fundamentalist ministers and liberal college anthropologists part com-
pany on the issue of the origin of values and moral systems. On the one
hand, some people believe that moral systems are eternal commandments
of gods or prophets and are thus natural laws. Most social scientists, on
the other hand, believe that moral codes are cultural products of particu-
lar times and places.1 One of anthropology’s fundamental contributions
to knowledge is that in every society, people believe that their own values
are part of the natural order. When anthropologists set out to explain why
people in other societies do things that seem, from a Western point of
view, bizarre or irrational, they show that within other cultural systems of
morality they make a great deal of sense. Human sacrifice, to us a grossly
immoral form of public murder, was considered by the ancient Aztec civ-
ilization to be an immutable part of the natural cycle, a valuable and
highly moral public display of faith necessary to feed their gods and per-
petuate the world.

Many economists have no trouble accepting the general proposition that
culture shapes human values, since economists do not pretend to explain
where values come from. But they believe that once people acquire moral
values, they all use them in the same basic, predictable ways. Although val-
ues may be culturally relative, they say, logic and rationality are not; no
matter what culture people belong to, they use the same logical tools to
translate their values into ordered preferences and then seek to maximize
them in a predictably rational way.

Anthropologists often disagree with economists on this point. Some use
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, an anthropological proposition that the dif-
ferent grammar and lexicon of each language affect the ways that native
speakers of each language think about objects, time, and causality (Whorf
1956). Some anthropologists go back to the work of the French sociologist
Lucien Lévy-Bruhl (1857–1939), who argued that there was a “primitive
mind” and that premodern people did not think in the same way that
“modern” people do. (This is not to say he thought primitives were com-
pletely irrational, only that their rationality took a different form. He said
primitive thought was mystical and communal, incapable of finding linear
chains of cause and effect [1966].) Anthropologists can also draw on stud-
ies of literacy, which say that members of cultures that depend on the oral
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tradition instead of written records have different logical processes (Goody
1986; Walter Ong 1982).2

There is no universal support for any of these propositions among the
current generation of anthropologists, which is generally uneasy about any
suggestion that people in other cultures are not as logical or rational as
Euro-Americans. Any argument of difference can become a statement of
superiority. Instead, anthropologists are more likely to use the notions of
ideology and symbolism. Ideology became a crucial concept in the Frankfurt
School of Critical Sociology and Philosophy (which included Max
Horkheimer, Jürgen Habermas, and Herbert Marcuse; see Chapter 4) and
more recently in the work of the French social theorist Michel Foucault
(1980, for example).

An ideology is much more specific than a general set of values; it can in-
clude real logical statements about the world, such as “Everyone has the
right to own a gun” or “Blondes have more fun.” What makes these state-
ments ideology is that many people accept them as facts, but they are only
partial and relative truths. Ideology always has some basis in observable re-
ality, but it is much more than a statement of simple fact about the world.
And in this age of advertising, it should be no surprise that ideology can be
promoted or influenced by powerful interests. The Frankfurt school Marx-
ists followed Gramsci in believing that ideology generally supported (“le-
gitimized”) groups in power while concealing the direct interests of those
groups. Foucault argued that the modern state maintained order and disci-
pline among citizens through ideologies that classified and regulated their
behavior (including notions of hygiene, crime, deviance, and sexuality).

Symbols are another way to understand how culture affects the thought
and behavior of individuals and groups. To a neoclassical economist or a
Marxist, the ultimate reason that objects and things are desirable is their
utility, their concrete physical use in achieving practical goals in the world.
The bias here is that objects are in some sense ends in and of themselves be-
cause they have intrinsic value. In contrast, symbolic anthropologists think
objects are desirable because of their meaning, because they stand for some-
thing else, for ideas and concepts, and because they trigger powerful emo-
tions. From this perspective, a protester goes to jail for burning an Ameri-
can flag because his or her violence against the flag is an attack on what the
flag symbolizes. “Guess” jeans are valuable because of what they mean, not
because of their utility in protecting the legs. Part of their meaning comes
from establishing the wearer’s rank and social position as a member of the
“in crowd” (see Lurie 1981 for more on clothing symbolism).
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At first it may be hard to see the difference between the moral kinds of
theories we will be discussing in this chapter and the social theories we
went through in the previous chapter. After all, Durkheim ultimately
thought that groups used symbols and ritual to create the sense of unity
that holds the group together. The crux of the difference is that social the-
orists ultimately believe that humans are pack animals—that is, that liv-
ing together in groups is natural for us—whereas moral theorists believe
that culture—that is, symbolic communication and systems of meaning—
is the fundamental element of human nature. For the social theorist,
communication and ritual are tools invented by human beings to make
social life easier, and they ultimately made larger and more complicated
social groups possible. For the moral theorist, humans are symboling ani-
mals first, and with this capacity they invent social life and groups that
serve their needs.

The key terms of difference here are society and culture, a contrast that has
generated a great deal of sometimes acrimonious debate in anthropology
and has led some people to label themselves as either social or cultural an-
thropologists. For the purpose of this book, a social theory is one that looks
primarily at institutions—groups like classes, ethnic groups, and lineages
and the rules, laws, and codes that regulate them. A cultural theory, in con-
trast, works mainly with systems of meaning and communication, includ-
ing the classifications, symbols, and metaphors that structure thought and
action. A cultural theory of economics therefore focuses on the moral
meanings of work, money, obligations, and other forms of exchange. The
economy becomes a symbolic reflection of the cultural order and of the
sense of right and wrong that people adhere to within that cultural order.

Most anthropologists agree that symbols are basic tools of thought and
action in every society and that our complete dependence on symbolic
communication is one of the basic traits setting humans apart from other
animals. Many anthropologists define culture as a system of symbols and
define anthropology as the study of symbolic culture (though of course
some anthropologists disagree).

But there is a lot of disagreement about the degree to which symbols af-
fect thought and rationality. Victor Turner (1964) argued that symbols pro-
vide a unique cosmological order in every society, that humans make order
out of a chaotic universe with symbolic structures (symbols organized by
contrasts and similarities), and that these symbolic structures shape both
everyday behavior and ritual. People themselves may not even be aware of
these symbolic structures; the symbols may influence behavior even
though they remain unconscious. Many other anthropologists are reluctant
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to delve into the unconscious minds of their informants and think it dan-
gerous to start explaining other people’s behavior by reference to analytical
models that really exist in the mind of the anthropologist.3

Clearly, anthropologists can take the importance of symbolism too far
and end up depicting the members of other cultures as inhabiting a dream-
world of mystical symbols, as primitive existential philosophers sitting in
the dust, starving while they debate the balance of the cosmos. Given the
difficulty of dealing with meanings and values that cannot be easily mea-
sured or even discussed, many economic anthropologists would just like
the whole issue of symbols, ideology, and values to go away. But others
have sought a middle ground, an economic anthropology that uses the an-
thropological concepts of symbolic culture and also looks at the practical,
rational behavior of making a living. Following the model of previous
chapters, next we delve back into Western intellectual history for the roots
of this movement and then look critically at the ways in which recent an-
thropologists have used symbolic approaches to economic behavior.

The Roots of Moral Economics

The New Testament is full of admonitions about the corrupting power of
wealth, the purity of poverty, and the evils of avarice and greed. In reading
through the sacred texts of other traditions, Russell Belk (1983) found that
the same sentiments occurred over and over in religions from Buddhism to
Orthodox Judaism. And in many great civilizations, from Aztec Tenochtit-
lan to the Tokugawa shogunate in Japan, merchants and moneylenders
were social outcasts; making money through trade and industry was con-
sidered unclean and dangerous.

These values should not be totally alien to modern Americans. The es-
tablished society circles of New York and Philadelphia still look down
their collective blue-blooded noses at the vulgar newly rich, with Astors
excluding Trumps from the highest social ranks. In a large portion of the
world, investment and merchant banks follow Islamic principles and do
not collect interest (though they have other ways of making money on
loans). In the Midwest, there are Christian business seminars and associ-
ations whose members try to follow biblical morality in their daily busi-
ness operations. Society has always struggled in various ways to control
the economy. Moral issues are never far from economic life, and the two
are often hard to separate.

To medieval European philosophers and theologians, there was no ques-
tion that the economy was subordinate to Christian morality. At the same
time, the worldly church often pursued its own material wealth and power
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in what can only be considered an extremely rational way. The wealth and
economic activities of the church were justified as furthering God’s plan.

It is hard to imagine that most medieval Europeans did not perceive that
there was sometimes a conflict between moral philosophy (Blessed are the
poor) and everyday common sense (You cannot eat blessings). But this
conflict did not break into print until the Enlightenment, when ancient
Greek ideas about reason and rationality were revived and placed in oppo-
sition to the moral theology propounded by the church. For David Hume
(1712–1808), religion was not based on reason; it came from emotions,
passions, and appetites, especially fear. All people had the capacity for rea-
son, but few exercised it; human nature emerged from an interplay of
emotions and appetites, on the one hand, and practical physical and social
experience, on the other (Hume 1964).

Reason became the great intellectual theme of the Enlightenment.4 We
have seen what Adam Smith and the utilitarians did with the concept. Yet
scarcely was absolute rationality separated from religious thought than
philosophers tried to limit it once again. Immanuel Kant (1724–1808)
wrote Critique of Pure Reason to argue that all people are born with mental
equipment and concepts (“transcendental consciousness”) that limit and
shape reason and rationality. Kant used unconscious patterns in human so-
ciety (the seasonal rise and fall in marriages and births, for example) to
argue that things that appeared to be the products of decisions and reason
were actually determined by something else.

Many people jumped into the business of explaining what that “some-
thing else” was. German romantic philosophers started down a trail of eth-
nic and biological determinism that led to both important modern social
sciences and to the abusive philosophies of racial superiority that legit-
imized fascism and Nazism. Johann Herder (1744–1803) thought that by
adapting to local circumstances and environments, each culture developed
its own unique character and “genius.” These Volk cultures were naturally
harmonious, enshrining unique patterns of thought, speech, and action in
their history and traditions. The patterns were unconscious and powerfully
determinative. They explained why the Spanish were lazy, the Gypsies dis-
honest, and the English successful in business. The romantic nationalists
believed that economic success and aptitudes for different kinds of work
came from the unique genius and mindset of each people. Each nation was
like a person, with a personality formed through history (though most of
these “personalities” were really just stereotypes).

Although later scholars accused Herder of racism (for example, Stocking
1968), he did not try to reduce national characteristics to biological race.
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The distinct economic behavior of different peoples was clearly a product
of history and culture, not of physical or mental capabilities (De Waal
Malefijt 1974, 99). But other German scientists, such as Gustav Klemm,
were quite willing to explain cultural differences as the product of biologi-
cal race: Germans were born “active,” whereas most of the rest of the
world’s peoples were “passive” (see Harris 1968, 101–102).

The main argument of the German romantics is instantly recognizable
to modern anthropologists: Human nature is embedded in a particular
time and place. Furthermore, this human nature could not be measured
objectively or explained by universal laws—the only way to understand it
was subjectively, through experience and the detailed study of individual
cases. The romantics also believed that they were in the midst of a great
historical watershed in the development of culture; they were seeing the
death of real authentic Volk cultures and their replacement by grasping, cal-
culating, and materialistic modern capitalist values. Their political goal
was to save some of the authentic peasant culture of the German past and
to carry its best values forward.

In Western academic economics, the German romantics never overcame
the dominance of the utilitarianism of Smith and Ricardo. But in the other
social sciences, their ideas had much more influence. In anthropology and
sociology, Max Weber was the key figure who translated romanticism into
a systematic foundation for ideas about the relationship between culture
and economic behavior.

Max Weber: Rationality and History

Weber (1864–1920) grew up in Berlin, the son of a prominent politician,
during a time when the German economy was growing explosively and the
country was becoming a world power.5 Weber’s scholarship ranged across
many disciplines, from philosophy to political science, though today he is
remembered mainly as a sociologist. He did not subscribe to any simple
moral or utilitarian view of human nature, nor did he believe that there
was a universal natural impulse behind all action. He identified a number
of different human motives that were determined by context; sometimes
people were value oriented, sometimes interest oriented, and other times
bound by tradition (see Weber 1968). He also argued that humans were
often collective and social because they shared material goals or were
forced together by common oppression or because they shared ideals,
worldviews, or feelings.

Weber believed that the ideas and values produced by historical circum-
stances made people act in a particular way. Each culture therefore had to be
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understood as a unique whole, and if we could place ourselves in the minds
of its members, we would see things from their point of view. We could then
see how their actions, which might seem strange or irrational to an outsider,
made sense from the inside. Weber studied a number of world civilizations
with the goal of understanding how each saw the world, explaining the eco-
nomic and social behavior of Hindus, Jews, and Chinese by using “values”
and “spirit” as key concepts. The specific spirit of a culture shaped its eco-
nomic fortunes; for example, the spirit of the caste system kept India from
developing a modern capitalist economy (Käsler 1988, 115). Weber’s idea
that each group had its own values that gave its civilization a unique charac-
ter is close to the modern anthropological concept of culture.

Weber’s studies of other cultures were also used to critique the modern
world. What made modern industrial capitalism unique in history, he
said, was the extent to which “rationalization” had invaded and captured
all human relationships: “The fate of our times is characterized by ra-
tionalization and intellectualization, and above all, by the disenchant-
ment of the world” (1946, 155). Weber thought the modern bureau-
cratic state was founded on utilitarian principles and impersonal legal
ties between people, based on rational calculation and secular material-
ism. Its harsh progress crushed “the traditional, the patriarchal, the com-
munal, the ‘enchanted,’ along with the irrational, the personally ex-
ploitative, the superstitious” (Nisbet 1966, 294). Weber recognized some
of the drawbacks of traditional society, but he was not optimistic about
what capitalism and the state were erecting in its place. He mourned the
loss of the venerable and ancient world based on religious morality, per-
sonal relationships, and kinship, but he also sadly recognized that there
was no going back.

Weber told a marvelous and persuasive story in The Protestant Ethic and
the Spirit of Capitalism: Once there was a world of tradition and harmony,
though it was often cruel and unequal. Then in Europe, modern rational-
ity arose, a way of thinking that fed like cancer on tradition, spreading and
destroying everything that came before it. This model of a global transition
from traditional to modern has become so pervasive in Western science
and popular culture that it is often accepted as a simple fact and an article
of faith. But as mentioned in Chapter 4, it has been attacked by historians
and social scientists because it does not fit “the facts” as we know them (see
especially Latour 1993). And neither does Weber’s idea that modern West-
ern society is impersonal, for personal and kinship ties continue to be im-
portant in our lives. The theme of the death of superstition and the rise of
rational religion cannot survive a trip to the supermarket tabloid racks.
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Donald McCloskey thinks that the idea that modern bureaucracy is ra-
tional and efficient can only be maintained by someone who has never
worked for one or who has served in the armed forces. In fact, the whole
Weberian lament about the increasingly material, secular, and rational na-
ture of society, he said, emerges from the deep hostility that intellectuals
have toward the middle class. This is why they write so much that portrays
the bourgeoisie as crass, small-minded, grasping, materialistic, and the
“embodiment of rationality,” and it explains why they long for the good
old days when people respected the elite (1994, 189; 2006).

Whatever the fate of Weber’s historical analysis, his underlying model of
human behavior demands closer scrutiny, specifically his proposal that ra-
tionality is a product of a particular time and setting. This may sound in
some ways similar to what we said about Marx in Chapter 4, but there is a
crucial difference. Marx thought individuals were indeed created in a par-
ticular historical context, but he also thought they held the potential for a
class consciousness founded in the material realities of their lives as produc-
ers and workers. Weber, working in the German romantic tradition,
thought a whole society shared a set of values and ideas that transcended
class or economic status. Weber believed that all Hindus—whether work-
ers or owners, priests or peasants—shared a basic set of beliefs about the
world and its moral values that bound them together and made them act
in very similar ways in the home, in the temple, and in the marketplace. In
Weber’s logic, economic behavior is therefore deeply embedded in culture
and beliefs, whereas Marx saw things very much in the reverse. In every so-
ciety, Weber thought, economic acts are a product of personal, ethical, and
social considerations; only with capitalism does an abstracted and sepa-
rated notion of rationality emerge. These ideas are most fully developed in
his most famous book, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.
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In this work, Weber first establishes the difference between modern cap-
italists and people of the Catholic Middle Ages. The “spirit” of capitalism
is one of open competition and “survival of the fittest.” People make agree-
ments with each other for individual advantage in the pursuit of wealth.
Benjamin Franklin—who wrote such aphorisms as “Time is money”—is
the pragmatic philosopher of capitalist avarice, in this view.

Traditional peasants, in contrast, are so set in their ways and so limited
by their conservative notions of what is right that they cannot respond to
the profit motive. Weber’s example is worth quoting in full:

A man, for instance, who at the rate of 1 mark per acre mowed 2.5 acres per day
and earned 2.5 marks, when the [wage] rate was raised to 1.25 marks per acre
mowed, not 3 acres, as he might easily have done, thus earning 3.75 marks, but
only 2 acres, so that he could still earn 2.5 marks to which he was accustomed.
The opportunity of earning more was less attractive than that of working less.
He did not ask: how much can I earn in a day if I do as much work as possible?
but: how much must I work in order to earn the wage 2.5 marks, which I
earned before and which takes care of my traditional needs? This is an example
of what is here meant by traditionalism. A man does not “by nature” wish to
earn more and more money, but simply to live as he is accustomed to live and to
earn as much as is necessary for that purpose. Wherever modern capitalism has
begun its work of increasing the productivity of human labor by increasing its
intensity, it has encountered the immensely stubborn resistance of this leading
trait of precapitalistic labor. (1958, 59–60)

The capitalist employer faced with this behavior, Weber said, learns that
to get more work out of his employees he must lower wages instead of rais-
ing them. Coercion may be necessary; Weber went on to state that “an al-
most universal complaint of employers of girls, for instance German girls,
is that they are almost entirely unable and unwilling to give up methods of
work inherited or once learned in favour of more efficient ones, to adapt
themselves to new methods, to learn and to concentrate their intelligence,
or even to use it at all” (1958, 62).

Why does the peasant or working girl behave this way? Weber’s answer
was that of every employer who has ever had to deal with a labor force or
market that does not respond “properly” to higher prices or wages: It’s their
culture. They cannot see the clear sense of making more money, investing it
in more land, or buying better clothes. They are irrational. It is not that
they are stupid; they just want to live the “leisurely and comfortable life”
they have always led in their traditional families and institutions. This is
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not a matter of nature, but of the particular moral code (“ethos”) of me-
dieval Christianity. The philosophy of the church specified that the pursuit
of money was unclean and that everyone had a divine calling in life, a sta-
tion that should not be changed.

What happened? Weber was quite willing to admit that historical
changes in commerce, the growth of cities, and population increases were
fertile ground for the development of capitalism in northern Europe in the
seventeenth century. He did not deny that there was a lot of traditional
capitalist trade and wage labor. But the key cultural change was the Protes-
tant Reformation of Calvin and Luther (in about 1520–1545), which
changed people’s fundamental ideas about God, fate, and work. The whole
structure and nature of economic life changed because of a transformation
in “those psychological sanctions which, originating in religious belief and
the practice of religion, gave a direction to practical conduct and held the
individual to it” (1958, 97).

Weber went into a great deal of theological detail to find the roots of ra-
tional calculation, material satisfaction, and the work ethic in the teachings
of early Calvinists. The crucial lessons in Protestant theology, he said, were
that people could improve their station in life as a sign of God’s grace and
that hard work was an act of piety in and of itself (the work ethic). The
Protestants found a way to allow the pursuit of wealth to coexist with an
ascetic morality by finding a distinction between bad wealth (wasteful dis-
play and luxury leading to sloth) and good wealth (just rewards for hard
work and proof of genuine faith). This is not to say that on a personal level
Protestants were more rational than Catholics, but only that Protestant be-
liefs made capitalism as a system more efficient, rational, and expansive.

Therefore, for Weber, it was ultimately a set of ideas, a moral philoso-
phy, that let the cat of capitalism out of the bag of tradition. From the Ref-
ormation it was an easy step to the exaltation of rationality in the Enlight-
enment and to the progressive extension of “victorious capitalism” into
every nook and cranny of personal daily life. Weber cautioned that the
capitalist revolution was not purely or simply a product of new religious
ideas, that there was always a difference between philosophy and fact
(1958, 284). But he argued firmly that economic behavior was entirely
subject to moral codes and cultural values.

Generations of scholars have attacked Weber’s The Protestant Ethic. Most
of his historical facts have been disputed. His characterization of the hide-
bound tradition-minded peasantry, incapable of responding to market in-
centives, has been repeatedly shown to be false. James Scott’s Weapons of
the Weak (1985) exposes peasant conservatism as a condescending myth;
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peasants often resist change because they quite rationally recognize a real
attempt to exploit them or take away their autonomy. Weber’s account dis-
torts and exaggerates both the unreason of traditionalism and the rational-
ity of modernity.

But many who reject Weber’s history still embrace his ideas about moti-
vations and rationality. Like most anthropologists, he was striving for an
explanation of the relationship between belief and behavior that would
take into account the subjective understanding and experience of individ-
ual people. And like many modern anthropologists, his answer was that re-
ligious interests and cosmology influence and shape concrete actions and
social relationships and even mundane economic behavior (Parsons 1963,
xxi). For Weber, rationality was not a principle in and of itself; it was a so-
cial product. Although we all have some degree of freedom of action (and
this degree varies according to how traditional our culture is), our goals
and values are given to us by culture, which also sets the rules of what is ac-
ceptable behavior.

Weber’s formulation of moral economics is the basis of early economic
anthropology and remains a powerful theme in the work of prominent
twentieth-century anthropologists like Marshall Sahlins and Clifford
Geertz. Next, we will trace the theme of moral economics through other
major figures in early anthropology and then examine the more recent
variations on the theme, finishing with some examples of how Weberian
economics appears in modern anthropology.

Bronislaw Malinowski: The Magic of the Kula

Malinowski (1884–1942) was never a central figure in the British social
anthropology movement discussed in Chapter 4 because he did not sub-
merge the individual in society.6 Throughout his career, he was deeply in-
terested in individual motives—in finding out why people did the things
they did—and he wanted to find reasons that were more direct than the
one emphasized by the structural functionalists’ explanation—that people
did things “to maintain the social structure.” For this reason, he built his
theory of behavior on human needs—not the needs of society but those of
the individual. He provided lists of needs (for example, “bodily comfort”)
and the cultural responses that fulfilled them (“shelter”) (1944, 91). He cre-
ated a hierarchy of needs—some that were primary and immediate and had
few solutions when denied (breathing), and some that were secondary and
could be satisfied in a number of ways (raising children). He argued that no
trait, action, or custom survived if it did not satisfy a need; there were no
useless or ornamental customs (1944, 28–29). Because he was more inter-
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ested in individual motives than other social anthropologists were, he was
more willing to debate with economists’ rival theories of motive.

Malinowski’s relationship with economics was extremely ambivalent.
On the one hand, he fought throughout his career to show that exotic cus-
toms and practices—the “apparently senseless antics” of people in other
cultures—were actually reasonable. The famous Kula exchange system of
the Trobriand Islands, in which armshells and necklaces were solemnly
moved over thousands of kilometers, seemed like just another crazy native
practice or primitive biological instinct to ethnocentric missionaries and
colonial administrators. Others concluded that these native people were of
an inferior race. Malinowski, however, showed that, from the Trobriand Is-
landers’ point of view, Kula made great sense, and furthermore, that it
served basic economic and social functions in their society. He told colo-
nial officials to keep their hands off primitive customs they did not under-
stand; customs were not isolated traits but part of a complex social fabric
that satisfied basic biological needs.

Malinowski also argued that the economists’ idea about rationality
being motivated by selfish and utilitarian material needs was ethnocentric
and did not work even when applied to modern Western capitalism
(which was, he said, full of magic and symbolism [1931, 636]). Instead,
he believed that primitive motives were deeply social and symbolic and that
people were motivated to economic action by the desire for prestige, by their
belief in magic, by tradition, and by a desire to follow custom. As he said of
the Trobrianders, “It must not be forgotten that there is hardly ever much
room for doubt or deliberation, as natives communally, as well as individu-
ally, never act except on traditional and conventional lines” (1961, 62).

This contradiction is basic in the moral economy model of human be-
havior. In one sense, humans are rational and driven by reasonable and
universal human needs. In another sense, the actual form of most needs is
culturally variable, and solutions to those needs are dictated by custom.
When the Trobrianders slaved for months in their fields to produce huge
numbers of yams, which were put on competitive display in elaborate yam
houses and used in magic garden rituals, they were rationally pursuing a
way to satisfy needs, though within a fabric and context dictated by cus-
tom. Malinowski’s famous explanation of magic said that it was the result
of individuals’ rational attempts to make sense out of things they could not
explain, in ways that satisfied their basic biological need for security.

Malinowski’s solution to understanding human action and human na-
ture has a strong appeal. Anthropologists are always engaged in the dual
task of trying to explain how all human cultures have common ground and
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how each one is also distinct and different. This theory tells us that all
human cultures have something in common—rationality based on univer-
sal needs. But at the same time, each culture is unique. Through ideas of
custom, culture, and tradition, anthropology engages us in the mystery of
difference. Then it pulls us back to the mundane and tells us that no mat-
ter how exotic the setting, people are really all pretty much the same. Learn
the language and spend a year or two there, and you can understand how
reasonable they really are.

Despite this appeal, Malinowski’s approach is problematic, because it
leaves everything in the anthropologist’s uniquely qualified hands. Accord-
ing to his view, only the anthropologist is capable of explaining when and
why people are behaving in universally understandable ways and when and
why they are acting according to a unique custom and tradition, since
there are no external guidelines for judging when people are doing the one
and when they are doing the other. This problem appears in an even more
dramatic form in the economic anthropology of the American tradition.

Franz Boas: Economy as Culture

Boas (1858–1942) studied physics, mathematics, and geography in Ger-
many before becoming an ethnographer doing research on the Baffinland
Eskimo. He took individual cultures as his unit of analysis but argued with
cultural evolutionists about the causes of similarities and differences be-
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tween cultures. Boas thought cultural similarities, rather than fitting a
grand evolutionary scheme or being the products of common environ-
ments, should be explained by tracing specific historical developments and
connections between groups (an idea now called historical particularism).
His connection with German romantic economic philosophy (which he
learned in college) is clear; every culture is a unique historical product that
can only be understood from the subjective perspective of those who share
its “spirit” (Hatch 1973). Like the romantics, he found among non-
Western native peoples the positive virtues that he thought were so lacking
in modern industrial society.

Boas believed that all humans had the same kind of rationality: “There
is no fundamental difference in the ways of thinking of primitive and civi-
lized man” (1963, 17). But he also thought that each culture was a tightly
integrated system that determined the behavior of individuals with an
“iron grip” (1940, 259). Culture shaped behavior through the emotions
and through habit. Actions that are repeated over and over become habits
and therefore become unconscious. Once we have absorbed cultural ways
of doing things as habits, any other way of doing things seems unreason-
able, even dangerous (1962). When people do give reasons for their ac-
tions, they are usually just after-the-fact rationalizations rather than the
real cause of their behavior. Thought, action, and decisions were always a
product of culture, according to Boas, never the other way around (see
Hatch 1973, 56–57).

Here is the basic contradiction of moral economics in the hands of mod-
ern anthropology. Boas’s respect for the essential humanity of non-Western
people demanded that he reject Lévy-Bruhl’s dictum that the “primitive
mind” was somehow different and incapable of logical and rational
thought. Therefore, everyone must be capable of rationality built on com-
mon “basic psychological processes.” Even so, most people did not really
use that rationality on a daily basis; instead, they followed customs and tra-
ditions dictated to them by their culture. In practice, then, people do not
all think alike, and there is no universal rationality, only some vaguely de-
fined common thought “processes” that could mostly be revealed by study-
ing the common structures of languages. Later in his career, Boas became
more interested in the effect of culture on individual personality and came
to believe that individuals could also change the culture in which they
lived (see, for example, 1940, 285). The “creative factors” that gave each
culture its unique historical development were in the individual mind, as
shown in his work on American Indian art (1940, 578–589). Most art,
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like the rest of culture, he said, is the product of simple unreflecting habit.
People make an object in a particular shape because that is how they have
always done it. But now and then an artist adds features or makes modifi-
cations through the creative “play of imagination.” Thus, artistic creativity
is the main form of free will that Boas allows people, certainly not any-
thing like calculating self-interest.

Anthropology in Boas’s time was a young science fighting racism, ethno-
centrism, and various kinds of evolutionary foolishness, all of which de-
picted non-Western peoples as inferior, irrational survivors of earlier evolu-
tionary stages. His response, like Malinowski’s, was that an anthropologist
must strive to understand people’s behavior in context and from their point
of view. The context of all behavior in all societies is tradition, not rational-
ity or the functioning of the social organism. Economic behavior is simply
that part of tradition and habit concerned with production, exchange, and
consumption, which, of course, is the substantivist definition.

Two Paths from Boas

Boas’s students and followers in American anthropology generally took
two paths to later cultural economics. The first was an elaboration of the
notion that culture is nonrational and can only be understood from an in-
sider’s subjective point of view. The second was the idea that a culture is an
integrative system with an internal coherence that can be empirically stud-
ied through painstaking, detailed fieldwork.
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Ruth Benedict (1887–1948) was Boas’s student at Columbia University
and took the first path. Her particularism led her to say that no two cul-
tures are ever really alike, that each culture has its own particular obses-
sions and preoccupations. This ethos, or configuration, was like a personal-
ity; each culture was dominated by unique emotions and attitudes (1932).
Particular practices and behavior can only be interpreted and understood
in the context of this configuration, not through general theories or com-
parisons with other cultures.

Rather than being rational decisionmaking human beings, Benedict’s
people are caught in the grip of powerful emotions. The Melanesian Dobu
Islanders appear treacherous, deceitful, paranoid, and jealous, or “passion-
ate,” in their pursuit of Kula wealth and sex. But their attitudes become
reasonable and understandable in the context of the overall cultural pat-
tern (1949, chaps. 5, 7). In Patterns of Culture, Benedict argued that we
cannot explain cultural difference through biology, geography, functional-
ism, or psychology; instead, culture, shaped by a unique history of borrow-
ing and integration, explains everything.

Her study of the Kwakiutl of the Northwest Coast shows how much she
thought economic behavior was determined by culture. Rivalry is “the
chief motive that the institutions of the Kwakiutl rely upon,” she wrote
(1949, 227), and “the whole economic system of the Northwest coast was
bent to the service of this obsession” (1949, 178). Her explanation of the
Kwakiutl potlatch feasts, where wealth was given away with the object of
shaming another and gaining prestige, was based on the idea that rivalry
was an overriding imperative value for all Kwakiutl:

Rivalry is a struggle that is not centered upon real objects of the activity but
upon outdoing a competitor. The attention is no longer directed toward provid-
ing adequately for a family or towards owning goods that can be utilized or en-
joyed, but toward outdistancing one’s neighbours and owning more than any-
one else. Everything is lost sight of in the one great aim of victory. . . . In
Kwakiutl institutions, such rivalry reaches its final absurdity in equating invest-
ment with the wholesale destruction of goods. They contest for superiority
chiefly in accumulation of goods, but often also, and without a consciousness of
the contrast, in breaking in pieces their highest units of value, their coppers, and
in making bonfires of their houseplanks, their blankets and canoes. The social
waste is obvious. It is just as obvious in the obsessive rivalry of Middletown
[middle-class Muncie, Indiana] where houses are built and clothing bought and
entertainments attended that each family may prove that it has not been left out
of the game. (1949, 228)
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Culture sets the goals, provides the rules, and gives people the emotional
rewards that keep them playing: “The vast proportion of all individuals
who are born into any society always . . . assume[,] as we have seen, the be-
havior dictated by that society” (1949, 235). The few who do not conform
are deviants or outcasts. The whole idea that individuals have different in-
terests from society at large, said Benedict, is just one of the ethnocentric
cultural beliefs of modern Western society.

Benedict’s idea that people are essentially conformists was probably
shaped more by the rigid and narrow cultural restrictions of 1930s social
circles in New York than by the Dobuans, Zuni, or Kwakiutl. From the
perspective of 1990s anthropology, in which people are seen as creative
and often rebellious improvisers and manipulators, this seems a very dated
and static picture. For all the talk of “seeing things from the native point of
view,” there seem to be very few real natives in this anthropology, just
generic characters following customs, reciting myths, and staging rituals.
Benedict showed us one logical extreme of cultural economics: that there is
no economics, only a cultural configuration.

The second direction in economic anthropology that stemmed from
Boas’s work was an approach that we call, quoting Dragnet’s Joe Friday,
“Just the facts, Ma’am.” During his entire career, Boas instilled in anthro-
pologists the need for meticulous documentation of every aspect of cul-
tural life. Explanation and comparison were premature without “the facts,”
that is, customs, social organization, language, and beliefs. Actual daily
pragmatic behavior did not usually appear on this list. Given that so many
cultures seemed to be disappearing, this was also an ethical incentive to
document things before they were gone.

Economic activities, or at least customs and traditional practices of pro-
duction, exchange, and consumption, were included on the Boasian list of
facts. Boas and Benedict said that in each culture, particular activities were
a primary focus for custom, emotion, and power, so there were good rea-
sons to document economic behavior as part of any well-rounded ethno-
graphy and to go into special detail on economic institutions when they
were central to emotional and ritual life.7 One goal of the Boasian program
was to compile a complete catalog of the huge variety of exotic and intri-
cate economic practices, customs, and institutions of cultures everywhere.8

Manning Nash’s Machine Age Maya (1967) is a fairly standard example
of the just-the-facts approach. This is a study of a Quiche Maya–speaking
village in the Western Highlands of Guatemala, where a textile factory had
been established in 1876. At the time of Nash’s fieldwork, more than one-
third of the villagers were employed in the mill, where the workers had a
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labor union. In a dry, descriptive tone, he noted the traditions of the farm-
ers in the village, the differences in lifestyle between field and factory
workers, and the social life of the community. Farmers were more “tradi-
tional” and mill workers were more “modern”; for workers, kinship was
less important and voluntary associations more common. But by and
large, everyone in the community shared the same set of folk-Catholic be-
liefs and the same worldview. Although the villagers had been exposed to
“rational” modern ideas through their work in the factory, they had not al-
lowed this rationality to creep out of the mill into the rest of their lives
(1967, 96). Just as Boas would have expected, the traditional culture and
cosmology absorbed foreign practices and kept the people in their power.
Factory work only affected the Maya by changing their personalities and
by introducing new objects and concepts, not by transforming their cir-
cumstances or social organization.

A theme that arises in Nash’s ethnography, as well as in a number of
other factually oriented economic ethnographies from the 1930s to the
1960s, is the notion of a prestige economy. People in the village did not usu-
ally invest their money in businesses but instead spent it on the lavish re-
quirements of serving public political, religious, and ceremonial offices. In
the Mayan cofradia system, for example, men acquired respect as they
passed through different offices and eventually became seniors who made
important political decisions. The idea was that people were rational, but
they did not seek wealth or leisure like “we” do. Rather, they sought status,
rank, and power in their community (women were typically marginalized
by this account; their position was seen as only a consequence of their hus-
bands’ actions). Here is the classic formulation of cultural economics: that
people have autonomy—but only to satisfy goals that are culturally pro-
grammed (some autonomy!).

The just-the-facts thread of economic anthropology rarely made its as-
sumptions clear, because they were taken for granted. As Sol Tax said in
Penny Capitalism, his ethnography of the highland Maya, “There is no
economic theory in this book. I am simply describing the way a people
live, picking out those elements to describe that I understand fit under the
rubric of economy” (1953, ix). The lesson these ethnographies teach is a
liberal story of cultural diversity—that each culture is different and that
economic behavior is therefore different in every setting. Some of the fac-
tual ethnographies, however, discovered people who were not very differ-
ent at all. Leopold Pospisil’s (1963) encyclopedic compendium of facts
about the economy of the Kapauku of western New Guinea concludes that
the average Kapauku is just as economically minded and individualistic as
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any Chicago shopkeeper.9 Although the Kapauku have Stone Age technol-
ogy, they own private property, use cowrie shells as money, make loans,
buy and sell everything, and generally work hard to acquire wealth and
prestige. Like a good Boasian, Pospisil concluded that evolutionary models
don’t work, because here is a case of “primitive” people who do have
money, wages, and markets.

Most of “the facts” collected by neo-Boasians sit quietly, dead, on library
shelves these days. When Wilk went to find Charles Wagley’s Economics of
a Guatemalan Village (1941) in the library in 1995, he found that some of
the pages had never been cut, and it had not been checked out since 1952.
In anthropology, the facts emphatically do not speak for themselves. When
cultural economics became simply the documentation of all the wonderful
ways that cultures shape production, consumption, and exchange, it be-
came a dreadful bore, a trivial pursuit. Worse, it was unhinged from the
controversies about politics, ecology, and ideology that were changing an-
thropology into something Boas would barely have recognized. Only when
anthropologists began to question and challenge the Boasian concept of
culture as a collection of customs or a state of mind did economic anthro-
pology come to life again.

The Question of Rationality and Culture

A key term in all the discussion so far is “rationality.” Microeconomics
carefully defines rationality as a form of instrumental logic based on goal
seeking and efficient allocation of resources. Social economics defines ra-
tionality at the level of the group, as effective class struggle or group sur-
vival. Moral economists do think there are universal mental abilities, but
they differ on precisely what they might be. For some, they include goal-
seeking rational capacities to connect cause and effect, to solve complex al-
location problems, or to bargain. For others, the universal human capacity
is to symbolize, categorize, and communicate with language.10 The values
and goals that motivate people to use these innate rational capacities are
entirely relative, the province of each unique culture. Modern symbolic an-
thropologists are especially clear on this point; for this reason I will use the
label cultural economics to refer to the recent school that uses some variant
of symbolic anthropology and a moral model of human nature.

The American symbolic anthropologist Melford Spiro illustrated the
logic of cultural economics with unusual clarity in his short paper “Bud-
dhism and Economic Action in Burma” (1966). In northern Burma, he
observed, many poor Buddhist farmers and townspeople spent their mea-
ger incomes on things that would have seemed, to many Western eyes, su-
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perfluous and useless: religious rituals, feasts for monks, and elaborate
pagodas. This expenditure was not stupid or irrational, Spiro said. Nor did
it result from people following the Buddhist doctrines of charity (dana) and
submission to fate (karma). Most of the people he interviewed, who were
uneducated farmers, didn’t know the basic tenets of Buddhist philosophy.

Instead, he said, the Burmese were rational within a particular cultural
and economic context. First, they really wouldn’t be able to make a differ-
ence in their standard of living if they saved their money instead of spend-
ing it on ritual (this assertion is unsupported by figures or details). Second,
life in Burma was risky and uncertain. Even if someone became wealthy, he
or she might not be able to keep that wealth, so it was probably better to
spend it (this contradicts the first point). Third, even if most Burmese did
not know Buddhist theology, at an unconscious cognitive and symbolic
level they had absorbed Buddhist ideas about rebirth, karma, and building
merit through charity. These beliefs were part of everyone’s moral world-
view and cosmology; by following them, people rationally concluded that
spending money on monks, rituals, and pagodas was a reasonable way to
acquire prestige and respect, ensure an advantageous rebirth, and have a
good party at the same time. They did not have to consciously know Bud-
dhist philosophy in order for it to affect their worldview and behavior.

Spiro concluded, “In the Burmese behavioral environment, religious
spending is by far the more rational decision to make” (1966, 1168). Thus,
the Burmese were not especially “spiritually minded” or “otherworldly.”
They were rational maximizers, driven by culturally defined needs, who
had very different values from the average American.

Here I want to quote Spiro’s position on human nature, because it is
such a clear statement of cultural economics and because it neatly links
Boas and Weber with the later theorists, whom we will discuss next.

I assume that the behavior of any well-socialized adult is instigated by some
need. . . . I further assume . . . that for almost any need this well-socialized adult
has a fairly wide behavioral repertory, that is, a set of potential acts, all of which
are instrumental for the satisfaction of the need. Hence, any observed act repre-
sents a choice from among a set of alternative, often conflicting, potential acts. I
further assume that this choice of the one from the many is based on the actor’s
perception, or evaluation, of the relative instrumental efficacy of the members of
the set for satisfying the need. I assume, finally, that this perception is impor-
tantly determined by his cognitive system and, specifically, by that part of his cog-
nitive system that constitutes his conceptions of nature, of society, and of cul-
ture. For it is from these conceptions, among others, that actors evaluate their
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projected actions as being possible, desirable, meaningful, and so on, or their re-
verse [emphasis in original]. (1966, 1164)

Problems with Cultural Economics

To reduce Spiro’s argument to its kernel, all human beings are reasonable,
but their environment is shaped by culture and so are their perceptions,
values, and desires. Here is the same double-edged argument that Mali-
nowski made—on the one hand, “they” are just as rational as anyone else,
but on the other hand, their rationality can only be judged within their
own cultural context. On the face of it this is a very attractive argument,
and it has driven an enormous amount of productive ethnographic field-
work aimed at finding out other peoples’ worldviews, motives, and values.
It retains some of the form and power of Western economics by retaining
the idea of rationality. Yes, everyone is indeed maximizing. But it adds cul-
tural relativism, as well as ethnographic knowledge of how cultures work
from the inside, by arguing that people’s ideas about what is to be maxi-
mized and the possible actions that can be taken to achieve those goals are
determined by culture. Culture writes the menu and tells us what tastes
good, but it leaves us free to choose what particular meal we want. And na-
ture is what makes us hungry to begin with.

But there are some logical problems with this scheme that need to be ex-
amined, because they surface over and over again in later economic an-
thropology. To begin with, cultural economics tends to take the issue of
economic rationality for granted, translating it into a very general sense of
“reasonable”: It is simply action that can be explained. But rational for
whom and in what way? Spiro tells us that it is rational to spend money on
entertaining ceremonies because investing it or accumulating it is too risky
and ineffective. But how do we know this is true, if he did not gauge the
return from other possible activities? And since he rejected a comparable
universal measure of value in terms of money or labor, how could we com-
pare the return of other possible ways for the Burmese to spend their
money? Without a yardstick, “rationality” becomes meaningless. We
merely discover what people do and then invent plausible reasons for it.
Anything that doesn’t actually kill the actor could be rational by this defi-
nition. And there might even be perfectly good reasonable explanations for
self-destruction, too.

The social and ecological functionalists at least argue that rational be-
havior is what is good for the society as a whole. An example is Marvin
Harris’s well-known analysis of the sacred cow in India. Like the Kula sys-
tem, the practice of allowing cows to run around the streets while people
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are starving appears to many outsiders to be an example of “irrational” be-
havior. However, Harris explained that Indian society as a whole was better
off, and had more money and food, because of this practice. Instead of eat-
ing the cows, people kept them as draft animals and used their dung for
fuel and fertilizer, which turned out to be beneficial in the long run.

The problem with both social functionalism and Spiro’s cultural eco-
nomics is that they don’t put rationality into the conscious minds and
goal-seeking behavior of individuals. Malinowski said that the way Tro-
brianders thought about and explained their Kula trade had nothing to do
with its rationality or social functions (Leach 1957). Similarly, Spiro’s in-
formants never told him that they spent their money on monks and pago-
das because it gave them a better return on their money than land or a gas
station. Rationality is seen from above, as an analytical judgment by a
trained scientist. Culture is what is really “rational” here, not individuals,
who are just creatures of culture. It is hard to see what remains of the econ-
omists’ notion of rational maximizing when it is used in this way, since it is
no longer a form of decisionmaking that is going on in an individual’s
mind. If it is not in people’s minds, where could rationality possibly be?

The American sociologist Talcott Parsons put his finger on another key
problem with this loose systems definition of rationality (1957, 57–67). He
said it never manages to link motives with behavior in any concrete way. It
rests ultimately on psychology and on socialization as the processes that im-
plant culture in each person’s mind as the person grows up. But Malinowski,
Boas, and Spiro never tell us how culture becomes implanted in individual
psychology or how the conscious and unconscious minds work together.

For all Malinowski’s talk about biological needs, in the end both the
needs and the rules for satisfying them are a product of culture, so instead
of being rational in any objective sense, people are cultural robots in this ap-
proach. This analysis begs the question “Then where does the culture come
from in the first place, and how can it change?” Given Malinowski’s theo-
retical framework, culture is not changed or altered through the actions or
decisions of individuals. It is a concrete structure of traditions and customs,
a unique historical product that is changed only through the impact of ex-
ternal forces or through the adoption of innovations from other cultures.11

Cultural Economics, Round Two
Geertz and Sahlins

Despite its logical problems, cultural economics has definitely been the
thread that connects economic anthropology most clearly with the main-
stream of modern sociocultural anthropology. As symbolic anthropology
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has grown in reflexive, interpretive, and postmodern directions, many
scholars have developed new strains and variations of cultural economics.
How have later symbolic anthropologists developed and extended the
Weberian tradition, and how have they tried to transcend its limitations?

Clifford Geertz is perhaps the most famous American anthropologist of
the 1970s and 1980s. He is known for his view of culture as something
alive and fluid that requires subjective understanding and “thick descrip-
tion.”12 Much of his early ethnographic work was concerned directly with
ecology and with systems of production and exchange in markets. But his
point was always to show that economic behavior is a unique cultural
product; he always relativizes economic practice.

In order to move away from the static Boasian idea that culture deter-
mines behavior, Geertz adopted a more complex model derived from Tal-
cott Parsons (and through him from Weber). He recognized that neither
the Boasian model nor social functionalism can effectively account for so-
cial change. His solution was to separate culture from the social system
(1957, 233). Culture includes language, systems of meaning, values, and
symbols, he said. The social is actual “interactive behavior” and the struc-
ture of groups and associations that guide it. Culture is a set of ideas,
whereas society is an observable ordering of people and behavior. Using
the example of a Javanese funeral, he showed that culture and society often
conflict with each other; people’s beliefs and customs tell them to do one
thing, but actual social relationships and loyalties push them to do some-
thing else. In this situation, change occurs. Behavior therefore results from
a collision of forces, in this particular case from an urban social structure
and a peasant religious system. Despite Geertz’s careful discussion of the
individual people who played out the conflict, they appear as almost help-
less onlookers, struggling to deal with the contradictions of their lives.
Their decisions are about how to cope with their culture and social organi-
zation—not with problems of economic gain or self-interest.

Peddlers and Princes is Geertz’s most developed cultural economic
ethnography. He contrasts a bustling Muslim commercial market town in
Java with a sleepy Hindu temple town of nobles and peasants in nearby
Bali. The Muslim Javanese town is dominated by individualist entrepre-
neurs, and the culture encourages rational maximizing. The Hindu Bali-
nese are enmeshed in traditional social relations, and the culture stresses
group cooperation and harmony. The Javanese are Homo economicus,
whereas the Balinese are Homo politicus (1963, 131–132). Economic
growth causes different problems in the two settings. In the Javanese town,
there is not enough cultural constraint on the economy, and there is not
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enough trust among people. The result is too much open competition and
struggle. The Balinese town has the opposite problem: too many cultural
restraints and too many limitations and obligations, which bog down en-
terprises and force them to become inefficient.13

At the time Geertz was writing, in a rush of postwar optimism, many
social scientists thought the peoples of the “developing” world were just
at the point of “takeoff,” on the verge of becoming modern wealthy con-
sumer cultures. The reason some groups lagged while others forged
ahead was explained mostly by looking at their culture and society. The
more “traditional” cultures, in Weber’s sense, were hindered by their lack
of capitalist spirit. Economic success could be explained by culture.
Geertz argued with some of Weber’s details but never questioned
Weber’s assumptions about human nature. He concluded by arguing
that both Java and Bali were developing, but each in its own way be-
cause each had a unique history, religion, social system, and culture. He
found similarities in the process of modernization, however, that linked
the two cases together.

The problem that Geertz studied should be familiar to any urban North
American. Take a look around and you quickly see that some cultural or
ethnic groups are more economically successful than others. All the Italian
greengrocers who sold their goods in New York’s Greenwich Village back
in the 1960s and 1970s are now displaced by Koreans. Go almost any-
where in the developing world and you find Indian shopkeepers and Chi-
nese restaurants. In Belize, German-speaking Mennonite immigrants have
pretty much driven locals out of commercial farming.

The easy answer to the question of why some groups are so successful
economically and others are not is that there is “something in their cul-
ture” that makes the members of one group especially good farmers, smart
shopkeepers, savers, or hard workers while the members of another seem
lazy, spendthrift, and, as Belizeans say, “good fa nut’n.” Clearly, Hindu
shopkeepers have different religious values from Italian grocers. But you
could also point to differences in social organization—to Chinese family
structure, for example. You could look at differences in historical experi-
ence—by comparing, say, Mexican farmworkers with Russian political ex-
iles. Or you could look at the wealth people have to work with, at their ed-
ucation and skills, or at their political organization. Mennonites in Belize
are successful because they work hard, but they also started with a lot more
money and land than the average Mayan farmer.

Geertz’s bottom line was that Balinese and Javanese cultures are differ-
ent, and he argued his case persuasively. But he never looked closely at
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alternative causes, and he never explained exactly how it is that culture
makes some people entrepreneurial and leaves others subject to tradition.
And if we follow Geertz’s analysis to its logical conclusion, we come back
to the thesis that each culture has a unique historical identity that deter-
mines its development and change. This can either lead us back to a frus-
trating particularism (culture is the cause, and every culture develops from
a unique past) or to a very dangerous kind of blaming the victim. If culture
is the ultimate cause, then when some group or country fails in some way,
culture is also the culprit.

Taken to an extreme, we end up blaming the culture of poverty for peo-
ple’s destitution. Or we can follow Lawrence Harrison, whose Underdevel-
opment Is a State of Mind (1985) blames Catholicism and laziness for the
economic failure of Latin American economic development.14 Harrison’s
historical and social analysis is full of holes and errors, but his book was
widely read and praised in U.S. government policy circles because it sup-
plied a comforting fatalism and an excuse for inaction; if the problem is so-
cial inequality, land distribution, the wrong technology, bad management,
or inefficient markets, then poverty can be overcome. But if the problem is
the culture, what can we do? We can’t expect people to respond logically to
the right incentives. “They” are stuck in tradition, whereas “we” are mod-
ern and rational. From this perspective, the only solution to poverty is to
send missionaries and teachers to change the culture.

The problem with cultural economics is that once you make rationality
relative and culturally embedded, you only have two choices in evaluating or
analyzing people in other cultures. The easiest course is to portray some
groups as more rational than others, with all the chauvinism such a judg-
ment implies (this is the avenue Max Weber took when he decided that
modern people were more rational than peasants). The second is to relativize
all rationality and conclude that no culture is more rational than another and
that scientific, objective knowledge about other cultures is therefore impossi-
ble. This last path leads toward the subjectivist, introspective kind of anthro-
pology that is often labeled “postmodern,” an anthropology that radically
questions the anthropologist’s authority to even define rationality.

Marshall Sahlins is perhaps the theorist most responsible for pushing eco-
nomic anthropology in this direction. Sahlins’s Culture and Practical Reason
is a manifesto of cultural economics, an extended argument for the priority
of meaning over pragmatics. For Sahlins, cultural categories of meaning
come first; these in turn order people into social groups, which are then
projected onto material objects and things: “Any cultural ordering pro-
duced by the material forces presupposes a cultural ordering of these forces”
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(1976, 39). It may appear that people’s behavior is a response to land short-
age or the desire for money, but land shortage and money are themselves
cultural creations. The idea that self-interested people pursue economic in-
terests is simply a smoke screen, the “origin myth of capitalist society.” Eco-
nomics is just the dominant idiom of capitalism (1976, 53, 205–207).
Here is a sentiment Karl Polanyi would agree with wholeheartedly.

Sahlins said that values are arbitrary, not universally grounded in labor
or property. Value is symbolic, a system of signs with its own logic and
order that can be studied using tools like those derived from linguistics by
the structuralist anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss. Sahlins tells us that
modern bourgeois capitalism merely collapses the cultural order into a ma-
terial order—so the way economists think about the world is purely sym-
bolic even though they believe they are dealing with tangible things.
Sahlins, like Malinowski and Weber, thinks that the symbolic aspect of
cultural order is the most basic and that this is why it is revealed most
clearly through the study of primitive economic systems (1976, 213–214).
But even the economic order of modern society, he claimed, can best be
understood as a symbolic structure of meanings. We eat beef instead of
horses and dogs, not because beef is cheaper to produce or more suited to
the ecology of the Great Plains, but because of the way American culture
symbolically orders and organizes the animal world, making dogs and
horses taxonomically closer to inedible humans than to edible cows. Thus,
he finds the whole political economy of cattle production and the histori-
cal ecology of rangelands on the American frontier totally irrelevant for
understanding why Americans eat so much beef.

If we carry Sahlins’s argument to its logical conclusion, there really is no
such thing as economic anthropology. Instead, there are general principles
of cultural order and symbolic process that can be extended to any kind of
human activity, from reckoning clan membership in a tiny New Guinea
village to trading wheat futures in the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Eco-
nomics is just an arbitrary part of the whole, which we choose for our own
convenience to reflect our own concerns. (Obviously we don’t agree with
this position or we would not have written this book!)

In cultural economics, the key to understanding how people behave in
relation to work, trade, and consumption is to see things from their own
subjective and culturally determined point of view. What are their ideas
about the good life, about the proper way to cooperate, about the moral-
ity of consumption and the value of money? Understanding economic be-
havior depends on mapping the symbolic and social order that underlies
it, gives people the values they pursue, and constrains the strategies they
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follow. This indigenous subjective interpretation could be described as a
folk model of the economy. Most of recent cultural economics sets out to
describe these folk models using the tools and concepts of interpretive and
sometimes symbolic anthropology.

Is Max Weber Alive and Well in the Twenty-First Century?

Stephen Gudeman and Alberto Rivera set out to understand the economic
folk models of peasants in Conversations in Colombia (1990) using an ex-
perimental subjective style.15 Their book is presented as a sequence of con-
versations between the two anthropologists and among the anthropologists
and the Colombian peasants they met as they drove across the countryside.
Instead of presenting facts and figures or observations of behavior, they
provide fragments of discourse and conversation, with each other, with the
peasants they met, and with long-dead economic theorists whom they en-
countered only in books.

Gudeman and Rivera said that the Colombian peasants’ ideas about the
economy were really very similar to those of European economic writers
before Adam Smith. The Colombian farmers believed that the only true
increase in wealth came through farming and stock raising. A farmer’s goal
was to preserve his house and farm (his “base”), to feed his family and live-
stock, and to put back any increase into the base. The economy was sym-
bolically organized around the central metaphor of a house, and the
farmer’s strategy was to “keep the base within the doors.” This mental
model, said Gudeman and Rivera, accounted for behavior that often
seemed, from the outside, irrational and conservative. The peasants did
not value their labor in monetary terms when they worked “inside the
house” (on their own farm), so they worked long hours for much less re-
turn than they would have received working for wages. The farmers con-
centrated on ways to save and be thrifty instead of on figuring out how to
invest and make profit outside the house for future returns. Culture ap-
pears as a set of metaphors that provide the framework within which people
think about their options and choices.

The point that the peasants also had economic models and that these
models made a difference in their daily lives is argued with clarity and
force. Unlike Weber’s peasants, who were just stuck in customary ways of
doing things, these Colombian peasants are quite rational and even so-
phisticated. But their rationality runs along deep cultural grooves that
often leave them working a tiny plot of potatoes harder and harder while
their families starve. And this cultural model ends up monolithic and uni-
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form, as if every peasant thought the same thing. Why should they all
share the same model? Just as with Boas, there is also the problem of ac-
counting for change. If behavior is so deeply shaped by unconscious men-
tal models learned from parents, then how can people ever consciously
change their behavior? Like Weber’s peasants, Gudeman and Rivera’s
Colombian farmers will never respond to market incentives, land tenure
reform, or other opportunities because they are stuck with a restrictive
and static worldview.

In the end, we are given no evidence that this cultural analysis explains
Colombian behavior better than neoclassical or political economics would.
In other words, cultural economics done this way appears to explain things
quite well, but only if we accept the subjective judgments of the authors
and only if we do not try to compare this mode of explanation with other
possible explanations. How do we know these peasants are not expressing
class consciousness or that they are not making perfectly rational micro-
economic decisions? Certainly the dynamic history of the Colombian
countryside, full of rebellions and rapid economic change, cannot be ex-
plained by static models of peasant mentality.

Sheldon Annis’s God and Production in a Guatemalan Town (1987) tells
a remarkably similar story. In the highland village of San Antonio Aguas
Calientes, Annis worked with poor Maya weavers, many of whom also
kept small farms (milpas) and livestock. Through the efforts of American
missionaries, a significant portion of the villagers had abandoned their tra-
ditional Catholicism and embraced evangelical Protestant sects.

The Catholics, said Annis, behaved in ways that often seemed illogical.
They worked tiny pieces of land to produce corn for their families and
livestock, even when they could get jobs or weave and buy corn with less
effort. They recycled everything and practiced the same kind of economy
based on thrift, frugality, and hoarding as did the Colombian peasants.
Annis argued that they followed a milpa logic: Even when they did make
some extra money, they thought only of buying more land, or they spon-
sored expensive community fiestas in order to gain prestige (what Annis
called a “Catholic cultural tax”).

By contrast, the Protestants were out to make a buck. Instead of slowly
weaving traditional masterpieces with great pride of workwomanship, they
knocked off cheap copies quickly and cut corners. They didn’t put their
profits into land or community activities but invested it in businesses and
education for their children. They preferred to work for wages and buy
corn than to grow it themselves. Free from the restrictions of the Catholic
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worldview, they became rational “maximizers” instead of “optimizers”
(1987, 141). Catholics imagined themselves part of a larger Indian commu-
nity, whereas Protestants were individualists with weaker ethnic identity.

Annis’s transposition of Weber to impoverished Indians in a war-torn
country under a racist and brutal military government makes stimulating
reading, but crucial parts of the argument are missing. His own data do
not show dramatic differences between Catholic and Protestant economies
when differences in landholdings are taken into account. We never learn
just how milpa logic works from the inside, for it is not grounded in a dis-
cussion of people’s thoughts or statements. Finally, given the instability of
the Guatemalan regime, it is not at all clear that the Protestant maximizers
are really any more rational than the milpa traditionalists. Long-term sur-
vival for many meso-American Indians has often meant forgoing attractive
short-term economic opportunities and sticking to the tried and true
milpa system (Wilk 1991).

Antonius Robben’s Sons of the Sea Goddess (1989) is perhaps the best re-
alized and most sophisticated of recent cultural economic ethnographies.
Robben studied a Brazilian fishing village where there were disagreements
among boat owners, canoe fishermen, and boat fishermen over what “the
economy” was. Here, there was no single cultural model that determined
behavior. Using Bourdieu and Foucault as his main theoretical inspiration,
Robben depicted the economy not as a static metaphor but as a form of
discourse (debate and conversation) that informed daily practice and
thereby structured behavior. People behaved differently because they had
different ideas about the economy, but these ideas did not exist in some
foggy realm of culture. They emerged and acquired their force through
daily pragmatic action (practice) and in speech and politics. Economics
was therefore just one of the languages of power, and it reflected the gen-
eral political interests of the people speaking.

Robben’s book is like Conversations in Colombia in its careful attention
to what people themselves had to say about their economy, and he often
quoted his informants directly from his field notes. He brought important
social theorists into his discussion and made sensible use of trendy anthro-
pological concepts like “structuration” and “discursive conflict.” Like the
practice theorists he cited, Robben sought a way out of the “culture deter-
mines behavior” problem by putting culture closer to the ground and al-
lowing for the possibility that people can transform their own culture. As
he put it, “Traditional practices have to be reproduced through actions,
and here there is always the possibility that established customs are reinter-
preted and challenged, or that old ways cannot respond to new contexts.
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This historical dimension makes the transformation of routine practice
possible” (1989, 10).

Robben’s updated cultural economics trims away Weber’s ideas about
evolution from traditional to modern. He also cut out the assumption that
every culture has its own single, unique worldview and allowed for diver-
sity within a culture. But what is left sounds an awful lot like Boas: The
economy is a product of cultural imagination, and there is no universal ra-
tionality. Robben’s own words are therefore a succinct restatement of the
most recent and also the most essential elements of cultural economics, in
the language of current anthropology:

This book wants to challenge the persistent myth that the economy is a
bounded domain of society and culture that therefore can be truthfully repre-
sented in models, structures, laws, and principles. I will argue that the conflict-
ing interpretations among our informants about the place of the economy in so-
ciety and culture can neither be ethnographically ignored, nor theoretically
reasoned away by assuming that ultimately everybody in a particular culture
makes economic decisions in the same manner because of an underlying folk
model, a universal drive towards maximization, or an all-embracing form of so-
cial integration or opposition. (1989, 2)

Summary: How Much Does Culture Determine?

A moral view of human nature says that people are essentially bound by
cultural rules that define the categories of action. People are moral in this
sense because they seek to conform to abstract principles of behavior that
are deeply encoded in language and thought. (This is not to say that they
always follow those cultural rules, but only that they evaluate all behavior
according to them.) Moral humans follow neither their own self-interest
nor the interests of their group or class, except insofar as the rules of their
culture allow it. Because culture creates the categories and the values, all
human behavior is, in this view, a cultural product. There is no place in
moral economics for underlying universal human impulses or universal ra-
tionality. Instead, the only basic human capacity is to understand and act
in a world created through symbolic and metaphorical communication; all
other human thoughts and actions follow from this.

For a moral theory of human behavior, rules and categories of thought
take priority over the physical, measurable aspects of the world. This is
perhaps why the concept of the gift has been so central in defining the cul-
tural economic perspective in anthropology. The concept of the gift is
powerful because it demonstrates that all values are produced through
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human relations and cultural conventions. Value is therefore not an inher-
ent or intrinsic property of things themselves.

For these reasons, cultural anthropologists are drawn like flies to the
complex gift-and-barter economies of New Guinea and nearby islands. In
Inalienable Possessions (1992), Annette Weiner tells us that in the Trobriand
Islands, many objects are culturally imbued with a spiritual essence of the
gift giver; when they are physically transferred from one person to another,
they retain meaningful links with the giver. Gifts are culturally an entirely
different kind of substance from the alienable, independent commodities
that we know in the capitalist marketplace. We cannot understand their
production or circulation with universal ideas of utility or scarcity (Greg-
ory 1982). In an extreme form, this argument says that since the New
Guinean person as a separate self is created through the gift giving of mar-
riage and fertility, even the idea of “self-interest” is a purely cultural con-
struction, which varies from place to place.16 Anthropological categories of
personhood and social group, the very language of microeconomics or po-
litical economy, have no meaning or relevance in Melanesia.

The theorists of the “otherness of the gift” economy sound a lot like Ma-
linowski. They ask us to imagine another world where cultural difference is
so great that the basic concepts of economics cannot be applied. The
Melanesian gift is the icon of otherness because it breaks all the rules West-
ern people are used to. The gift has no inherent utility that can be sepa-
rated from the relationships among the people who own it. It cannot be
sold for money. It is often more valuable to a person after they have given
it away than while they hold it. But yet, we are told, people think about
and use gifts in quite rational ways, and that rationality is discoverable by
anthropologists, who can then explain to us the unique rules that make
that society work.

Carried to this extreme, the culturalist position seems to make little
sense. Surely there are some universal pragmatic principles that make it
possible for even the most culturally different people to find ways to un-
derstand one another (see Jackson 1989). In their desire to tear economics
apart and portray it as a naive tool of Western imperialism and ethnocen-
trism, many anthropologists seem to forget that economics began as the
search for exactly those universal human qualities. Few anthropologists
would deny that culture makes a difference in the way people think and
behave—culture is, after all, still the discipline’s central concept. But surely
culture cannot determine everything? And if it doesn’t, there is still some-
thing else of human nature that needs to be defined. The real issue that
cultural economics often avoids, then, is how much does culture deter-
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mine? Does it always determine the same amount? Are some human be-
ings more influenced by cultural rules than others? Are some kinds of be-
havior under more cultural influence than others? As we will suggest in the
next two chapters, these questions have rarely been clearly phrased by any
of the theorists discussed in the book so far.

Literature of the gift can be seen as a kind of “projective test,” like a
Rorschach inkblot, and it can reveal a great deal about how anthropolo-
gists work through the many problems they face when confronted, on
one hand, with theories of human nature, and, on the other, with the
complex details of the daily life they observe while doing fieldwork.
Gifts and exchange are topics that anthropologists return to over and
over, and the debates about them are the part of economic anthropology
that has most thoroughly worked its way into the mainstream of the
discipline.

Notes

1. The anthropological idea that all moral systems are cultural products does not
mean that anthropologists do not believe there is such a thing as general moral princi-
ples. Humanists are often accused of a lack of morality because they say that all moral
systems are ultimately human creations. On a personal level, however, most anthropol-
ogists are quite willing to state a number of general moral principles and values, like
equity, nonviolence, and self-determination. Hatch (1983) summarizes the history of
anthropological relativism.

2. We find Stanley Tambiah’s Magic, Science, Religion, and the Scope of Rationality
(1990) an excellent survey of these themes in anthropology, with particularly clear dis-
cussions of Lévy-Bruhl, Malinowski, and the problems of relativism.

3. Kaplan and Manners (1972, 116–119) have a brief and clear discussion of the
problems of attributing behavior to unconscious symbols, values, and norms.

4. The Enlightenment philosophers are treated especially well by De Waal Malefijt
in Images of Man (1974), though her main interest is in theories of cultural evolution.
We continue to depend on Kahn (1990) for the German romantics and Harris (1968)
for a critical edge.

5. The classic intellectual biography of Weber is by Bendix (1960), though Käsler
(1988) is more dense but complete. Nisbet (1966) provides some useful insight on his
philosophy of human action.

6. Man and Culture, edited by Raymond Firth (1957), provides a highly critical
summary of Malinowski’s social theory by his most famous contemporaries. His first
publication, in Swedish in 1912, was a discussion of the economic aspects of an Aus-
tralian ceremony, and he was a pioneer in the study of land tenure, property, work, ex-
change, and consumption in non-Western societies. His clearest early statement about
primitive economics is in a 1921 article published in the Economic Journal. Probably
his most complete theoretical work is A Scientific Theory of Culture. Voget (1975)
places Malinowski in historical context.
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7. Almost any of the standard ethnographic works in the descriptive tradition can
be taken as an example of just-the-facts economic anthropology. Just look for the
chapter titled “Economic Life” or “The Economic System.” Fieldwork guides and
cross-cultural comparative data systems like George Murdock’s Outline of Cultural
Materials (1961) have lists of economic information the ethnographer should obtain.

8. An early example of the factual approach can be found in Goodfellow’s work on
the Bantu (1939). Melville Herskovitz and Raymond Firth are the two major figures
in the economic anthropology of the 1930s and 1940s, and both of them produced a
great deal of descriptive empirical ethnography of economic life. But neither really fits
the just-the-facts category that we have established here. Both took a very general sort
of formal neoclassical model of rationality and set about showing how culture and so-
cial organization established the context in which people tried to maximize their satis-
factions (see LeClair and Schneider 1968). Thus, unlike the Boasians, they did have
some explicit theoretical goals. But like the Boasians, they worked at cataloging some
of the enormous variety of “economic” institutions to be found among exotic cultures.

9. Sol Tax, Nash’s teacher at the University of Chicago, in his just-the-facts study of
a Guatemalan village economy, concluded, like Pospisil, that the Indians were quite as
economically rational as the average North American. He addressed Weber’s famous
story about peasant logic, but argued that the Maya peasant would keep working long
hours when wages were increased (1953, 204).

10. An excellent, though complex, guide to thought about universal human sym-
bolic, grammatical, and classificatory abilities is Lakoff ’s Women, Fire, and Dangerous
Things (1987). An easier introduction to cognitive anthropology is Lakoff and John-
son’s Metaphors We Live By (1980).

11. The most interesting and important anthropologist to take up the issue of cul-
tural and economic change, from within the Boasian tradition, is Fredrik Barth (see
particularly his 1967 paper).

12. The best guide to Geertz’s theory is Geertz himself, in The Interpretation of Cul-
tures (1973) (the word “economy” does not appear in the index). His sociocultural ap-
proach to the economy appears in his first book (1956). His intellectual development
follows a common pattern: He began with highly empirical fieldwork on material and
economic problems, and later, he became less and less interested in behavior and more
of a “high” theorist of meaning, symbol, and culture. Marshall Sahlins has followed
much the same path.

13. The contrast between Java and Bali reads, at times, like a parable about Ameri-
can capitalism and Soviet communism. This was not a conscious theme of Geertz’s,
but given the times when the book was written, it could hardly have been absent from
his mind.

14. Harrison draws directly on Weber and suggests that until Latin Americans be-
come Protestants, there will be no sustained economic growth in their region. The
book is terribly condescending and consistently ignores the historical causes of poverty
in Latin America. In a more recent edited book, Harrison teams up with the conserva-
tive political scientist Samuel P. Huntington to make even more strongly cultural de-
terminist arguments, asserting that all poor countries and cultures suffer from cultural
deficiencies that keep them locked in poverty (2000). I (Richard Wilk) often use this
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book in teaching economic anthropology because I think these are arguments anthro-
pologists must confront; it should make us think about the degree of our own reliance
on cultural determinism.

15. Gudeman’s earlier book Economics as Culture (1986) provides a detailed argu-
ment for cultural economics that is more historically grounded and constructive than
Sahlins’s Culture and Practical Reason. Our selection of these three books here is quite
arbitrary; other excellent examples of this genre include Weismantel’s (1988) extraor-
dinarily textured and highly readable ethnography of diet in highland Ecuador and
Shipton’s (1989) admirably clear and concise discussion of the cultural limits on
money in Kenya.

16. The most extreme culturalist argument about the radically different essence of the
gift and the self in New Guinea is Strathern’s The Gender of the Gift (1988). Battaglia
(1992) provides a complex but interesting case study of the meaning of gifts in creating a
sense of time and in marking the stages of life in Melanesia. A less extreme position is
taken by Pnina Werbner (1989, 1990) in her work on gift giving among Pakistani mi-
grants in England; like Appadurai (1986), she shows how gifts can coexist with com-
modities and how both can be strategically used in creating social ties and building hier-
archy. But in the end she still argues that all values are culturally constructed.
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6

Gifts and Exchange

Purchase not friends by gifts;
when thou ceasest to give, such will cease to love.

—Thomas Fuller (1608–1661)

Gifts are like hooks.
—Marcus Valerius Martialis (40 ad–103 ad)

Exchange is creation.
—Muriel Rukeyser (1913–1980)

As dusk descends, the evening breeze carries a scent of candles and shakes
loose a few more leaves from the autumn trees. Then you hear them—soft
voices, nylon scratching against nylon, giggles and footsteps on your front
porch. You follow the ritual and deposit a few of “the best”—a peanut but-
ter cup and packet of M&Ms—into the plastic orange pumpkin thrust at
you by a miniature Darth Vader. On it goes until the neighborhood chil-
dren have visited each house and received a portion of candy. Yes, this is
the Halloween tradition in which giving is normal and expected. Eco-
nomic anthropologists think of this tradition and say “ah, generalized reci-
procity,” an example of gifting without reckoning the exact value of the
gift or expecting a specific thing in return: just what we have seen in hun-
dreds of cultures from Latin America to New Guinea.

Rarely does a weekend go by during the U.S. school year when a child be-
tween five and twelve does not have a birthday party to attend. In addition
to the gifts that each child brings, host families return gifts of “treat bags” to
each guest when he or she leaves—a kind of thank-you gift for attending the
event. For beleaguered parents these mandatory birthday rituals take chunks
of time out of their busy weekends, including time and money to buy gifts.
Eventually they sponsor a party for their own children, which often requires
arranging a special venue and entertainment. Economic anthropologists
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look at these parties and say “ah, gift exchange.” Birthday events are perfect
examples of balanced reciprocity, which requires the three fundamental
stages of gifting—to give a gift, to have that gift received, and to receive a re-
ciprocal gift in a system that can repeat itself over and over again.

Consider another instance of gifting: Mick Jagger, in the midst of his
final set during a live concert at Candlestick Park in San Francisco—
drenched in his own sweat, strutting like the King of Rock, he rips his
shiny polyester shirt from his chest, spins it a few times overhead spray-
ing sweat on the crowd, and hurls it into the audience near his feet,
where a frantic fan grabs it, clutches it to her chest, and swears she will
never wash it. Although fans of the Rolling Stones may express envy, and
others may be disgusted, the economic anthropologist watches and says
“ah, the person in the gift.” Indeed, gifts always incorporate some magical
essence of the giver that persists and gives value to an object like the shirt
long after the sweat has evaporated.

Here is yet another typical example of American gift giving. Grandpa
Toby, eighty years old, lives alone in his suburban condo outside a major
U.S. city, where he had worked for many years as a CEO and accumulated
money on which he plans to live comfortably for the remainder of his life.
Having married and divorced three times, he fills his time with golf, travel-
ing to resorts with his most recent lady friend, and visits to his four children
and their children, who live within a few hours’ drive. Holidays are the
trickiest time for everyone because his children also want to see their moth-
ers—one or the other of Toby’s ex-wives—and they also need to see in-laws.

Toby is grumpy and self-important, so his children usually put off
their visits with him until the days after Thanksgiving, or the weekend
after Father’s Day. During one of his many angry moments, he threatens
his daughter, “You know, I’m paying attention! I have a list of every gift
any of you have ever given me, and each time you spend a holiday with
me. Don’t think that I’m not going to use that information in my will!”
These outbursts provoke anger, pain, guilt, and frustration among his
children, but his threats seem to work—or do they just drive his children
further away? An economic anthropologist would think “yes, a gift is
more than the gift itself.” Sometimes gifts cause pain, establish power
and control, express submission, or carry a promise for the future that
may or may not be honored. Toby wants attention from his children
now, and he holds out the promise of a rich inheritance, but maybe he
will end up leaving everything to a cat hospital!

These scenarios capture four different types of “gifting” common in
contemporary western society. The day-to-day generalized exchange of
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gifts among “peers” at parties, gifting of objects, autographs and appear-
ances by heroes and celebrities who carry the power of their fame, and in-
tergenerational exchanges and promises that lead ultimately to the final
gift of inheritance. Each case exemplifies a different aspect of the way an-
thropologists understand gifting.

In the earlier chapters of this book we offered a history of how anthro-
pologists have looked at economic systems over time, and provided a
framework—the three paradigms—for understanding how ideas of the
economy connect with models of human nature. In this new edition of the
book, we include a chapter on gifts and exchange for a variety of reasons.
For one thing, examining gift giving is a good way to see all the various as-
pects of human nature in action at one time because gifts can be simulta-
neously understood as rational exchange, as a way to build political and so-
cial relations, and as expressions of moral ideas and cultural meanings.

Another reason for looking at gifts as an economic phenomenon from
an anthropological perspective (and a reason for including this chapter) is
the tendency of Western economists to leave gifting out of their analysis
and focus entirely on monetary exchange. As anthropologists, we know
that economic activity permeates far more than just the monetary aspects
of life, including the way we give gifts. Just look at the central role holiday
gift giving plays in our consumer society. Parents spend thousands of dol-
lars on gifts for children at Christmas. Office protocol often includes an
expectation of gifts during the holidays. Young people just entering the
workforce often feel compelled to spend money far beyond their income,
giving gifts to siblings and nieces and nephews as well as parents. They do
this partly to demonstrate that they have become adults, because gifting
rituals demonstrate economic success in our consumer society. We have
also seen recently that gifts are basic in the high circles of finance, govern-
ment, and lobbying in the United States. Dramatic scandals in corporate
America have included accounting firms that became too socially con-
nected—through gifting—with their clients, blurring the boundaries be-
tween professional behavior and corruption. Because Western economists
have left out these essential parts of the economy, it is even more necessary
for anthropologists to study them.

Gifts ultimately show that the dividing lines between rational choice, so-
cial goals, and morality are entirely our own creation. A gift is never simply
one or the other, which is why it is such an effective and unique tool in all
cultures for moving things around and creating social connections and
demonstrating moral value. But of course there is a history to how anthro-
pologists have approached the topic. Although the previous examples
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come from the contemporary world, a focus on gifts and gifting started
with attention to what anthropologists in the early twentieth century
called “primitive societies” and “primitive exchange systems.”

Three Analyses of Potlatching

Gifts and gifting have consumed anthropological attention since the early
years of the discipline. Amazingly enough, the topic continues to inspire
research, discussion, and theory. Just conducting a simple search on key
words in the anthropological literature over the past ten years reveals more
readings than could be covered in a semester of coursework. The truth is,
although anthropologists, sociologists, economists, and philosophers have
devoted lifetimes of research to the topic of the gift, there is no end to con-
troversy and dissension in sight.

Just as we have shown how the three paradigms of human behavior help
explain the foundations of different interpretations of economic systems,
we can also use them to explain different approaches to understanding
gifts and exchange. A functionalist, self-interested lens of analysis would
show how gifts and exchange lead to the redistribution of resources, which
benefits the organizers of those exchanges. The famous potlatch system of
Native American groups including the Bella Coola, Haida, Kwakiutl,
Nootka, and Tlingit living on the U.S. and Canadian northwestern coast
has often been used as the primary example of functional gift giving. In the
potlatch system two groups of clans perform highly ritualized exchanges of
food, blankets, and ritual objects. In old accounts of these potlatch events,
often written by missionaries or European pioneers settling in the fishing
and hunting grounds of the Northwest, these “tribal people” behaved in
what some analysts (often psychologists looking to label whole cultures)
described as wasteful and even insane ways. They would sometimes give
away their store of fish for the whole year, or other things they needed like
blankets, cooking oil, and valuable heirlooms.

But as anthropologists began to examine the potlatch events more sys-
tematically, they discovered that rather than wasting, burning, and other-
wise destroying bales full of salmon, baskets, and blankets, the tribes were
giving away things that other groups could use, then waiting for a later
potlatch when they would receive things not available in their own region.
Anthropologists also discovered that in addition to the redistribution of
goods, the potlatching system produced status and prestige among the par-
ticipants; by giving away more goods than another person, a chief could
build his reputation and gain new respect and position in the community.
Anthropologists saw themselves as finding the logical reasons why indige-
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nous people did things that puzzled other observers, customs that were
condemned by missionaries or even prohibited by new laws (as was the
potlatch in Canada for many decades). The impulse here was quite honor-
able, but did self- or group-interest really “explain” why people built so
much of their public and ritual lives around these gift-feasts?

A more social perspective on the potlatch system also emerged, empha-
sizing the ways that exchange of goods between groups builds and rein-
forces social ties that bind them together. When people depend on shared
resources, they must forge social ties that allow them to continue coexist-
ing and reproducing their social order. Social and political analyses of pot-
latching also explored the ways in which rank, hierarchy, status, and pres-
tige were created by gifting. The more gifts a leader gives away, the more
prestige he or she gains. This kind of system is not so distant from the ways
in which U.S. corporations give away huge amounts of food and drink at
conventions and public events, or the way senators and representatives
bring back roads, bridges, and other expensive projects to their home dis-
tricts. From a social-political perspective, giving away large portions of
wealth can create and reaffirm a social order, including systems of rank and
unequal power as well as general social solidarity.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, cultural anthropologists have
also interpreted potlatches in the Pacific Northwest as ritual events that
express a fundamental cosmology, giving identity and meaning to the
clans, groups, and families engaged in the event. Potlatching, or any other
elaborate system of gift giving and exchange, reinforces who people are,
builds their sense of personhood, and ultimately expresses the essence of
cultural groups.

Although the potlatch has captured many anthropologists’ imaginations
because it is an “exotic” performance, there are plenty of examples from
mainstream U.S. culture that demonstrate highly ritualized and often exces-
sive gift giving. North American political campaigns and private weddings
are certainly some of the most conspicuous gifting events in the world. In
an ethnography exploring (or “unveiling”) U.S. weddings, Cele Otnes and
Elizabeth Pleck (2003) document the staggering costs of contemporary
weddings and the huge industries that have grown up around them.

Dividing and conquering theories of the potlatch, however, may not be
the best approach to analyzing the phenomenon of gifting. Instead, we can
accept that all three possibilities of interpretation exist simultaneously
rather than offer one final and definitive explanation of the potlatch or gift
exchange itself. The very power of gift giving in all societies may be that its
goals and meanings can never be precisely pinned down—that a gift can
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always be more than one thing. We may be better off considering how and
when objects become gifts, and how the quality that makes them gifts is
related to their other properties. After all, when a painting is sold, it’s a
commodity; when it’s given to someone, it’s a gift; and when it’s stolen
(what we call “hot”), it becomes dangerous. So a gift is not the thing itself;
it is created in a particular social context. Developing a synthesized under-
standing of when, how, and in what ways people exchange which goods
will offer a better grasp of why people gift (e.g., why the Kwakiutl potlatch
and why other groups, including U.S. families with wedding-age children,
hold similar rituals) and will help us understand the complex range of gift
and exchange practices around the world.

But What Is a Gift?

Before looking for an integrated theory of gift exchange, let’s step back
and return to some basic questions. What really is a gift? What is the dif-
ference between a gift and a commodity, or is there such a distinction?
What really happens when one person gives a gift and someone else re-
ceives a gift? What does reciprocating a gift entail? What meaning does
that exchange produce? Is a gift exchange different from other kinds of
exchange? What cultural assumptions are tied to gifts and to the process
of exchange itself? These are the types of questions that anthropologists
concerned with gifts and gift exchange have been considering for most of
the past century.

By far the most influential exploration of gifts and gift exchange in so-
cial science is Marcell Mauss’s 1924 book The Gift: The Form and Reason
for Exchange in Archaic Societies, first published in French. Although
Mauss, who lived from 1872 to 1950, was an ethnologist and sociologist,
he inspired people from many disciplines including history, religious
studies, and even literature. So although anthropologists may claim him
as our own, he is a kind of shared ancestor for all social scientists who
look at exchange systems.

At the heart of his book is the question “why do humans feel obliged to
reciprocate when they receive a gift?” This means that no gift is truly free,
since it always creates a burden to give something back. In his Melanesian,
Maori, and Kwakiutl case examples, people often returned something al-
most the same as what they had been given, compelling the question “why
give at all?” For Mauss the answer was that the giving and reciprocating of
gifts creates a link between the people involved. His book made some
groups of people famous for their “gift economies”: the eastern Melanesians
for their highly ritualized exchange of ornamented necklaces and arm
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bands, the Kwakiutl for potlatching, and the New Zealand Maori for hav-
ing a complex philosophy of how the essence of a person is carried in their
gifts. All of his examples show that gifts, unlike the commodities sold in
Western stores, entail the identity of the giver—not quite as literally as
Mick Jagger’s sweat on his stage shirt, but nevertheless, something powerful.

Using the example of the Kula ring, a system of exchange in the eastern
Melanesian Islands, Mauss explored how exchanging shell and bead neck-
laces for shell arm bands from island to island solidified the power and sta-
tus of the men exchanging them, though they made no material “profit.”
In understanding the Kula exchange system, Mauss emphasized three ele-
ments of the process: the bestowing of a gift, the receiving of a gift, and the
reciprocation of a gift. The bottom line in all of this exchange was building
social relationships. Giving gifts, according to Mauss, helped to form social
relations, which in turn built society.

In drawing on ethnographic accounts from three famous gift exchange
systems, Mauss pursued a very specific question. The obligation to recipro-
cate a gift after an individual has received one was the key moment in the
exchange system, according to Mauss. Reciprocation was the core of all of
these systems—through the obligation to reciprocate, individuals maintain
the system of exchange and, ultimately, their social world.

Mauss’s exploration of the obligation to reciprocate resulted in his elabo-
ration of the concept of the hau, a Maori term for the force of the identity
of the owner of an object, which is attached to the object. Thus, upon giv-
ing the object away, part of the owner’s hau goes with it. This is why re-
ceiving the gift always carries an obligation to reciprocate, because the hau
“wants” to return to its original owner, though now it may be attached to
another’s object. Mauss generalized this to all kinds of gift-exchange sys-
tems, providing other examples of the presence of the giver entangled in
the gift itself. Imagine that society is composed of people connected with
one another by a whole huge network of obligations and relationships cre-
ated by gift giving. The magical power of human identity embedded in the
material thing compels reciprocation and ultimately leads to building so-
cial relations and society itself.

The focus on the hau, or spirit, of the gift was a philosophical position
for Mauss. He believed that modern capitalist societies had driven off the
spirit in the gift and its mystical power to bind people together, and this
explained many of the horrible things he saw in the world around him. Al-
though Mauss drew on ethnographic examples of the existence of this
mystical power, his book is really more about the changing Western cul-
ture at the end of the nineteenth century—what the West was losing as it
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turned more toward capitalist systems that rejected the moral and altruistic
economic behavior found in precapitalist “gift economies.” Having lost
many of his best friends and relatives in the carnage of World War I,
Mauss’s work was part of a whole generation’s effort to understand just
what had gone wrong with European society.

Linking Mauss and Marx

Mauss’s focus on the gift paralleled the Marxist concern with and critique of
commodities and the commoditization of societies in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Both Mauss and Marx believed capitalism
was ruining the social world, but they focused on different aspects of the
changes they were seeing. Commodities, from the Marxist viewpoint, were
produced for commerce rather than for the people who made them. “A
commodity is an object outside of us, a thing that by its properties satisfies
human wants” (1983, 437). A commodity is different from something a
person makes for his or her own use, or for exchange with someone else in
the sense of gifting or bartering. Instead, a person produces a commodity in
order to obtain money. The producer is paid a wage and persuaded that the
money he or she receives is fair compensation for his or her labor. But, said
Marx, this is really a kind of sleight-of-hand, a conjurer’s trick. Marx be-
lieved that no amount of money or commodities bought in the marketplace
can ever really satisfy the workers because the one thing they cannot buy is
the freedom of controlling their own labor and lives. Therefore, according
to Marx, capitalism can never provide the happiness it promises if we all be-
have properly and work hard at our jobs, and this is one of the things that
in the long run will lead to the collapse of capitalism.1

In conjunction with the critique of capitalism from Marx, anthropolo-
gists’ focus on gifts and gift exchange in precapitalist societies docu-
mented an alternative form of “consumption” or economy that empha-
sized communality, morality, and social aspects of production and
exchange. Gift economies were seen as the opposite of the impersonal
commodity-producing capitalist system described and condemned by
Marx. For Mauss, gifts were the key, but commodities were always lurking
in the background as the silent opposite category to gifts, though he never
spoke of them explicitly. Gifts as they were understood by scholars of the
early twentieth century, starting with Mauss, stood in complete contrast to
capitalist forms of commodity production, acquisition, and consumption,
yet also stood as proof that primitive societies do have real economic sys-
tems and do not just live in a state of hand-to-mouth subsistence. The po-
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litical commentary underlying Mauss’s ideas of alternative exchange
economies has recently been examined by David Graeber (2001).

By identifying an exchange system as vast and powerful as the Kula ring
within a society not yet caught up in Western capitalist production, Mauss
found evidence that economic systems beyond simple subsistence produc-
tion do exist in “primitive” societies. For Mauss, finding an economic sys-
tem that operated outside of and in contrast to a capitalist system of com-
modity exchange allowed him to suggest that, in fact, objects and their
exchange serve multiple purposes and result in alternative values than
those of commodities exchange. This perspective on exchange and alterna-
tive economies later emerged again in Karl Polanyi’s substantivist analysis
of economic systems.

The distinction between commodities and gifts gained fashion again in
the 1970s and 1980s, particularly with the publication of Chris Gregory’s
book Gifts and Commodities (1982). Drawing on Marshall Sahlins’s writ-
ing about gift exchange in Stone Age Economics (1972), Gregory suggests
that objects exist within social contexts of either commodity exchange or
gift exchange. In Gregory’s framework, gift exchange creates relationships
between people with an emphasis on the qualitative nature of the social re-
lationship. This perspective clearly derives from Mauss and is particularly
well stated by Lewis Hyde (1982).

In Gregory’s theory of commodity exchange, the social aspect is mini-
mized and impersonal. In both commodity and gift-exchange systems,
people try to maximize: In gift economies people give away as much as
possible in order to maximize their social connections; in commodity ex-
change people try to maximize monetary wealth and possessions. More re-
cently Gregory (1997) has changed his position, accepting that there are
no pure gift or commodity economies but rather different situations
within the same economies in which people operate with one or the other
system in mind. Arjun Appadurai’s edited collection The Social Life of
Things (1986) carries this point further to show how fluid the categories of
gift and commodity are as objects move in and out of different social rela-
tionships throughout their “lives.”

Reciprocity and Gifting

Mauss’s investigation into the inner workings of the gift (based on Bronis-
law Malinowski’s pioneering ethnography) inspired vast amounts of fur-
ther research into the hows (as opposed to the haus) and whys of gift ex-
change. Although the “spirit in the gift” continues to inspire scholarly
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162 6: Gifts and Exchange

attention, the most enduring lesson taken from Mauss is that gift exchange
is about social relations, not just about the gifts themselves. Giving a gift
that contains a bit of oneself builds a social relationship with the one who
receives the gift. Returning another gift, again with some inherent quality
of the giver, continues to build that social relationship. When you buy a
package of noodles in the supermarket, the transaction is over after you
pay your money and walk out with the merchandise. Giving or receiving a
gift is always an invitation to continue the relationship.

The interpretation that gift exchange builds social relations has been
used and elaborated by many scholars. By far, Sahlins’s discussion of the
three forms of reciprocity, and the levels of sociopolitical complexity found
in the forms, has been the most influential. His book Stone Age Economics
was the standard textbook in economic anthropology for at least two gen-
erations of students, and his ideas on reciprocity constitute the only por-
tion of economic anthropology usually included in introductory anthro-
pology textbooks. After more than thirty years the book is still in print and
selling at a steady rate.

So, what typology and matrix did Sahlins apply to understand the range
of human exchange? His basic framework defined three types of recipro-
city: generalized, balanced, and negative. Generalized reciprocity, as the
opening scene of Halloween captured, includes a system of giving things
without taking account of how much was given, with the assumption that
at some time in the undefined future something will be given back. The
most common example of generalized reciprocity is what goes on in house-
holds: Parents provide for children over years and years, giving food, cloth-
ing, birthday parties, and paying for school. Parents usually expect nothing
tangible at the time; they may hope for love, affection, and care later in
life, but that’s something unmeasured and certainly a long time away.

Balanced reciprocity, according to Sahlins, is direct exchange, in which
something is traded or given with the expectation that something of
equal value will be returned within a relatively constrained time period.
Gift-exchange systems such as the Kula ring or marriage payments in
many non-Western societies fall into this category, as do many kinds of
tribute or other gifts from lower-ranking people to those in power. Bal-
anced reciprocity systems sometimes require a return gift to be more
valuable than the original gift, leading to a system like the potlatch
where reciprocity becomes competitive. The loser is the one who cannot
afford to give back more than what was received, causing him or her
shame and humiliation.
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Negative reciprocity “is an attempt to get something for nothing”
(Sahlins 1972, 195). Gambling is a good example of this, as is a lot of
what we see in the corporate world, including corporate buyouts of com-
panies in which employees get laid off and other human resources get de-
valued as part of a “package” buyout. The main characteristic of negative
reciprocity is that both buyer and seller are trying to get more than they
give—in a real sense they are opponents. Theft and coercion can also be
seen as forms of negative reciprocity, though there is really nothing being
exchanged in these cases.

Sahlins identifies particular kinds of social structures in which the three
different kinds of reciprocity are dominant. Generalized reciprocity takes
place in the closest social relationships, households and families, where the
exchange occurs so frequently that monitoring the value would be close to
impossible. Food distribution among the Kung!/San is the most often
cited example of generalized reciprocity. In the recent past the Kung!/San
lived in flexible kin groups and practiced a hunter-gatherer livelihood.
Food storage techniques were limited, and mobility required minimal pos-
sessions. When a hunt took place, dividing all the meat among the whole
group of kin was the most efficient way to use the food, especially because
they all knew that the next time, even if they weren’t on the hunt, they
would also get a portion. As Sahlins describes it, life in a generalized recip-
rocal economy means that people have few individual possessions. If a per-
son admires your hat or belt, the proper thing to do is to give it to him or
her. The worst thing you can be called in such a society is selfish or stingy,
and the most generous people are respected.

Balanced reciprocity occurs at a social level more distant than the family,
but usually among people who know each other, such as friends or ex-
tended kin. People trade goods with partners they know well enough to
trust, or they may build up trust through a series of small exchanges. Tro-
briand Islanders participating in the Kula exchange “gifted” the decorated
arm bands and necklaces, but on the same expeditions they bartered large
amounts of trade goods including food and utilitarian items they carried in
their boats. So gift giving of Kula valuables took place among the same peo-
ple who also bargained with each other for other items. The gift was given
with only a promise of a future return gift, but barter involved immediate
trade of one item for another, as each tried to get the best deal possible.

A key aspect of a balanced reciprocity system is that without reciproca-
tion in the appropriate time frame, the relationship ends and the exchange
system falters. Many Kula relationships end when one person feels cheated
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by another. The case of the “user” student who manages to get invited to
dinner at friends’ houses for the first semester of the school year but never
hosts a dinner party himself and finds himself with no dinner invitations
during the spring semester is one example of what can happen when the
obligations of balanced reciprocity are ignored.

Negative reciprocity is the most impersonal of the three types and exists
in cases where people do not know each other or do not have a system of
trust. This is why corporate America is a good example of negative reci-
procity. CEOs buying out their competitor companies rarely know em-
ployees below the top administrative levels. Professional gamblers know
that they cannot afford to be friends with the people with whom they play
cards. Close relationships are just incompatible with games where you are
trying to take advantage of others’ weaknesses.

Sahlins first used his classification of different kinds of exchange to build
an evolutionary typology of different societies based on the “complexity”
of their economic systems (Sahlins and Service 1960). As you might ex-
pect, the simplest societies had only generalized reciprocity, and the most
complex depended on negative reciprocity in the form of market exchange
with money. Although typologies and measures of sociopolitical complex-
ity have gone out of favor in current anthropology, Sahlins’s framework
continues to offer a foundation from which to launch conversations and
debate about economic systems. Indeed most anthropologists examining
gift exchange since the 1990s continue a dialogue with both Mauss and
Sahlins. The types of exchange identified by Sahlins may not be the only
way to think about economic interactions and transactions, but they make
intuitive sense to most people by reflecting something of their own experi-
ence of relationships with family, friends, acquaintances, and strangers.

Accumulating Value in the Gift

Some anthropologists have more recently sought to understand gifts and
exchange by paying more attention to why things are valued, asking how
objects acquire or lose value. Most notably Appadurai, in his edited volume
The Social Life of Things, suggested that rather than looking at the typolo-
gies of reciprocity and the matrix of social complexity tied to exchange, we
should look at the things themselves and explore how their value comes to
be (1986). This is a perennial question in philosophy and economics, one
that concerned the ancient Greeks and Chinese as well.

By posing a new vantage point from which to explore material goods,
Appadurai offers an alternative to the Marxist focus on the value of labor
in production and an alternative to the Maussian notion that objects cre-
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ate social relations. Appadurai suggests that the value of objects emerges
not from the production process but from the desires an object inspires.
For Appadurai the value of an object is determined by what a person is
willing to sacrifice in an effort to obtain it, that is, value is in the eye of
the would-be beholder.

By taking the perspective that objects change value as they move through
different hands—that objects in fact have their own social life (a life history
of sorts)—Appadurai allows for value and commodity exchange to exist in
societies outside of capitalist systems. Appadurai also breaks down Sahlins’s
typologies because he sees that value is mobile and negotiated rather than
strictly defined by cultural rules, as Sahlins would argue. Appadurai’s view-
point emphasizes the possibility that all objects can be a “commodity” or a
“gift” because values change within different contexts.

Part of this argument includes a methodological challenge to follow the
whole trajectory of an object, from production to distribution and ex-
change to consumption and disposal, tracing its “biography.” One of the
most compelling points in Appadurai’s argument is that objects do not
have one clear value, but rather values can change as objects move across a
social landscape, something he calls regimes of value. At times objects come
together at social events where people rank them or distribute them (think
of an awards dinner), which are called tournaments of value. In the case of
the arm bands and necklaces of the Trobriand Islanders, objects gained cu-
mulative history and value as they moved between the hands of prominent
men. A grandmother’s rocking chair, passed from mother to daughter, may
hold similar sentimental, historical, and family meanings for each genera-
tion. But should the chair not fit with the newest generation’s decorating
style and end up in an antique store, the value changes into something
measured by money. This is the dramatic moment that draws audiences to
television shows like Antiques Roadshow and Cash in the Attic. Yet over
time, that chair can again become a family heirloom endowed with senti-
mental meaning. Regimes of value, for Appadurai, also reveal how differ-
ent social groups, including elites, can manage to control particular ob-
jects, increasing their value and making them unobtainable for other social
classes.

Beyond Value

In the previous sections of this chapter we presented a few of the most
influential ideas about gifts, gift exchange, and reciprocity that form the
foundation for most anthropological discussion of economies. In order
to understand where we are, we need to know where we came from.
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Mauss is really the founding ancestor of all ideas about gift exchange,
whether from a utilitarian perspective, social integration perspective, or
cultural perspective. Mauss also engaged with the Marxist critique of
capitalist systems by identifying what is missing from the industrialized
world. Sahlins, as a founding ancestor of economic anthropology in par-
ticular, took up the whole range of exchange, including what can be
identified as gifting, and presented a formalized framework for under-
standing and identifying different exchange systems. The move toward a
more fluid interpretation of commodities versus gifts came about
through revisiting the work of these founders. Gregory’s gift/commodity
distinction and Appadurai’s life history of objects approach are two of
the major directions taken by more recent interpretations of the eco-
nomic circulation of goods. In this section we discuss some of the more
recent perspectives on exchange and property.

Some of the new ways in which anthropologists talk about gifts, com-
modities, and other objects have come about because we have begun to
pay more attention to different kinds of property. Robert Hunt and Anto-
nio Gilman edited a volume on property that emerged from one of the So-
ciety for Economic Anthropology’s meetings (1998). The essays in this vol-
ume reveal property as a complex social construction. The Western ideal of
private property, in which a single individual holds all rights to an object or
piece of ground, is rare among the property systems anthropologists have
studied. In fact, most of what Americans call private property excludes
many rights, since the government reserves the right to control what we
can and cannot do with it. You cannot sell land without a deed, and in
most states there are reams of regulations about what you can and cannot
do with that property. Just because you own a house does not mean you
have the right to rent out each room to a different family. The federal gov-
ernment usually retains rights to minerals under the ground, and in many
cities there are also “air rights” that regulate how much of the air above
your property you can occupy with a building. Similarly, in many societies
you can own a piece of land but not the trees that grow on it, or you may
not be allowed to sell or rent that land without the consent of your ex-
tended family or a village council.

Anthropologists’ interest in property also includes cases in which prop-
erty cannot be given. In his reexamination of Mauss, Maurice Godelier
(1999) explored the inalienability of many forms of property. Although
Mauss suggested that the spirit of the gift compelled reciprocation, and
Appadurai suggested that desire compels exchange, Godelier countered
that some things cannot be given away or exchanged. According to his ar-
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gument, the force compelling reciprocation is the fact that “the original
donor does not forfeit his rights over the object he has given. . . . His own-
ership is inalienable; the others merely enjoy rights of possession and use,
which are alienable and temporary and are transferred with the object”
(1999, 53). In this case objects may move from one person to another, but
they continue to be owned by the first person.

Annette Weiner’s work Inalienable Possessions also takes up the idea of in-
herent qualities in some objects that make them impossible to separate
from their original owner or creator. Her case study of the Trobriand Is-
lands, where Malinowski worked on the Kula exchange, shows that Mali-
nowski ignored an entire economy of gift giving controlled by women,
which took place mainly at funerals and other family events. Although
Godelier allowed for the circulation of objects forever attached to one
owner, and for their accumulated value in that circulation, Weiner sug-
gested that objects have transcendent or absolute value that remains per-
manently attached to them, and that leads people to resist parting with
them. Weiner’s discussion has relevance for how we talk about objects; we
are no longer talking about gifts alone, because Weiner’s work addresses
property more generally. If we think about property as a bundle of
rights—the right to use something, the right to collect rent from some-
thing, the right to extract something (as in mining), the right to hunt
within a particular territory—that can be owned in common or by groups
of individuals or lineages, the property becomes impossible to separate
from the group owning it. An example of this would be “family land” in
the Caribbean where all descendants of an owner share rights to the land
that cannot be divided. The result is land to which so many people have
rights that they can never buy or sell it.

Other ethnologists examining value and objects have concluded that the
definition of value must be challenged or reshaped. Paul Bohannon pointed
out many years ago that spheres of exchange exist among the Tiv in Nigeria
(1955). Those spheres establish rules about what can be exchanged for what
else, and that, consequently, the value of some objects is completely un-
translatable into the value of others. Certain prestige items could not be
bought or sold with mundane goods or money. Villagers could trade cattle
for a slave, for example, but no amount of beer or food could be traded for
a cow or a slave. Echoing Bohannon, Gregory (1982) argued that gifts
have rank, not value, and as such they can be exchanged within their rank-
ing, but not outside of it. In fact, Gregory advised against using the term
value because it does not account sufficiently for the history of objects over
time and through the system of exchange (see Graeber 2001, 40–43). As
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Graeber points out, Marilyn Strathern’s definition of value sounds oddly
like Gregory’s argument for not using the term: “value is . . . constructed
in the identity of a thing or person with various sets of social relations in
which it is embedded” (1987, 286).

Mutual Recognition and the Gift

Seeing value as an active component of the gift draws attention again to
the nature of the social relations between giver and receiver. Other recent
work on gifts and gifting has had a distinctly metaphysical flavor, drawing
on the philosophical work of Georg Hegel (2003) and Jacques Derrida
(1997). Both philosophers have expounded ideas of mutual recognition as a
fundamental facet of social life. In order to exist as social self-conscious be-
ings, individuals must recognize and be recognized by other individuals.
Gifts, in this sense, create individuality.

In their work drawing together ideas of gift exchange and mutual recog-
nition, anthropologists present cases of gift exchange as systems of mutual
recognition. Mauss’s three-stage framework—to give, receive, and recipro-
cate a gift—fits well with the “three-part rhythm” (Robbins forthcoming)
of recognition from the philosophical perspective: A person recognizes an-
other, that other accepts recognition, and then the other offers recognition
to the first. This takes the gift relationship mostly out of the realm of the
economy, delving instead into the emotions that compel people to engage
in exchanges.

Drawing on Hegel and Mauss, Robbins’s work on Papua New Guinea
interprets a range of gift and exchange practices as forms of recognition
(Robbins 2003; forthcoming). Among the Urapmin of Papua New
Guinea, gifts of food are exchanged almost every day, and other goods such
as string bags and bows are also common gifts. Life events, such as birth,
death, and marriage, are accompanied by reciprocal exchange of goods.
Robbins points out that like the other gift exchange systems documented
in this region of the world, people rarely give or receive things that they
need or don’t already have. Exchange is about something other than
“needs” or envy or simple desire to own things.

Instead, these gift exchanges carry unusual emotional weight for the
Urapmin. They talk particularly about anger and shame as reasons to give
and receive gifts. When a visitor with whom one is not already engaged in a
relationship of generalized reciprocity comes and stays at one’s house, Urap-
min say they feel shame based on the combination of physical intimacy and
relational nonrecognition. As the visitor prepares to leave, they address this
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feeling of shame by giving him “. . . a gift of a bow or other durable good.
He/she is expected to return a similar item when the original giver makes a
return visit” (Robbins forthcoming, 7). Through such an exchange they be-
come “trade friends,” a relationship based on mutual recognition.

Although shame motivates gifting to visitors, anger motivates exchange
upon death and marriage. According to Robbins, relatives from afar come
to a funeral and buy the anger that nearby relatives feel for the negligence
that led to the death. This initial “buying of anger” results in large-scale ex-
change of almost identical goods. Similarly, family members of a bride
must have their anger at losing their daughter “bought” through gifts given
by the husband’s family, the price of purchase determined by how angry
the parents of the bride feel. The ensuing exchanges again resolve emo-
tional turmoil by establishing mutual ties between people who had not yet
“recognized” each other through the proper system of exchange.

According to Robbins, Urapmin do not communicate abstract ideas
through words, so exchange of goods becomes the medium for conveying
such meanings. Establishing recognition through gift exchange helps to
reach an emotional resolution to particular events or day-to-day meetings.
This approach to the gift reflects current anthropological interest in paying
serious attention to peoples’ emotions, sensibilities, and self-reports of why
they do things (see Rosaldo 1980). Previous generations of anthropologists
sought to look “beneath” these explanations to find the social, ecological,
economic, or cultural reasons for local customs and practices.

This focus in turn raises some fundamental questions about the goals of
anthropology, revealing some basic differences within the discipline. For
some, anthropology should reveal the world from another cultural point of
view, helping us understand how other people think and feel. These goals
lead us down Robbins’s path toward an exploration of how it feels to give
and receive, or how a man in Mount Hagen, New Guinea, explains his
own struggle to put together a huge pig feast where he will give away a
Land Rover, cases of beer, 10,000 Australian dollars, a motorbike, and
other valuable goods (Strathern 1971; Nairn 1974).

Other anthropologists have different goals. They want to explain
events like pig feasts, to understand why they occur in some places and
not in others. This requires reference to facts outside of the local cultural
framework, along with the emotions or motivations of the people in-
volved. One could, for example, look at the relationship between popu-
lation density and the frequency of pig feasts, or at the emergence of so-
cial stratification. Even old-fashioned structural anthropologists seek
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patterns of social organization or symbolic systems that underlie and ex-
plain daily behavior.

Once again, though, we have to ask if these approaches are really opposites
and if they are mutually exclusive. Shouldn’t any good analysis of why people
engage in gift giving also include the way people think and feel about their
gifts? Isn’t an ethnographic description of anger and shame in gift giving ir-
relevant unless it is connected to broader questions, such as the cultural and
economic context in which anger and shame are such important emotions?
Although Sahlins told us that culture and practical reason are two completely
different approaches to understanding people, modern economic anthropol-
ogists are working to bring the two together in a productive way.

Cliggett’s research on migration and gift exchange in Zambia provides
an example of how we can go about paying attention to both people’s
emotions and motives in economic and social contexts. In Zambia, mi-
grants from the impoverished and drought-ridden countryside sometimes
live away from their home villages for decades. They keep sending gifts to
their relatives at home, either in person or through a family representa-
tive. This establishes a system of mutual recognition between migrants
and their families back at home in the village (Cliggett 2003). Migrants’
initial gifts are a way of recognizing their relationships with their relatives
at home, who can then choose to give reciprocal recognition or not.
These relationships become extremely important if and when migrants
decide to leave the city (where life can be harsh) and return to the coun-
try, where they can at least feed themselves by farming. These exchanges
between city and country people contain a bundle of meanings that can-
not be polarized into economic or emotional; they are always intertwined
in complex ways and present as much of a puzzle to those actually en-
gaged in the exchange as they do to an informed anthropologist who is in-
terviewing both parties.

The significance of mutual recognition through gifting in the Zambian
case literally entails whether people recognize each other as family. When
migrants who have not sent gifts and who have not been recognized try to
return to the village, relatives there may say “we don’t know you” and re-
fuse to give land or build a house or help get them settled. Those who have
been away from the village for years but have continued to exchange gifts
are recognized by their rural relatives even if they have not set foot in the
village themselves. They can return home to settle in their village and ex-
pect to be welcomed. In accepting the gifts offered by migrants, family
members in effect agree to open negotiations, to establish a relationship
that becomes more specific and concrete as time goes on.
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In the instance of Zambian migrants and their village relatives, gift ex-
change occurs over long periods of time through multiple stages. Small gifts
are given and recognition is established, but the final outcome is not known
until a much later date when a migrant does or does not settle back in the
home village. The notion that gift relationships often proceed in culturally
defined stages has also been documented by other anthropologists.
Napoleon Chagnon provides a classic example in his work with the
Yanomami of Venezuela (1997). He says that hostile villages start with blind
trading (where people leave gifts at a spot and go away, later coming back to
see what has been left by others in their place); when those trading exchanges
have been successful, they move on to a series of feasts in which each village
takes turns hosting the other. If feasting goes well and no serious fights break
out, individuals begin to give gifts to each other, expecting a return gift after
a short delay. Eventually, when people marry each other’s kin, they move
into the generalized reciprocity where “what’s mine is yours.”

These ethnographic examples of intertwined theories of gift exchange,
mutual recognition, and the stages through which exchanges move bring
us back to the most enduring lesson from Mauss. Gift exchange is always
about social relations. The range of ethnographic case material and theo-
retical analysis has revealed many threads and layers of meaning in gifts
and reciprocity. An understanding of gift exchange may best be found
through an integrated vision that includes all kinds of information, subjec-
tive and objective.

Conclusions

Mauss’s book on the gift is a classic anthropological text. It continues to
play a central role in most courses on the history of anthropology, theory
in anthropology, social organization, and economic anthropology. The
ideas presented in the work serve as a foundation for exploring social rela-
tionships, exchange systems, and systems of value, and it is from this foun-
dation that much of current research in economic anthropology emerges.
At the recent meeting of the Society for Economic Anthropology on
Morality and Economics, at least one-quarter of the formal papers drew on
Mauss directly (Browne and Milgram, forthcoming).

Part of the enduring attraction of Mauss’s idea of the gift, and indeed the
vibrancy of research on gifts and gifting, is the inherent sense of the moral
nature of gifts and the alternative they offer to what is often seen as the an-
tisocial nature of commodities in a utilitarian system. Anthropologists’ fas-
cination with gift exchange is an attempt to argue with utilitarianism and to
say that in other societies, goods are socially (Sahlins) or morally (Mauss)
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172 6: Gifts and Exchange

positive, but in capitalist societies commodities dehumanize people and re-
duce all social relations to markets and money. Gifts and gift economies
are attractive because many people hope systems exist that are not purely
self-interested and capital-based. Of course by now you, the reader, must
know that no clear-cut, purely moral, purely social, or purely utilitarian
system exists.

Part of the difficulty in talking or writing about the nature of gifting oc-
curs because some scholars try so hard to deny that people have any utilitar-
ian motives in giving gifts. But in truth, it is obvious to most of us that gifts
often have utilitarian goals; for example, one might say “I give to charity be-
cause it makes me feel good, or because it makes me look good to others.”

But the utilitarian explanation of gifting is just as limited as the social or
moral interpretation. Although flashing a $10 bill as it goes into the basket
at church may make a devout Catholic look good to his fellow worship-
pers, at the same time it builds social integration by supporting the church
that serves the community. Gifts are a simultaneous mélange of all three
interpretations of human nature that we discussed in the preceding chap-
ters. What’s more, it is the intention of the gift that provokes so much de-
bate—some people do give money at church as part of a moral ideal and
others just flash their cash to impress those around them.

The highly visible form of gift giving known as “philanthropy” has a
long history in the United States. Extremely wealthy individuals and fami-
lies, who made their millions and billions through the capitalist economic
system, often become huge funders of morally and socially beneficial pro-
grams. Andrew Carnegie, one of the richest men in the world in the early
1900s, established the Carnegie Corporation out of his U.S. Steel Com-
pany profits with a goal of “advancing and promoting knowledge and un-
derstanding around the world.” Out of that mission came libraries and
reading centers and more recently efforts to promote democracy, develop-
ment, peace, and security.

Similarly, John D. Rockefeller—known as one of the “robber barons” of
the early 1900s because of his ruthless tactics in building his oil empire
(originally Standard Oil; Mobil/Exxon is one of the remaining off-
shoots)—was the richest man in the world from 1910 until the stock mar-
ket crash of 1929. Rockefeller’s philanthropic legacy now funds programs
to “foster knowledge and innovation to enrich and sustain the lives and
livelihoods of poor and excluded people” throughout the world. The Gates
Foundation, which emerged from the high-tech software boom—the
newest of the “richest man in the world” philanthropy endeavors—funds
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important research toward cures for tuberculosis (TB) and HIV/AIDS and
promotes job development, education, and numerous other good causes.
According to the foundation promotional material, because “Bill and
Melinda Gates believe every life has equal value,” they started the founda-
tion in 2000 to help reduce inequities in the United States and around the
world. At least in their public relations, their moral basis for gift giving is
clear.

Here are three examples of the richest men in the world, who made their
fortunes through the capitalist system at its most profitable moments, en-
gaging in a form of “gifting” with moral undertones in order to reduce in-
equities, enrich and sustain the lives of the poor, and promote knowledge
and understanding. When you look at the products of this philanthropy—
the libraries, education, and cures for disease—it is impossible to deny that
many good economic, moral, and social things have resulted from those
gifts. But the irony of promoting good through funds harvested from de-
humanizing economic systems is clear. The gift in these cases is not simply
moral, nor is it simply utilitarian. These philanthropic gifts have many lay-
ers of meaning and possible interpretation.

It is important to remember, though, that the profits Carnegie, Rocke-
feller, and Gates have channeled into all these “good deeds” came from us
or our parents or our grandparents. We, the consuming U.S. public,
through our purchases of Microsoft software, or gas to drive to work, or
buildings made with U.S. Steel components, contributed to the vast for-
tunes of these wealthy individuals. From that wealth, these tycoons-
turned-philanthropists decided what was important to fund. It’s as if we
were taxed, and our taxes were then sent to the charities of these moguls’
choice. In a general way, we may not mind that our purchase of MS Office
supports programs to improve the lives of TB and HIV patients in Africa.
However, would I feel okay if Bill and Melinda’s charity of choice were cos-
metic surgery? Or if they chose a neo-Nazi organization promoting Aryan
nationalist activities? In fact, these examples are a reality, although not
funded by the Gates empire. Most of the progun lobby in the United States
is supported by charitable giving from the Olin Foundation, funded by a
family that made its money through chemicals and munitions. Think tanks
funded generously by corporate donors produce propaganda stating that
global warming does not exist. These examples reveal that not all gifts have
morally acceptable origins—gifts are not inherently better than any other
system of exchange. The motives compelling a gift might or might not re-
flect the moral logic to which American people subscribe.
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174 6: Gifts and Exchange

Let’s try to unravel some of the many reasons why the super wealthy
might become philanthropists. If utilitarian self-interest was a goal in es-
tablishing the Gates Foundation, achieving the status of “person of the
year” (which Bill and Melinda did in 2005) would be one reward; prestige,
respect, and recognition come with that title. It’s also likely that the public
awareness gained through the activities of all of these foundations resulted
in improving the companies’ images; now that they have given away much
of the wealth, the “evil” of their corporate activities can be somewhat for-
given. In improving their public image, isn’t it possible that the corpora-
tions might actually increase their profits because people may think they
are doing such nice moral work?

What about the social and political benefits of philanthropic activities? We
mentioned the hugely political nature of giving large sums of money to char-
ities with political or social agendas. Isn’t that what much of the philan-
thropic impulse is really about—buying the kind of sociopolitical world the
philanthropist wants? The power of vast wealth transformed into a “gift” can
be confusing; just because it’s a gift, some might call it good. But when the
gift supports something that doesn’t fit with our social or political beliefs, it’s
hard to think of the gift in a positive light; it begins to look a little sinister.

What about the philanthropy that emerges from a moral awakening, a
realization that all this wealth could be used to improve people’s lives or
help the environment? In this interpretation, the gift is something that
reaches beyond the capitalist profits of the corporation. The motive may
be something like atonement for past sins of greed and selfishness with a
genuine hope for overcoming injustice.

But again, in looking at these three different interpretations of the mo-
tives for philanthropy, the divisions feel forced and don’t quite capture the
many possible motivations of Bill Gates, John D. Rockefeller, or Andrew
Carnegie. Indeed it is because gifts contain all of these characteristics si-
multaneously—aspects of self-interest, elements of social integration, and
possibilities for establishing or reaffirming moral order—that they are so
powerful and pervasive. This is what makes them essential tools in all soci-
eties—they can simultaneously benefit an individual, create a social sys-
tem, and communicate cultural values of what is important in the world.
This is a tool that most people want to have.

Our struggle to understand the gift, and economic behavior in general,
remains a matter of finding a way to make sense, in a unified interpreta-
tion, of people’s motives. In the final chapter we discuss a few synthesized
interpretations of human behavior that don’t force false boundaries be-
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tween utilitarian, social, or moral motives. Our goal is to find a more satis-
fying and useful framework for making sense of how people choose to do
what they do.

Note
1. Of course, as it happened, so-called communist societies like the Soviet Union

collapsed, and capitalism continues to dominate and grow throughout the world.
However, the Soviet Union was hardly the kind of society Marx had in mind when he
was writing in the middle of the 1800s. There are indications that subjectively mea-
sured “happiness” is actually lower in the most successful capitalist countries than in
those that remain “less developed.”
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7

Conclusions
Complex Economic Human Beings

To see what is in front of one’s nose needs a constant struggle.
—George Orwell, In Front of Your Nose

The Case of the Leaking Houses

In 1982, I (Richard Wilk) began working with another anthropologist on
an ethnographic project among an exotic tribe: middle-class suburbanites in
Santa Cruz County, northern California. At that time, energy conservation
was a major public concern. The United States was then, as now, highly de-
pendent on foreign oil, and public utilities could no longer afford to build
new nuclear power plants. Energy conservation was state policy in Califor-
nia, and the public utility companies were mandated by law to begin pro-
grams to encourage the public to cut down on energy consumption.

All was not smooth sailing in the process of getting people to use less en-
ergy in their homes. The largest use of energy in California homes was for
heating and cooling, so programs were focused on getting people to make
this more efficient. The common perception was that saving energy meant
putting on sweaters in winter or opening windows in the summer. Utilities
and state agencies tried to educate the public about other options with
programs to encourage simple ways to insulate homes, such as by using
weather stripping, and to improve the efficiency of their water heaters and
other appliances. Simply caulking and sealing a house in northern Califor-
nia could save, at that time, up to $1,200 a year for a minimal expense.
But despite public education programs, television advertising, mass mail-
ings, incentives, and even free weather-stripping services, the number of
households that were improving their energy efficiency was disappoint-
ingly low. In some areas, flashy and expensive energy-saving devices like
solar hot-water heaters were proving more popular than simpler, cheaper,
and more effective things like hot-water heater blankets.
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Unable to understand the public response, the state government made
some money available through the University of California for basic re-
search on how people make decisions about energy consumption in their
homes. And that was why Hal Wilhite and I were running around the hills
of Santa Cruz asking people questions about their thermostats, their polit-
ical opinions about energy companies, and who liked the shower the
hottest (Wilk and Wilhite 1984, 1985).

This seemed like a perfect topic for our anthropological and ethno-
graphic skills and knowledge to tackle. After all, the basic problem was
about domestic life, about house and home, and about the way families in-
teract—all things in which anthropologists have great interest. We also
thought that detailed interviews and close, daily contact with people—the
basics of the ethnographic method—were the best way to shed some light
on energy consumption.

On a theoretical level, the problem was also something that went right
to the heart of economic anthropology: Here was an example of “uneco-
nomic” behavior. The people we spoke with were not ignorant of the costs
and benefits of home weatherization. They knew that for a small invest-
ment of a few hours of time and a few dollars’ worth of materials, they
could save hundreds of dollars on their electric or gas bills. Some of them
had even bought the materials and stored them in the basement or garage!
But only fourteen of the sixty families we interviewed had weatherized
their homes. In contrast, eighteen had installed a wood stove, and four-
teen, a solar water heater. According to simple microeconomic models,
people were behaving in an irrational way. They were spending $3,000 on
solar hot water, an investment that would not be paid back in savings for
ten years, instead of spending $75 on weatherization, an expense that
could be recouped in a few months.

Of course, as anthropologists, our first goal was to understand the way
culture could explain this behavior. We quickly found several clear cultural
explanations. First, most people we spoke with did not have an accurate
idea of energy usage in their homes; they were not usually aware of how
much they were spending on heating, cooling, water heating, or lighting.
They tended to overestimate the cost of lighting and judge electricity costs
by tracking the pump price of gasoline. Second, heating and cooling were
often tied up with ideas about “homeyness” in ways that made it difficult
for people to admit that there might be something wrong with their house.
Finally, people thought weatherizing their house was a “dirty” job, and a
simple ethnosemantic analysis explained why.1
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Anthropologist Mary Douglas (1966) showed that people tend to cate-
gorize their world—to impose cultural order on nature. But no system of
categories is perfect. Those objects and actions that cross categories, that
do not fit into the cultural scheme of categories, tend to be considered
dirty and unclean, even dangerous. In talking with Santa Cruzans, we
found that people clearly divided the things they did to their house into
discrete categories: adjustments (like changing the thermostat setting),
maintenance (changing furnace filters), repair (patching roof leaks), and
improvement (adding a wood stove). When we asked people to categorize
weatherizing, they usually could not decide in what group it belonged.
Was it a kind of maintenance, a repair, or an improvement? Therefore, we
concluded that one reason people were so uncomfortable about weatheriz-
ing was that it did not fit into any cultural category.

Could we just go back to Pacific Gas and Electric and tell the company
that reluctance to weatherize was an entirely cultural issue and that there
was nothing economic or social about it? When we first presented our cul-
tural analysis to a roomful of engineers, economists, and sociologists, we
were greeted with a lot of skepticism and critical commentary. How could
we prove that culture was really making a difference here? The engineers
suggested the real reasons were technical; people did not know how to use
weatherizing materials or needed better tests to locate leaks. The econo-
mists said that we might not be looking carefully enough at the labor costs
of weatherizing and that energy costs were changing so rapidly that people
simply could not predict their savings. The sociologists said that our sam-
ple size was too small and that we had ignored social class and ethnicity.

The Problem of Explaining Things

I think we were quite right to look for cultural explanations for the pecu-
liar blindness our informants had to the benefits of weather-stripping and
caulking the cracks in their siding. There was something offensive about
weatherization that made people uncomfortable and embarrassed when
they spoke about it, as if bringing up the issue was a suggestion that there
was something wrong with their house. The house is a centrally important
symbolic object for the North American middle class, and it is deeply in-
vested with meaning and emotion. We had fascinating conversations with
people about the meaning of “comfort” and listened as people earnestly
discussed their decor and the moral implications of different kinds of heat.

But we could also see the validity of some of the points made by our crit-
ics. Culture was not the only or the determining factor in people’s decisions.
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For every family in which comfort and meaning made all the difference in
choices about the home, there was another family whose decisions were
made using a calculator to discover what would save the most money. We
even spoke with a couple who had consulted with an economist, who did a
formal cost-benefit analysis of each alternative energy-conserving system.

The social organization of households also had real effects on the energy
decisionmaking we studied. At particular transitional stages in life, when
the last child had moved out to go to college, for example, people were
much more likely to repair or modify their houses. Couples often did not
agree about temperature settings on thermostats, and we frequently found
that decisions about home improvements involved a good deal of family
politics. Sometimes changing the house had a lot more to do with making
the marriage work than it did with saving money or energy. And we also
found a significant number of people for whom energy saving was a politi-
cal issue. Hatred of the nuclear energy industry led some people to cut
down their electrical use; others hated being dependent on a huge corpora-
tion for their energy.

Because we recognized these diverse motivations and causes, we often
found ourselves arguing on different sides of the fence, depending on our
audience. We lectured sociologists on the importance of culture and mean-
ing. We told our anthropological colleagues that if there was no economic
benefit, no amount of symbolic persuasion or ideology would get people
to conserve energy. The economists heard a lot about households as social
units that could not be treated as if they were single individuals with a
common utility function.

Our problem wasn’t with any of our different models of human behav-
ior. Each worked in some circumstances, with some people, and with some
issues. We also didn’t have much difficulty matching empirical data to our
theories; unlike many of the other social scientists we talked to, we were
comfortable with quantitative surveys, personal histories, open-ended in-
terviews, and cost-benefit models. Within its own sphere, in its own uni-
verse of argument, using its own tools and data, each mode of explanation
made partial sense. The problem was that together they made no coherent
sense at all. Of course, the three models didn’t connect with each other be-
cause each was founded on different ideas and assumptions about human
nature and the motivations of human behavior.

The same problems of interpretation that we encountered in California
crop up repeatedly all over the social sciences. They don’t appear serious in
many small subfields, because different kinds of assumptions are never al-
lowed to challenge the dominant ones. People agree to stick to one and
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push the others to the margin, or they argue about methods, the validity of
science, or other things instead. But anthropology can’t do this, because
with its commitment to a holistic study of humanity, anthropology itself is
more fundamentally the study of human nature.

The problems of contradictory models for human behavior are not just
academic or philosophical. They appear every day in our lives when we try
to understand the actions of our fellow beings, and they figure promi-
nently in today’s major political debates. Here is an example from an arti-
cle in the news magazine The Economist (“Latin American Finance Survey,”
1995). One of the major reasons the economies of Southeast Asia are
growing so fast and those of Latin America are more stagnant is that Asians
save so much more of their income. In Singapore, for example, almost 50
percent of gross domestic product is saved and invested every year, whereas
in Mexico, the figure is closer to 9 percent. This means much more money
is available to finance new businesses, build roads, and keep the economy
growing in Asia. Why do Asians save more? The Economist is devoted to a
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free-market economic solution to every problem; its contributors believe
the difference in savings rates is simply the result of government overregu-
lation of pension funds and high inflation, which makes it economically
irrational for Latin Americans to save. But aren’t there also cultural differ-
ences that could account for the difference? Give a cultural anthropologist
the same question, and you are likely to hear about the difference between
a Confucian society and a Catholic one. Ask a political economist and you
will get an earful about the more dramatic class differences in Latin Amer-
ica, which leave a majority of the population too poor to eat regularly,
much less save for the future. Or you might hear about multinational cor-
porations and the irresponsible Latin American rich who invest their
money in Miami instead of their home countries.

The answer to the savings-rate question is vastly important—the eco-
nomic future for hundreds of millions of people depends on governments
finding ways to rapidly increase savings rates. Following the cultural
model, do you persuade people to save by using propaganda and appealing
to their patriotism or try to change their beliefs? Should you listen to the
political economists and change institutions that affect class and power?
Or hire some economists to help open the markets and change the costs
and benefits of investment?

Our point in this book so far has been that interpreting human behavior
is never just a simple conclusion drawn from clear-cut facts. Instead, the
interpretations are usually based on one of three perspectives about human
nature, and these three perspectives themselves are matters of faith or con-
viction. Even the most hard-nosed economists, who present themselves as
technicians and empirical scientists, are full of such faith. A former U.S.
deputy secretary of the treasury (who was later president of Harvard Uni-
versity) explained why Mexico recovered so rapidly from the 1994 finan-
cial crisis: “There is a natural human tendency, magnified by the political
process in every country, to regard good news as permanent and bad news
as temporary” (Summers 1995, 46). Now, this may be true of some people
some of the time, but is it really hardwired into the human brain? A part of
our genetic heritage from Homo erectus? Why should this assertion be
taken over those of the political economists or the culturalists?

Resolving the Fundamental Issues

In the previous chapters, we have tried to present fair and balanced views
of three fundamentally different approaches to human behavior, arguing
that they start from different models of human nature. We have always
found something good to say about each model, but each chapter has
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ended on a critical note. All the theorists and theories have something to
contribute, but all of them are lacking. We also keep asserting that these
deficiencies are more than just intellectual problems. When, as anthropol-
ogists, we jump from just passively studying people to involving ourselves
in their lives and trying to help or advise, our practical predictions require
a better theory of human motivations. How can we know what will work if
we don’t have a reliable model of human nature to draw on? These are ex-
actly the questions that preoccupied the theorists of the European Enlight-
enment (Weyant 1973). But in the eighteenth century, they did not have
the tools or knowledge to find the answers, and these days, social scientists
seem to have fallen out of the habit of asking such fundamental questions.

Each of the three models of human nature has a history, and each is in-
ternally fairly consistent. Each makes some sense of some things out there
in the real world; each seems to have captured a part of the reality of
human life. Some of the debates in economic anthropology have brought
these models into confrontation, and this allows us to drag the underlying
problems into the light. Now we will finally make the three models con-
front each other in the open. We need to ask whether any of them can be
proven wrong and whether we can test them.

One way to think about the relationship between the three models of
human behavior is to look at their historical contexts in relation to one an-
other (instead of tracing their individual histories, as we have already done
in other chapters). Many people have noted that ideas about human na-
ture have a tendency to go through cycles. The archaeologist Andrew Sher-
ratt (1995) thought that social scientists were attracted to utilitarianism
and evolutionary ideas of progress in times of economic growth and politi-
cal optimism. They became positive about universal human nature as a
force for progress during those periods, but when the economy took a
downturn, or if there was general pessimism and political strife, theorists
turned toward romanticism and thought about human beings in particu-
laristic and ethnic terms denying universals and emphasizing differences
(see also Kahn 1995, chap. 2). Sherratt, somewhat cynically, thought that
theorists find the model of human nature that matches the needs of their
time. Although this is an intriguing idea, it doesn’t solve our problem; it
simply adds another layer of complications. Should we just give up hope?

Perhaps a better way to think about the three models is to recognize
that in practice we are always mixing them, shuffling through to find the
one that best fits, or combining them on an ad hoc and case-by-case basis.
We look for an assortment of tools to get a job done, and we rarely stop to
think whether the tools belong together in a coherent set. In practice,
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most anthropologists make hybrid models by combining bits and pieces
of middle-level theory, rules of thumb, and their own experience. Some-
times these hybrids look like thoroughbreds, but other times they lurch
around like Frankenstein monsters. Up to this point we have been looking
for relatively pure examples of each of the three models, but now, let’s look
at two hybrids. In the process, we can look for some common ground
where the three models might meet and share some assumptions.2 We will
conclude by contending that human nature is more complex and variable
than any of the three models can account for.

Practice Theory

The term “dialectic” generally means a kind of reciprocal causation be-
tween opposing forces or ideas that moves a system forward in time. Faced
with the interrelatedness of different aspects of human life, many anthro-
pologists have set up opposing categories and then proposed a dialectical
relationship between them. For example, we might have a technological
process based in science and a social process based in culture, and then we
might inject dynamism by suggesting that they are in dialectical opposi-
tion to each other. In this example, social change (population growth)
prompts the development of new technologies (the plow), and they in turn
cause more social change (political complexity). Can a dialectical theory
help us deal with the conflicting models of human nature? Could there be
three distinct aspects of human nature that stand in a dialectical relation-
ship with each other?

One example of a synthetic dialectical theory is what has been called
practice theory (Ortner 1984). The basic elements are laid out in Pierre
Bourdieu’s Outline of a Theory of Practice (1977). His goal was to move
away from the dominant British Durkheimian social model of rule-guided
behavior and social structure. Instead, practice theorists see everyday life as
a form of improvisation, in which people work with rules and norms in a
forward-thinking strategic way, using their knowledge to pursue their inter-
ests. Practice theorists point out that although everyone in a social setting
knows the rules for proper behavior and understands what people should
do, at another level they break and manipulate rules all the time, strategize
to change the rules, or practice deception to make it seem like they are fol-
lowing rules when they are not.3

At the same time, practice theorists do not see human beings as free of
social restraint. Human ideas and values are formed and shaped by
human cultural experience, so people carry around with them a set of as-
sumptions—a sense of how the world works—that is so deeply embedded
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that they are not aware of it. Bourdieu called this common sense the
habitus. Most of the time, in traditional and stable societies, these as-
sumptions and beliefs are never questioned. The habitus stays in the back-
ground as common and agreed-upon truth that is reaffirmed through rit-
ual but never questioned in any conscious way. Bourdieu said that in this
situation people experience doxa, a correspondence between the way they
think about their social world and the way that world is actually struc-
tured. People never have to pause to think about most experiences be-
cause they are experienced as part of the natural order (this should remind
you of Durkheim). Most experience “goes without saying because it
comes without saying” (Bourdieu 1977, 167). Therefore, when doxa ex-
ists, there is no choice, because people see no options. There is just one
way to eat dinner; people don’t have to think about how they eat or
choose among chopsticks, fingers, and forks because there is just one way
to do it. But doxa is never perfect, because no unspoken rules or under-
standings can work in all the messy and contradictory situations that real
human life always entails.

The alternatives to doxa are the situations where more than one possible
rule or meaning exists. Heterodoxy means that people recognize and are
aware of two or more possible ways of doing things, possible interpreta-
tions, or possible courses of action; they may debate their value or choose
one interpretation that better fits their own interests. Most of the readers
of this book live in a world dominated by heterodoxy, a world where we
are used to evaluating different choices and rules and choosing between
them (for example, “pro-life” versus “pro-choice”). Public debate in mod-
ern society, according to Bourdieu, is heterodox, though much of private
life is still dominated by doxa.

Bourdieu saw a third possibility, orthodoxy, in which powerful people,
classes, or interests impose a single choice, often using what Bourdieu
called symbolic violence to force people into line. An established church, for
example, might define certain thoughts as heretical; a chief may banish a
couple who break rules that forbid cross-cousin marriage; or a philosophy
might be branded “un-American” or “unpatriotic.” The possibility of such
action becomes unthinkable, and the range of choice is narrowed or elimi-
nated, but not in the same way as in a situation of real doxa, because in or-
thodoxy people remain aware that alternatives exist.

Bourdieu’s work gives anthropologists a way out of the restrictions of
thinking about people as naturally social, self-interested, or cultural. He
suggested that life is mostly lived in between these three options, and that
the social setting determines the basis of human action. In other words,
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rather than limiting himself to a particular notion of human nature, he de-
picted a world where people are sometimes social rule followers and at other
times guided by their cultural knowledge. But he has never seen them as
entirely lacking in self-interest, in rational pursuit of their own ends. This
is a vitally important step because it makes the basis of human behavior al-
ways an empirical issue, something to be solved by observing situations in
the real world rather than through theorizing or introspective navel gazing.

The issue of rationality in the pursuit of goals comes out most clearly in
Bourdieu’s critique of economics (1977, 170–197; see also 2005). Begin-
ning with the usual Malinowskian attack on “vulgar” economists who
think that objects have value in and of themselves, he made the familiar
anthropological point that only society and culture really give value and
meaning to things. This means, then, that the economy and society are not
separable and are part of each other (embedded). This same insight led
Malinowski and Sahlins to reject economics and focus on society, but
Bourdieu took exactly the opposite course. He said, in effect, “Fine, then
let’s extend economics to all of culture.” He did this by inventing the term
“cultural capital” to refer to the knowledge and experience that people gain
during their lives that give them power in daily life, politics, and the econ-
omy. Later, he conjured up the related concept of social capital, which
means the positions, connections, and relationships one has by virtue of
birth, marriage, and membership in various organizations or offices.

For Bourdieu, in every society people deploy and use their economic re-
sources (capital and labor) and their cultural and social capital in political
struggles to establish and maintain dominance and power. Modern capitalist
societies are different from the rest only because of their complex social and
economic institutions, which allow people to dominate through control of
the economy or through political and social office. Someone can gain power
in France, for example, by getting rich, going to college, or being born to an
important family. In precapitalist societies, however, domination can only
be achieved through face-to-face personal interaction, where people create
cultural and social capital themselves. To be a Kwakiutl chief, one must in-
herit some social capital, but one also has to build a great reputation by giv-
ing feasts, making exchanges, and building a kinship network.

Bourdieu’s ambition was to extend economic concepts like capital and
exchange to all of human social life and thereby build an economics that is
relevant to all societies, past and future. Nonetheless, he ended up promis-
ing much more than he delivered because his economics remained so
vague and imprecise. His ideas of cultural and social capital are mar-
velously stimulating, and in his hands, they become excellent tools for dis-
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cussing the differences between societies. But he has never given any indi-
cation of how such capital might be measured outside of a modern indus-
trial society.4 And if we cannot measure cultural and social capital, it is im-
possible to tell how they are affecting behavior. We end up in a circle: We
know people have social capital because of the way they are treated, and we
explain people’s behavior as a result of the same social capital. Bourdieu’s
economics is purely metaphorical. What he was really saying was that social
position and cultural knowledge are like capital and that it is useful to
think about them as property that can be accumulated, invested, loaned,
and spent.

The key strength of practice theory is that it poses the basis of human
behavior in particular situations as an empirical problem that can be solved
through observation, involvement, and research. Bourdieu said that cul-
ture operates in some things, social life in other things, and rational self-
interest in still others. Furthermore, there is a dialectical relationship be-
tween them as doxa is built and maintained. Here is an alternative to a
reductionist approach that wants to boil motives down to a single universal
impulse. Bourdieu, unlike the reductionist, thinks that human nature is
polymorphous. It depends on the situation and the setting, and that situa-
tion is itself a human creation. Another dialectic is therefore that social
structure constrains human action, at the same time that human action
and politics create and modify social structure. This provides a way out of
the social and cultural determinism that makes Boasian and structural-
functional systems so static.

Although practice theory frames the question of human nature in an im-
portant way, it does not explain when and why the basis of human nature
changes. What is it that makes people act like rational goal seekers some-
times, like rule-minded power mongers at others, and like symbol-driven
cultural animals the rest of the time? The latest generation of Marxist-
inspired political economists have some interesting answers to this ques-
tion that are worth exploring.

Reworking Marxism (Again)

One of the most interesting attempts to reconcile different models of
human nature and social analysis within the framework of Marxist anthro-
pology is Donald Donham’s History, Power, Ideology (1990). The book
draws on Donham’s long field experience among the Maale of southern
Ethiopia, a farming people who once had their own kings and chiefs but
who have recently had to deal with a Marxist revolution, famine, and the
collapse of their national government.
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Donham’s narrative works through Chayanov, formalism, Sahlins’s sub-
stantivism, and various kinds of Marxism, pointing to the strengths and
weaknesses of each. His solution is not to throw them out and start over
again but rather to say that perhaps each should be applied to what it does
best. Microeconomics works well in the short term, on a small local scale, and
does a good job explaining day-to-day decisions. A microeconomic theory of
rational choice can tell us why people act particular ways and reach short-
term decisions given an existing social organization and cultural values. But to
understand where those organizations and values come from, we need to go
to another level of analysis and use different models of behavior (1990, 39).

As an example, Donham did a neoclassical analysis of Maale household
labor in agriculture and showed how it made sense of their productive
strategies, their choice of crops, and the way they worked. But this expla-
nation only works as long as we accept that men can exchange their labor
with each other but do not sell their labor for wages. We also have to ac-
cept that men always control their wives’ and children’s work. In other
words, the neoclassical explanation only works as long as the social rules of
labor exchange, age, and gender are given. But how do men control their
wives and children, and how could that change? Why can’t men sell their
labor? Here neoclassical tools fail completely.

Donham argued that beyond the limits of neoclassical rational choice
analysis, we have to study “ideology,” the systems of meaning and ideas of
the natural order that lead people to accept a particular cosmology as natu-
ral and given. And we also need to look at social structures, at the groups
and organizations, like chiefs and clans, that exist outside of individual will
and for longer than the individual life span. For these problems, said Don-
ham, we need Marxian political economy, which can be used to study so-
cial units larger than households and time periods longer than a farming
year. He illustrated his point with a lucid discussion of power in Maale lin-
eages, the politics of marriage, and the larger-scale ecology of population
growth and surplus. In his hands, the classic Marxist concept of the mode
of production becomes a powerful comparative tool.

But Donham also recognized the limits of political economy. When it
comes to long-term transformations, on national, international, and global
scales, both Marx and Adam Smith fail, and we need to turn to “history.”
The fortunes of the Maale have been affected profoundly over the years by
events far beyond their control and even beyond their knowledge, from the
Italian conquest of Ethiopia to the Soviet-sponsored Ethiopian revolution
of 1975. Although a Marxian analysis is necessary as a point of departure
for understanding processes at this level, each situation has its own peculi-
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arities that require an understanding of local, deep culture and history.
History cannot be reduced to any simple model of human nature but re-
sults from all three models.

Donham’s unique solution to the problem posed by the first four chap-
ters of this book is a kind of “Bosnian partition,” which seeks to reduce
conflict by giving each theory a territory. Microeconomics is an effective
microtool for short-term decisions where cultural values and social struc-
ture are givens. Marxian anthropology, with a focus on power and social
institutions and the role of ideology, is the theory of choice for the
medium scale and the longer term. Finally, on the largest scale we need to
understand cultures as wholes, as well as global economics and interna-
tional politics as part of the construction of history (Donham tells us less
about this level than the other two, however).

Donham offered an excellent way to divide up the “turf” between social
sciences. He pointed a way toward thinking through the problem of why
moral and cultural issues become so important at particular times, why
daily behavior is so subject to microeconomic rational-choice models, and
why Marxian analysis works for understanding social structure. In many
ways, this is a very firm grounding for economic anthropology, for it tells
us to use the conceptual tools appropriate to the problem at hand. He also
provided some ideas for making the three different models work together
in a dynamic way in long-term historical research. But in the end, where
does Donham stand on human nature? His agenda requires people to be
selfish, social, political, and cultural, all at the same time, in different con-
texts. Could this be possible? Perhaps we need to rethink the way we have
framed the issue of human nature, from the ground up.

Rethinking Human Nature

We see no reason to quarrel with all the brilliant social scientists who have
argued persuasively for the three different models of human nature. Each
one seems to work perfectly well in particular cases, but only in unpre-
dictable ways. The economic theory of the selfish, maximizing individual
accounts for some behavior, but not all. The sociological theory of norma-
tive behavior, of conformity, explains some of what is left over. And an an-
thropological approach that looks at cognition, semantics, and cultural sys-
tems of meaning also makes sense of some behavior, but again, not all. The
theories appear incompatible, but even if they were compatible, we have no
rules (except Donham’s) to tell us when to apply each one. Worse, each the-
ory of motive purports to be all-encompassing; each offers itself as an alter-
native to the others. We are left with faith or aesthetics to make our choices.
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Consider another possibility. What if these three contradictory views of
humans as selfish, social, or moral beings are themselves folk models? In
other words, what if they are the commonsense explanations that people
typically offer for their own behavior? “I did it to help others”; “I did it for
myself ”; “I did it because it was right and proper.” Each would then be a
rationalization for behavior, after the fact, as much as a cause of any action.
As explanatory tools, the models would then fail for this very reason—be-
cause they are not really objective scientific models of human behavior at
all. They impose an ethnocentric grid of categories onto a continuum of
actual experience and practice, and they do so after the fact.

A more objective and analytical way of looking at human motives might
avoid some of the moral and ethnocentric assumptions that seem built into
these categories. This would require concentrating on making human nature
an empirical problem, one we address directly every time we study human
behavior. Our assumptions about human nature are very deeply built into
our social theory, so only this kind of empiricism can keep us from seeing
everything tinted through the glasses of our choice. Economic anthropology
could then more directly question human motives instead of assuming them.

The folk models of human nature run very deeply in most social sci-
ence, and it is literally hard to think about how to write ethnography or
analyze a situation without them. As a tool for doing this, we find it useful
to construct a graph that recasts the classical problem of human nature
along different dimensions.5 To avoid posing social, moral, and selfish
goals as alternatives, we can instead view them as portions of a wider terri-
tory on a scale or along a range. Our goal is to show that all can be seen as
rational, but at different scales and in different contexts. Human nature can
always be seen as rational; our goal is to empirically find out what makes it
so. Furthermore, instead of forcing diverse motives into discrete boxes, we
can admit the possibility of mixed and ambiguous or multiple motives.

The graph in Figure 7.1 has two scales. The vertical axis is a time scale,
stretching from the immediate present into the infinite future. On the time
scale, immediate self-interest, the satisfaction of a need or desire felt at the
moment of decision, is at one end of a range of possible self-interests. A per-
son can also be interested in maximizing long-term self-interest—that is,
satisfying needs and desires for next week, next year, or a distant retirement.
The time scale extends beyond the individual life span into the infinite fu-
ture because people often take what will happen to them after death into
account. Many people believe in an immortal soul or in reincarnation, and
this certainly influences their decisions in life. In some cultures, the main
purpose of life is to provide for one’s well-being after death.6
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Behavior that is motivated by this infinite time scale is often considered
“altruistic” or “moral” because it contemplates the infinite or the supernat-
ural, a time when the individual will be dead and won’t benefit from his or
her own actions. “Building something for the future” is often seen as a
form of altruism. On this scale, however, this kind of moral behavior is
just part of a long continuum. The standard anthropological explanation
of culturally motivated or “moral” behavior often refers to the infinite end.
People are acting rationally in reference to timeless concepts of value, that
is, eternal moral principles of good and bad, right and wrong. Culture is
by definition something that came before the individual and continues on
after death. Choices that move beyond the individual life span are there-
fore inherently cultural.

On this temporal scale, what is rational on an immediate basis may not
be rational at all in the long term, and vice versa. If you are on your way
home on the bus, it may make sense to eat your last candy bar as soon as
you want it, but if you are lost in the woods it would be sensible to wait.
Eating a huge pile of chocolate truffles might be a rational way to satisfy
your immediate craving, but it could be quite irrational if the long-term
consequences for your arteries are taken into account. The kind of time
scale you use changes as you grow older, and it also depends on your
wealth, your status, and your social situation. In most societies, moral per-
suasion aims at lengthening the time frame, getting us to think about
long-term outcomes. Most religions try to pull our values toward the infi-
nite. Learning to delay gratification is a sign of maturity in many cultures,
and in the West, we gain status by putting money and effort into things
like buildings or books that will last beyond our individual lifetime.

The horizontal axis in Figure 7.1 is the social dimension of choice; it ap-
pears on the graph to acknowledge that people consider the well-being of
others in their decisions. The social scale is roughly a measure of the size of
the group that a person includes when maximizing, beginning with the self
and leading to the infinite, to all humans on the planet, present and fu-
ture.7 In between are social dyads like friendship, the household, the family
network, then on to larger groups like church, community, and nation. As
the scale increases, the groups become more abstract and diffuse, though
not necessarily less powerful or important. Once again, moral behavior is
often construed as belonging at the end of the scale away from the individ-
ual. Our families, clans, and nations constantly implore us to think of oth-
ers instead of ourselves, to think of the good of the group.

When we combine the social and time scales we define a frame for un-
derstanding decisions and choice that makes no assumptions about human
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nature. On the graph, immediate self-interest lies at the intersection, and
what is generally conceived of as “altruism” radiates out from it in different
directions. “Perfect altruism” could be imagined at the extreme of timeless
totality, but surely such behavior is as rare as that which is completely self-
ish. The point is that all human life occupies the messy, difficult gray area
in between, and the extremes are no more than debating tools and sacred
images. Human nature encompasses the entire territory, and more, if we
include antisocial behavior. Humanity is characterized by tremendous
plasticity and flexibility, by an ability to adapt behavior to amazingly di-
verse circumstances. This is why so much of the recent evolutionary genet-
ics of human personality is so unconvincing. Human history and the di-
versity of culture prove that whatever genetic coding we have for particular
behavior is extremely weak. No attempt to find an “altruism gene” can do
more than produce headlines, because there is no such thing, or if there is,
it has little actual effect on behavior. Of course, there are biological human
universals, but most of the things that we all have in common are abilities
and potentials rather than specific traits or characteristics.

FIGURE 7.1 The social-temporal grid. This can be used to map differ-
ent kinds of decisionmaking, showing that conventional notions of self-
ishness and altruism form a continuum.
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The graph in Figure 7.1 can also be used as a tool to think about the
process of decisionmaking, strategy, and tactics. If we conceive of decision-
making as a political process in which the interests of actors and groups
differ, we can map the positions in specific decisions taken by different ac-
tors. For example, a classic confrontation in households around the world
is between adults and children over duties and responsibilities. Adolescents
in many societies work within a shorter time perspective than their par-
ents. It therefore makes sense that people often argue over the immediate
versus the long-term benefits of a particular strategy, purchase, or decision.
Why should people with different time-horizons agree?

Another distinct kind of dispute takes place along the social axis (see
Figure 7.2). Who should benefit from a group decision or an individual
action? Should your family do what is best for you, what is best for the
family unit, or what is best for your community? Just whose interests
should be maximized when we make our decisions? Who is included in the
pool of beneficiaries? These issues, which are partially defined through
concepts of rights, duties, and justice in every social setting, are essential
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FIGURE 7.2 Social disputes on the grid. In this example, husband and
wife disagree on the basis of a major household decision. He thinks the
interests of a wider circle of kin should be included, while she is more
concerned with the longer-term interests of a small nuclear group.
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for understanding the basis of any action. The essential insight offered by
using the graph is that any decision or option is based on a prior definition
of society that both includes and excludes people.

The graph can also be used as a reminder that what people say about
their motives and what they really do are rarely identical. In the real world,
most motives are mixed and can be imagined as a range or a circle on the
graph instead of a single point. Perhaps successful behavior always has
multiple motives; it is therefore difficult to interpret after the fact because
it is meant to be that way. People want their acts to be ambiguous and hard
to pin down; they may want to conceal their motives even from them-
selves. To suppose that this complexity merely conceals or camouflages an
underlying selfishness is therefore a basic misconception of reality. The
fundamental ambiguity of behavior is quite real; it reflects a compromise
between diverse social and temporal priorities.

This exercise with grids makes several points. The first is that motives
are continuous variables, not types of behavior or types of people. Motives
and choices are never as clearly defined as social theorists want them to be.
Selfishness is always relative and may come in many distinct varieties. The
second point is that we need to be more explicit when we relate motiva-
tions and decisions to the way those decisions are explained, rationalized,
and debated. When people claim they are helping others or working for
the good of the nation, we should always ask how their explanation is re-
lated to the real and expected consequences of their acts. The relationship
between motives, actions, and explanation should be a central object in
each empirical inquiry rather than being assumed away or trapped in para-
digmatic gridlock.

We can even use the sociotemporal grid to map the ideological traffic
flow in economics and anthropology, by showing the assumptions that dif-
ferent theorists make about human nature, as in Figure 7.3. Clearly, our
own point of view is that the whole area should be considered in any eco-
nomic theory and that our goals should be to figure out why people some-
times act selfishly and other times act “morally” or “altruistically.” Economic
anthropology, in our view, could then be profitably redefined as the study of
the social and cultural basis of rationality and choice. In other words, ration-
ality should be the subject, not the assumption, of economic anthropology.

Questioning human nature might have been a much better way to start
the study of household energy consumption in Santa Cruz County. Hal
Wilhite and I (Richard Wilk) could have begun by asking people to define
the issues for themselves, in order to find out what kinds of social groups
they included, how they saw the politics of decisions, and what kinds of
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FIGURE 7.3 Mapping disciplines on the grid. The assumptions of
different fields are mapped in two ways. Individual scholars could also
be placed in the grid.
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time horizons they were using. Then we would have been in a position to
see how the various actions people took—buying solar hot-water systems,
doing nothing, putting on a sweater and turning down the thermostat—
related to their motives, their resources, and their social positions. Ideally,
we could then say when people were going to act on a short time horizon
for a small group or for the long term and the benefit of the planet. We
knew these issues were important, just as we were aware of how the inter-
nal politics of families were a key to the puzzle, but we were stuck with an-
alytical tools that were based on too many assumptions. Economic anthro-
pology benefits from the broadest possible questions, from the closest
possible attention to many different kinds of empirical information.

Conclusions

When I (Richard Wilk) used the first draft of this book in teaching my
economic anthropology class at Indiana University, some students were
puzzled by the way I ended the book. They said, “You never define eco-
nomic anthropology!” I was baffled. I thought I had spent the whole book
defining economic anthropology. When we talked it over, though, I began
to see why they wanted more resolution than I had offered in my first
draft. A lot of this book is critical of other people’s work and deals with
their problems, inadequacies, and contradictions. After all this, what hope
could I offer that economic anthropology was worth the effort?

Fortunately for my class, the second half of the semester was spent read-
ing recent monographs and ethnographies written by economic anthropol-
ogists. It restored their feeling that economic anthropology was something
worth doing. We read Daniel Miller’s fascinating study of consumerism
during and after the oil boom in Trinidad (1994), Mary Weismantel’s
beautiful book on food and household labor among Andean peasants
(1988), Diane Wolf ’s on young women’s lives in spinning mills on Java
(1992), and Donald Attwood’s about the sugar industry in India (1992).
This was just a personal selection from the many excellent books we had to
choose from. The students found them engrossing and sensitive ethnogra-
phies, engaged with problems they could relate to. How do farming fami-
lies stay together and deal with poverty? Why do some people spend so
much money on cars, drink, and partying? How can people organize to-
gether and struggle successfully against the rich and powerful? What hap-
pens to local cultures faced with global corporations, global telecommuni-
cations, and computers in the workplace? How does free trade connect a
teenage factory worker in Bali to a mall rat in Ohio? Most of the key prob-
lems and issues in the world today are being addressed by economic an-
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thropologists. The work is sophisticated but down-to-earth. The standard
of writing is amazingly high. The scholarship is engaged with real people
and draws lessons that have real uses, not just for thinking about a past
world of tribes and villages but for thinking about a wired future where cy-
berspace rubs shoulders with millions of destitute ex-farmers. This is work
that can really make a difference.

Reading what people actually do with their science is the real proof of its
theory. In the light of what we have said in this book, we would argue that
recent economic anthropology is powerful and important not because of
any particular methodology or devotion to a particular model of human
behavior. Instead, what makes it work so well is that economic anthropol-
ogists are, for the most part, more open than other social scientists to all
three paradigms. They are both eclectic and scientific in the very best sense
of both words, willing to use many different tools and test them empiri-
cally through careful observation.

We would never claim that economic anthropology is the only science
that questions human nature. Certainly sociobiology and human evolu-
tion have made some strong claims for understanding the biological basis
of human behavior. But economic anthropology has a special place be-
cause it is at the very intersection of different philosophical traditions
within social science. It has feet in all three camps; and if this sounds like
an awkward and difficult position to be in, that is the way we mean it.
Being in the middle can make you a target for everyone; without a single
identity you may end up being nobody at all. Even so, the rewards may be
worth the risks.

Notes
1. For more recent anthropological work on energy use in the home, see Wilhite

and Ling (1995), Kempton and Layne (1994), and Kempton, Feuermann, and Mc-
Garity (1992).

2. In practice, most anthropologists tend to gravitate toward particular kinds of be-
havior that are most appropriately understood with the tools they want to use. There-
fore, if you have a cultural model of human nature, you are likely to be interested in
symbolism, ritual, systems of meaning, and gift economies. Those who hold a social
view of human behavior may be fascinated by kinship organization, production, and
political change. Rational-choice theorists like market systems, trade and exchange,
demography, or some variant of cultural ecology.

3. Richard Jenkins (1992) provides an admirably clear and critical discussion of
Bourdieu’s theory of practice. This book will be an important guide for any student
who sets out to struggle with Bourdieu’s prose. Elements of practice theory are fore-
shadowed in Goodenough’s (1956) critical discussion of social rules and in much of
Barth’s (1959, 1967) discussion of the pragmatic nature of social action. A wonderful
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and readable book by political anthropologist Fred Bailey (1969) also anticipates
much of practice theory. We find Bourdieu’s later discussion of practice theory (1998)
more elaborate and in places clearer than in his original book on the subject Outline of
a Theory of Practice (1977). His most recent book on economics is a fascinating empir-
ical study of the housing market, arguing ultimately that social scientists need to pay
more attention to economists, and vice versa (2005).

4. Bourdieu’s Distinction (1984) is perhaps his most sociological book. There he
does attempt to measure various kinds of social and cultural capital. When I (Richard
Wilk) repeated his study in Belize, however, I found most of his measures depended on
untested assumptions.

5. Parts of this discussion are taken from a previously published paper (Wilk 1993).
It was originally developed for the particular demands of understanding household
and family decisionmaking; here it is extended to encompass all kinds of social behav-
ior in a way that perhaps strains the original intent.

6. Some of my (Wilk’s) students have proposed that the time scale should be ex-
tended backward into the past. It is hard for me to imagine people making decisions in
the present in order to maximize some form of well-being in the past. One of my
(Wilk’s) classes argued that sometimes people choose an option for the future because
they want to affect the interpretation of a past event. They might be “good” and un-
selfish now, in the hope that people will forget past “bad” behavior, for example. This
is an interesting point.

7. Again, students have suggested that there could be a negative side of this scale. As
we have sketched it, this scale includes only benefits. Some action is, of course, meant
to cause harm. A negative social scale could indicate the size of the group that is hurt
by a particular action.
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Appendix
Where to Look for More—

Finding Literature in Economic Anthropology

Because economic anthropology is published in so many scattered places, students
doing research projects often find it hard to start their search. Looking under “eco-
nomic anthropology” in the average library catalog is likely to turn up only those few
books that actually have “economic anthropology” somewhere in their title. This guide
is designed to help students begin their searches for sources. It includes a listing of
some of the basic books in the field and points to journals that should be searched. It
also lists some of the standard textbooks and classic sources for understanding the his-
tory of economic anthropology.

Bibliographies
Periodically, people compile bibliographies of works in economic anthropology, but
few are published. The best one that is widely available is long out of date, but it is ex-
cellent on the literature of the 1960s: H. T. Van Der Pas, Economic Anthropology
1940–1972: An Annotated Bibliography (Oosterhout, Netherlands: Anthropological
Publications, 1973).

Check also into the Social Science Citation Index and the CD-ROM and online
databases that are available in most libraries. We have found Carl/Uncover particularly
useful, for it indexes about 5 million scholarly papers and magazine articles. Reading
Reviews in Anthropology is an excellent way to keep up with current literature through
comprehensive review articles, and the topical papers in Annual Review of Anthropology
are usually very comprehensive and have extensive bibliographies. The most relevant
older entries are William Roseberry’s Political Economy in 1988 (vol. 17) and Stephen
Gudeman’s Anthropological Economics: The Question of Distribution in 1978 (vol. 7).
For more recent work, look up The Effect of Market Economies on the Well-Being of In-
digenous Peoples and on Their Use of Renewable Natural Resources by Ricardo Godoy,
Victoria Reyes-García, Elizabeth Byron, William R. Leonard, and Vincent Vadez in
2005 (vol. 34), Sustainable Governance of Common-Pool Resources by Arun Agrawal in
2003 (vol. 32), and Weber and Anthropology by Charles Keyes and Laboring in the Fac-
tories and in the Fields by Sutti Ortiz in 2002 (vol. 31).
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Periodicals
We advise students to begin their research by scanning through current journals, look-
ing for a relevant article that will have an up-to-date bibliography. Papers in economic
anthropology sometimes appear in the major anthropology journals, including Ameri-
can Anthropologist, Current Anthropology, American Ethnologist, Ethnology, and Journal of
Anthropological Research (previously called the Southwestern Journal of Anthropology).
Some of the most interesting articles can be found in Man (now called the Journal of the
Royal Anthropological Institute), the Journal of Peasant Studies, Human Organization, and
for a historical approach, Comparative Studies in Society and History. Marxist and critical
economic sociology is published most often in Economy and Society. Regional and for-
eign journals should also be checked (we always look at the Scandinavian journals, such
as Ethnos and Folk), and interesting work often turns up in development studies jour-
nals (for example, Journal of Developing Areas, Journal of Development Studies, and
Economic Development and Cultural Change). There are several journals in other fields
that publish papers that are useful to economic anthropologists: Journal of Consumer
Research and Journal of Economic History are good examples. Particularly critical pa-
pers, often from a Marxian perspective, are published in Dialectical Anthropology,
Critique of Anthropology, and Rethinking Marxism. We find much of the material pub-
lished in Gender and Society and Signs and Feminist Economics to be highly relevant to
economic anthropology as well.

Within economics itself there are many journals that publish orthodox neoclassical
economics, much of which is incomprehensible to anthropologists. There are, however,
many journals of “heterodox” economics that present alternatives that are of great inter-
est to economic anthropology. A good starting point for this literature is Review of Het-
erodox Economics, which is advertised as a “New Publication for Marxist, Institutional-
ist, Feminist, Post-Keynesian, and Radical Economists.” Other journals that have
eclectic and interesting approaches to economics include Capital and Class; Capitalism,
Nature, Socialism; Competition and Change: The Journal of Global Business and Political
Economy; Economic Geography; Economics and Philosophy; Economics and Politics; Econ-
omy and Society; Feminist Economics; Feminist Review; International Contributions to
Labour Studies; International Journal of Political Economy; International Papers in Political
Economy; International Review of Applied Economics; Journal of Economic Issues; Journal of
Interdisciplinary Economics; Journal of Post-Keynesian Economics; Journal of World-Systems
Research (an electronic journal available at http://jwsr.ucr.edu/index.php); New Polit-
ical Economy; Research in Political Economy; Review: Journal of the Fernand Braudel
Center for the Study of Economics, Historical Systems, and Civilizations; Review of Inter-
national Political Economy; Review of Political Economy; Review of Radical Political Eco-
nomics; Review of Social Economy; Social Concept; Social Research; Society and Space;
Studies in Political Economy; and World Development (extracted from Nilsson 1995).

There are two major publication series in economic anthropology. Research in
Economic Anthropology (founded by George Dalton, now up to volume 24) is pub-
lished annually by JAI Press, edited by Norbert Dannhaeuser and Cynthia Werner at
Texas A&M University. The topical coverage tends to be wide and uneven, but the
papers are often highly original, and there is a good mix of ethnography and archaeol-
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ogy. The other series is the annual publication of selected papers from the Society for
Economic Anthropology meetings; these each have a different editor and title and are
currently published by AltaMira Press. Volumes older than 2002 are published with
University Press of America. Titles include Alice Gates and Hill Littlefield’s Marxist
Approaches in Economic Anthropology (1991), Henry Rutz and Benjamin Orlove’s The
Social Economy of Consumption (1989), Stuart Plattner’s Markets and Marketing
(1985), Morgan Maclachlan’s Household Economies and Their Transformations (1987),
Jean Ensminger’s Theory in Economic Anthropology (2002), Gracia Clark’s Gender at
Work in Economic Life (2003), Cynthia Werner and Duran Bell’s Values and Valuables:
From the Sacred to the Symbolic (2004), Lillian Trager’s Migration and Economy: Global
and Local Dynamics (2005), and Richard Wilk’s Fast Food/Slow Food: The Cultural
Economy of the Global Food System (2006).

Newsletters can keep students informed of current publications and meetings as
well as provide information on scholarships, prizes, and publication opportunities.
The newsletter of the Society for Economic Anthropology is basic; student member-
ship is available for a small fee. It announces the annual Harold Schneider Student
Paper Competition, with a prize of $200 and travel to the next SEA meeting. Other
useful newsletters are published by the Society for the Advancement of Socio-
Economics, the Political Ecology Society, the Culture and Agriculture Group, and the
Peasant Studies Association.

Anthologies
We are indeed lucky to have a recent anthology that is as close to an encyclopedia of
economic anthropology as we are likely to see. James Carrier’s monumental A Hand-
book of Economic Anthropology (2005) is full of excellent essays written by experts, as-
sembled following a thorough topical outline. Its only drawback is that it is priced as a
reference book and is therefore too expensive to use in the classroom. Most books of
collected papers are more uneven, and they may be highly technical and specialized.
Sometimes it is hard to tell what the papers are really about from the title of the book.
But good collections can give an excellent portrait of the “state of the art” at a particu-
lar time. Here is a list of general collections of papers on economic anthropology that
have appeared over the years.

Bohannon, Paul, and George Dalton, eds. 1965. Markets in Africa: Eight Subsistence
Economies in Transition. Garden City, NY: Anchor Books.

Clammer, John. 1978. The New Economic Anthropology. New York: St. Martin’s Press.
______. 1987. Beyond the New Economic Anthropology. New York: St. Martin’s Press.
Dalton, George. 1971. Economic Development and Social Change. New York: Natural

History Press.
Firth, Raymond. 1967. Themes in Economic Anthropology. London: Tavistock.
Firth, Raymond, and Basil S. Yamey. 1964. Capital, Savings, and Credit in Peasant So-

cieties. Chicago: Aldine.
Halperin, Rhoda, and James Dow. 1977. Peasant Livelihood. New York: St. Martin’s Press.
Helms, June. 1965. Essays in Economic Anthropology. American Ethnological Society

Monographs. Seattle: University of Washington.
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LeClair, Edward, and Harold Schneider. 1968. Economic Anthropology: Readings in
Theory and Analysis. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

Plattner, Stuart. 1989. Economic Anthropology. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
Seddon, David. 1978. Relations of Production: Marxist Approaches to Economic Anthro-

pology. London: Cassirer.

Three collections focus particularly on the research methods used in economic an-
thropology. They are particularly useful for graduate students thinking about fieldwork.

Bardhan, Pranad. 1989. Conversations Between Economists and Anthropologists:
Methodological Issues in Measuring Economic Change in Rural India. Delhi: Oxford
University Press.

Gregory, Chris, and J. C. Altman. 1989. Observing the Economy. London: Routledge.
Plattner, Stuart. 1975. Formal Methods in Economic Anthropology. American Anthropo-

logical Association, Monograph 4. Washington, DC: American Anthropological
Association.

Most recent anthologies in economic anthropology tend to be more specialized in
topic, reflecting the diversification of the field. They are excellent places to begin the
research for a paper.

Appadurai, Arjun. 1986. The Social Life of Things. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press.

Barlett, Peggy. 1980. Agricultural Decision Making. New York: Academic Press.
Bloch, Maurice. 1975. Marxist Analyses and Social Anthropology. London: Tavistock.
Chibnik, Michael. 1987. Farm Work and Field-Work. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University

Press.
Durrenberger, E. Paul. 1984. Chayanov, Peasants, and Economic Anthropology. New

York: Academic Press.
Dwyer, Daisy, and Judith Bruce. 1988. A Home Divided: Women and Income in the

Third World. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
Goody, Esther. 1982. From Craft to Industry. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Gowdy, John. 1997. Limited Wants, Unlimited Means: A Reader on Hunter-Gatherer

Economics and the Environment. Washington, DC: Island Press.
Harris, John. 1982. Rural Development: Theories of Peasant Economy and Agrarian

Change. London: Hutchinson University Press.
Haugerud, Angelique, and Marc Edelman. 2004. The Anthropology of Development

and Globalization: From Classical Political Economy to Contemporary Neoliberalism.
Malden, UK: Blackwell.

Humphrey, Caroline, and Stephen Hugh-Jones. 1992. Barter, Exchange, and Value: An
Anthropological Approach. New York: Cambridge University Press.

Leacock, Eleanor, and Helen Safa. 1986. Women’s Work. Boston: Bergin and Garvey.
Littlefield, Alice, and Hill Gates. 1991. Marxist Approaches in Economic Anthropology.

Lanham, MD: University Press of America.
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McCay, Bonnie, and James Acheson. 1987. The Question of the Commons. Tucson:
University of Arizona Press.

Moock, Joyce L. 1986. Understanding Africa’s Rural Households and Farming Systems.
Boulder, CO: Westview Press.

Parry, J., and M. Bloch. 1989. Money and the Morality of Exchange. Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press.

Salisbury, Richard, and Elisabeth Tooker. 1984. Affluence and Cultural Survival. Wash-
ington, DC: American Ethnological Society.

Sherry, John. 1995. Contemporary Marketing and Consumer Behavior: An Anthropolog-
ical Sourcebook. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.

Smith, Carol. 1976. Regional Analysis, vols. 1 and 2. New York: Academic Press.
Wilk, Richard. 1989. The Household Economy. Boulder, CO: Westview Press.

Texts
Textbooks in economic anthropology have never been abundant, and they tend to go
out of print quickly, so most are no longer available for class use. The definition of a
textbook is vague and debatable; in this list we include those that might be suitable as
supplementary texts, as well as those explicitly designed for classroom use. The older
ones are included for historical purposes only.

Cook, Scott. 2004. Understanding Commodity Cultures: Explorations in Economic An-
thropology with Case Studies from Mexico. Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield.

Dalton, George. 1967. Tribal and Peasant Economies. New York: Natural History
Press.

Davis, John. 1992. Exchange. Buckingham, UK: Open University Press.
Earle, Timothy. 2002. Bronze Age Economics: The Beginnings of Political Economies.

Boulder, CO: Westview Press.
Ellis, Frank. 1988. Peasant Economics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Forde, C. Daryll. 1934. Habitat, Economy, and Society. New York: E. P. Dutton.
Godelier, Maurice. 1988. The Mental and the Material. London: Verso.
Gudeman, Stephen. 1986. Economics as Culture: Models and Metaphors of Livelihood.

London: Routledge and Kegan Paul.
______. 2001. The Anthropology of Economy: Community, Market, and Culture.

Malden, UK: Blackwell.
Halperin, Rhoda. 1988. Economies Across Cultures. New York: St. Martin’s Press.
Herskovitz, Melville. 1940. The Economic Life of Primitive Peoples. New York: Knopf.
______. 1952. Economic Anthropology. New York: Knopf.
Hodges, Richard. 1988. Primitive and Peasant Markets. Oxford: Basil Blackwell.
Narotzky, Susana. 1997. New Directions in Economic Anthropology, London: Pluto Press.
Nash, Manning. 1966. Primitive and Peasant Economic Systems. San Francisco: Chandler.
Polanyi, Karl, Conrad Arensberg, and Harry Pearson, eds. 1957. Trade and Market in

the Early Empires. New York: Free Press.
Sahlins, Marshall. 1968. Tribesmen. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
______. 1972. Stone Age Economics. Chicago: Aldine.
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Schneider, Harold. 1974. Economic Man. New York: Free Press; reprint, Salem, WI:
Sheffield, 1989.

Spicer, Edward, ed. 1952. Human Problems in Technological Change. New York: Russell
Sage.

Wolf, Eric. 1966. Peasants. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.

Selected Monographs in Economic Anthropology
We expect that most professors who use this book in an economic anthropology
course will want students to read at least one or two ethnographies that take an eco-
nomic approach or that discuss the economic life of a particular society in some detail.
Although there are hundreds of suitable books and new ones appear all the time, we
provide the following list of suitable monographs, some of which we have used in
teaching our own courses. We have probably missed many great books, but this can at
least serve as a starting point. We include books that we do not particularly agree with
but that make interesting arguments and provoke good critical thinking.

Abrahams, Ray. 1991. A Place of Their Own: Family Farming in Eastern Finland. Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press.

Acheson, James. 1988. The Lobster Gangs of Maine. Hanover, NH: New England Uni-
versity Press.

______. 2003. Capturing the Commons: Devising Institutions to Manage the Maine
Lobster Industry. Hanover, NH: New England University Press.

Anderson, Sarah. 2005. Field Guide to the Global Economy. New York: New Press.
Applbaum, Kalman. 2004. The Marketing Era: From Professional Practice to Global

Provisioning. New York: Routledge.
Attwood, Donald. 1992. Raising Cane: The Political Economy of Sugar in Western India.

Boulder, CO: Westview Press.
Barlett, Peggy. 1993. American Dreams, Rural Realities: Family Farms in Crisis. Chapel

Hill: University of North Carolina Press.
Barndt, D. 2002. Tangled Routes: Women, Work, and Globalization on the Tomato Trail.

Boulder, CO: Westview Press.
Berry, Sara. 1975. Cocoa, Custom, and Socio-Economic Change in Rural Western Nigeria.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
Blanton, Richard. 1993. Houses and Households: A Comparative Study. New York:

Springer.
Bohannon, Paul, and Laura Bohannon. 1968. Tiv Economy. Evanston, IL: Northwest-

ern University Press.
Browne, Katherine E. 2004. Creole Economics: Caribbean Cunning Under the French

Flag. Austin: University of Texas Press.
Cancian, Frank. 1992. The Decline of Community in Zinacantan: Economy, Public Life,

and Social Stratification, 1960–1987. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
Chibnik, Michael. 2003. Crafting Tradition: The Making and Marketing of Oaxacan

Wood Carvings. Austin: University of Texas Press.
Childs, Geoff. 2004. Tibetan Diary: From Birth to Death and Beyond in a Himalayan

Valley of Nepal. Berkeley: University of California Press.
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Clark, Gracia. 1994. Onions Are My Husband: Survival and Accumulation by West
African Market Women. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Cliggett, Lisa. 2005. Grains from Grass: Aging, Gender, and Famine in Rural Africa.
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press.

Cohen, Jeffrey. 2004. The Culture of Migration in Southern Mexico. Austin: University
of Texas Press.

Colson, Elizabeth, and Thayer Scudder. 1988. For Prayer and Profit: The Ritual, Eco-
nomic, and Social Importance of Beer in Gwembe District, Zambia, 1950–1982. Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press.

Cowen, Tyler. 2005. Markets and Cultural Voices: Liberty vs. Power in the Lives of Mexi-
can Amate Painters. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.

Donham, Donald L. 1999. Marxist Modern: An Ethnographic History of the Ethiopian
Revolution. Berkeley: University of California Press.

Duncan, Ronald J. 1998. The Ceramics of Ráquira, Colombia: Gender, Work, and Eco-
nomic Change. Gainesville: University Press of Florida.

Duneier, Mitchell, and Hakim Hasan. 1999. Sidewalk. New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux.

Eder, James F. 1999. A Generation Later: Household Strategies and Economic Change in
the Rural Philippines. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.

Edin, Kathryn, and Laura Lein. 1997. Making Ends Meet: How Single Mothers Survive
Welfare and Low-Wage Work. New York: Russell Sage Foundation Publications.

Ehlers, Tracy. 1990. Silent Looms: Women and Production in a Guatemalan Town. Boul-
der, CO: Westview Press.

Ferry, Elizabeth Emma. 2005. Not Ours Alone: Patrimony, Value and Collectivity in
Contemporary Mexico. New York: Columbia University Press.

Firth, Raymond. 1939. Primitive Polynesian Economy. London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul.

Freeman, James. 1986. Scarcity and Opportunity in an Indian Village. Prospect
Heights, IL: Waveland Press.

Fricke, Thomas. 1986. Himalayan Households: Tamang Demography and Domestic
Processes. Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research.

Galvan, Dennis. 2004. The State Must Be Our Master of Fire: How Peasants Craft Sus-
tainable Development in Senegal. Berkeley: University of California Press.

Geertz, Clifford. 1963. Peddlers and Princes: Social Development and Economic Change
in Two Indonesian Towns. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Greenberg, James. 1981. Santiago’s Sword: Chatino Peasant Religion and Economics.
Berkeley: University of California Press.

Griffiths, Peter. 2003. The Economist’s Tale: A Consultant Encounters Hunger and the
World Bank. London: Zed Books.

Gudeman, Stephen. 1978. The Demise of a Rural Economy. London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul.

Gunder Frank, Andre. 1998. ReORIENT: Global Economy in the Asian Age. Berkeley:
University of California Press.

Haenn, Nora. 2005. Fields of Power, Forests of Discontent: Culture, Conservation, and
the State in Mexico. Tucson: University of Arizona Press.
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Hansen, Karen Tranberg. 2000. Salaula: The World of Secondhand Clothing and Zam-
bia. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Johnson, Allen. 1971. Sharecroppers of the Sertao. Stanford: Stanford University Press.
Lee, Anru. 2004. In the Name of Harmony and Prosperity: Labor and Gender Politics in

Taiwan’s Economic Restructuring. Albany: State University of New York Press.
Mayer, Enrique. 2002. The Articulated Peasant: Household Economies in the Andes.

Boulder, CO: Westview Press.
Miller, Daniel. 2001. The Dialectics of Shopping. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Miller, Tom. 1986. The Panama Hat Trail. New York: Vintage Books.
Nakane, Chie. 1967. Kinship and Economic Organization in Rural Japan. London:

Athlone Press.
Nash, June. 1979. We Eat the Mines and the Mines Eat Us. New York: Columbia Uni-

versity Press.
Netting, Robert M. 1981. Balancing on an Alp. Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press.
Newman, Katherine S. 2000. No Shame in My Game: The Working Poor in the Inner

City. New York: Vintage.
Oboler, Regina. 1985. Women, Power, and Economic Change: The Nandi of Kenya.

Stanford: Stanford University Press.
Orlove, Benjamin. 2002. Lines in the Water: Nature and Culture at Lake Titicaca.

Berkeley: University of California Press.
Orr, Julian E. 1996. Talking About Machines: An Ethnography of a Modern Job. Ithaca,

NY: ILR Press.
Oxfeld, Ellen. 1993. Blood, Sweat and Mahjong. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press.
Parkin, David. 1994. Palms, Wine, and Witnesses: Public Spirit and Private Gain in an

African Farming Community. Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press.
Pelto, Perti J. 1973. The Snowmobile Revolution: Technology and Social Change in the

Arctic. Menlo Park, CA: Cummings.
Plattner, Stuart. 1996. High Art Down Home: An Economic Ethnography of a Local Art

Market. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Rankin, Katharine Neilson. 2004. The Cultural Politics of Markets: Economic Liberal-

ization and Social Change in Nepal. London: Pluto Press.
Rivoli, Pietra. 2005. The Travels of a T-shirt in the Global Economy: An Economist Ex-

amines the Markets, Power and Politics of World Trade. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley
and Sons.

Rosman, Abraham, and Paula Rubel. 1986. Feasting with Mine Enemy: Rank and Ex-
change Among Northwest Coast Societies. Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press.

Salisbury, Richard. 1970. Vunamami: Economic Transformations in a Traditional Soci-
ety. Berkeley: University of California Press.

Schneider, Harold. 1970. The Wahi Wanyaturu: Economics in an African Society.
Chicago: Aldine.

Sheridan, Thomas. 1988. Where the Dove Calls: The Political Ecology of a Peasant Com-
munity in Northwestern Mexico. Tucson: University of Arizona Press.

Shipton, Parker. 1989. Bitter Money. Washington, DC: American Anthropological
Association.
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Small, Cathy A. 1997. Voyages from Tongan Villages to American Suburbs. Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press.

Sørensen, Pernille. 2000. Money Is the True Friend: Economic Practice, Morality and
Trust Among the Iganga Maize Traders in Uganda. London: Global.

Strathern, Andrew. 1971. The Rope of Moka. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Walker, Andrew. 1999. The Legend of the Golden Boat: Regulation, Trade and Traders in

the Borderlands of Laos, Thailand, China, and Burma. Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press.

Warman, Arturo. 2003. Corn and Capitalism: How a Botanical Bastard Grew to Global
Dominance. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press.

Weiner, Annette. 1976. Women of Value, Men of Renown. Austin: University of Texas
Press.

Weismantel, Mary. 1988. Food, Gender, and Poverty in the Ecuadorian Andes. Philadel-
phia: University of Pennsylvania Press.

Wilk, Richard. 2006. Home Cooking in the Global Village. Oxford: Berg.
Wilkinson-Weber, Clare M. 1999. Embroidering Lives: Women’s Work and Skill in the

Lucknow Embroidery Industry. Albany: State University of New York Press.
Wilson, Tamar Diana. 2005. Subsidizing Capitalism: Brickmakers on the U.S.-Mexican

Border. Albany: State University of New York Press.
Wolf, Diane. 1992. Factory Daughters. Berkeley: University of California Press.
Wong, Bernard P. 1982. Chinatown, Economic Adaptation and Ethnic Identity of the

Chinese. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Wong, Heung Wah. 1999. Japanese Bosses, Chinese Workers: Power and Control in a

Hong Kong Megastore. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.
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